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UNDER CONSTRUCTION in Murray, is this water control facillty of the Murray
operation of The Tappan Company,a national manufacturer of kitchen appliances. When
completed in April, 1973, the facility will remove chemicals and solids from the plant's
water-borne industrial wastes before directing the clean, clear, odor-free water into two
streams nearby. The building in the center will house the facility's cleaning equipment,
while the four lagoons in the background each have a holding capacity of 1,500,000
gallons. The facility is expected to cost more than 1400.000 and will occupy a three-acre
tract.

THIS IS A CLOSER VIEW of the central unit of The Tappan Company's new water
quality control facility at Murray, Ky. In it will be located the equipment which will
remove chemicals and solids from the plant's water-borne industrial wastes before the
water is directed into two streams nearby. At the left is the foundation for the "clarifier"
equipment which will remove the solids from the wastes before they are pumped into a
settling lagoon nearby. The water then is directed into one more chemical-removing
process
before being directed into one more chemical-removing process before
being directed into the streams.

McGovern Presents Seven-Point
Plan To End War Tuesday Night
CHICAGO
AP
— Sen.
George McGovern, outlining the
steps he as president would
take to end the Vietnam war,
says the United States can have
peace any day that we put the
saving of lives ahead of the
saving of face."
The Democratic presidential
nominee presented his sevenpoint plan in a nationally
televised speech Tuesday night.
He said he would suspend U.S,
bombing, military action and

aid to Vietnam on inauguration
day, and dispatch his vice president to Hanoi.
Saying President Nixon's
"decisive military action" has
failed to bring peace to Indochina McGovern declared
that his proposal is "a program
that will work" and is similar
to the method used by France
in withdrawing from Indochina
in 1954.
The South Dakota senator
said there are two basic differ-

A Comparison

Vietnam Plans Of
Candidates Differ
WASHINGTON (AP) —
George McGovern's Vietnam
plan clashes sharply with President Nixon's on big issues dividing the negotiators at
Paris—terms for a cease-fire, a
U.S. withdrawal and Saigon's
political future.
The Democratic presidential
nominee's blueprint, as set
forth Tuesday night, appears
much closer to conditions laid
down by North Vietnamese-Viet
Cong envoys, but there are differences.
However, McGovern's program could be carried out with
relatively little negotiation at
Paris, as he outlined it. Aside
from the release of prisoners,
most of his seven-point program could be accomplished by
one-sided U.S. action.
What is going on in the secret
missions between presidential
adviser Henry A. Kissinger and
Hanoi's Le Duc Tho has yet to
be disclosed.
Here are the positionar major issues:
U.S. WITHDRAWAL ..
McGovern says his first step
would be to halt all bombing
and acts of force throughout Indochina, stop "any shipments
of military supplies that continue the war" and start a pullout
of all U.S. forces from Viet.

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Partly cloudy and mild
tonight, low in mid to upper
50s. Thursday partly cloudy
and warm, high in low 80s. Friday partly cloudy and cooler.
Kentucky
Extended outlook, Friday
through Sunday
Fair Friday and Saturday, a
slight chance of showers Saturday night, clearing Sunday.
-Mild Friday, turning cooler Saturday and Sunday.
Early morning lows in the
upper 40s and low 50s Friday
and Saturday, and in the mid
and upper 40s Sunday. Afternoon highs in the low and mid
70s Friday, and in the mid 6(s
to low 70s Saturday and Sunday.

nam, Laos and Cambodia to be
completed in 90 days.
Nixon would withdraw all
American forces from Vietnam
within four months, but only
after an Indochina-wide ceasefire and release of U.S. prisoners.
The Vietnamese communists
call for an end to "the U.S. war
of aggression in Vietnam, the
bombing, mining and blockade
of (North) Vietnam," a stop to
(Continued on Page Twelvel

Peace Talks
Enter Fourth
Day In Paris
WASHINGMAAP) — Henry Kissipger's talks with the
North Vietnamese entered their
fourth day in Paris today. The
surprise extension of negotiations raised diplomatic eyebrows but brought no official
word of progress.
President Nixon's assistant
for national-security affairs had
been scheduled to return to the
White Muse Tuesday night
after an unprecedented third
day of talks with communist
negotiators Le Duc Tho and
Xuan Thuy.
Instead, Kissinger cabled
Nixon that he and the communists had agreed to a fourth
day of talks and that he would
be returning tonight.
The extention was announced
by the White House less than
two hours before Nixon's election opponent, Democratic Sen.
George McGovern, outlined on
national television his plan to
end the Vietnam war.
• Presidential Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler denied that
the private but highly publicized Paris negotiations were
connected in any way to the
election campaign. "None
whatsoever," be told newsmen
who asked about the timing.
WOW MEETING
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet Thursday,
October 12, at seven p.m. at the
WOW Hall. Refreshments will
be served.

ences between his plan and
Nixon's: the administration's
effort to maintain the government of South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu,
and the view that military action can successfully end the
conflict.
McGovern said Nixon "has
had his chance- and failed to
produce peace, noting that "40
per cent of all the Americans
lost in Vietnam have died in
the last four years, died under
the present administration."
"Now the answer to failure is
not More of the same," he said.
"And yet. I_ fear continued war
is what the Nixon administration has in store if they stay
in power."
Later in the evening,
McGovetn spoke to a crowd
aides said numbered 10,000 persons at a $15-a-plate fund-raising dinner.
He declared the choice in the
Nov. 7 election is "between
endless war in Indochina or the
very distinct possibility—and I
believe the absolute necessity—
that We could have peace in
Vietnam, and we could have it
any day that we put the saving
of lives ahead of the saving of
face."
McGovern's Vietnam speech
was considered by aides to be
one of the most crucial of his
entire campaign. It was taped
Sunday and carried on the CBS
network and other stations at
an over-all cost of $170,000, including production costs and
time, a McGovern spokesman
said.
It followed closely the general. proposals the candidate had
made on Vietnam in the past,
but attempted to fill in the gaps
to counter a widespread impression reflected in some sur(Continued on Page Twelve)

Demonstration Will
Beiteld At Radio
Club Meet Tonight

System Costs $400,000

Tappan's Water Quality
Control Facility Should
Be In Operation In April

The MSU Amateur Radio
Club will hold its monthly
meeting tonight, Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in Swann Hall.
A helium neon -laser will
be
used to demonstrate some basic
properties of light and optics for
the program of the meeting.
The demonstration will be
presented by Dennis Clark, a
junior in the Physics Department of MSU.
Members will be instructed in
parade handling procedures.
The MSU Amateur Radio Club
members have been assigned
The Murray operation Of the
the task of handling radio
communications for
the Tappan Company has begun
Homecoming Parade for the construction of a water quality
to remove
.MSU Student Organization, control facility
October 21. There will be a base chemicals and solids from be_
station, three mobile units, and water used in its manufacturing
one motorcycle unit, all on two processes before it is directed
meters. Units will operate into two streams east of the
through the MSU repeater, city.
WB4BHM.
All members are asked to
attend this.apportant meeting.
Any student of MSU, or citizen
of Murray, interested in radio,
is invited at attend this meeting.

E. .1 Haverstoek, general be one of only &few kith planti
manager of the operation, in in the state.
announcing construction of the
Designed specially to meet
facility, said that when com- the waste disposal weds of the
pleted it will meet standards Murray
plant,
W'hich
and requirements setToril by - manufacturers Tappan- gas andthe Kentucky Water Pollution electric kitchen ranges, the new
Commission. Estimated to cost water-cleaning facility will
approximately $400,000, it will center around a treatment
center with a waste-removal
capacity of 250,000 gallons per
day: '--Nearby will be four lagOons,
covering a combined area of
156,000 square feet, more than
three acres, and each with a
capacity of 1.500,000 gallons.
The facility is being built on a
170-acre tract just east of Industrial Road behind the Fan-is
Grain Company had purchased
by the Tappan Company
specially for the new watercleaning operation.
The water-borne waste
Materials frlim the manufacturing plant, located at .Main
and South 2iid Streets, consists
primarily of phosphates,
sulfuric acid, caustics and
porcelin enamel frit solids.

George R—Ligon Reviews History
Of Lions Club At Tuesday Meet

Golf Trophy Dinner To
Be Held, Calloway Club
The Murray-Calloway County
Country Club will have its
annual trophy dinner for the
women golfers of the club on
Monday, October 16, at 6:30
p.m. at he club house. .
Mrs. Venela Sexton and Mrs.
Evelyn Jcines, co-chairmen for
ladies golf activities, said this
will be a.potluck dinner and all
women of the club are invited to
attend.

Sickle Cell Anemia
Testing Is Planned

Testing for sickle cell anemia
SALES PLANNED
will be held at the Student
A rummage and bake sale Health Center, Murray State
will be held Friday, October 13, University, on Tuesday, Ocfrom eight a.m.,two p.m. at the tober 17,from five to seven p.m.
The special testing clinic will
old Cablevision building, 105
North 5th Street, sponsored by be sponsored by the Zeta Zeta
the Alpha OmicrOn Phi alumni Chapter of the Alpha Alpha
sorority.
chapter.

One Injured In Accident
On Highway 121 Tuesday
One person was injured in a
twocar collision, south of
Murray on Highway 121
Tuesday afternoon, according
to reports of the Murray Police
Department.
Delores Devine, 1714 Main,
sustained abrasions and contusions when the vehicle she
was driving collided with
another driverr--by -Michael -T.
Ernestberger, Route Five,
according to police:
Miss Devine was treated and
released from the MurrayCalloway County 1-lospital,
according to hospital officials.
Police reports said the Devine
vehicle was headed south on
121, and the Ernestberger

THE FIRST LAGOON into which the water-borne industrial wastes will flow in the
Tappan Company's new water quality control facility will be this 1,500,000-gallon
"equalization lagoon." Pumped from the main plant 2,000 feet away at a rate of 300
gallons per minute, the wastes will flow next through a cleaning plant designed to
remove chemicals and solids from the wastes before the water is directed into two
streams nearby. The wastes will reach the facility from the main plant through the large
pipe at the left.

vehicle was headed 'north. The
Devine car was reportedly
making a left tan at the time (if
the accident.
Damage to the Devine car
was to the total right side, and
damage to the Ernestberger ear
was to the front end, police said.

George H. Ligon, a member
of the Murray Lions Club
since April 1958 and chairman
of the Lions Information
Committee, was the guest
speaker at the regular meeting
•of the Murray Lions Club
Tuesday evening.
Ligon reviewed the 55 year
history of Lions International
and the 33 year history of the
Murray Lions -Mb. The
speaker has kept numerous
records, newspaper clippings
and other pertinent information
about the Lions organization
since he became a member and
is recognized as an authority on
the subject. His records Till two,
four-drawer filing cabinets.
The speaker presented copies
of his speech to each member of
the Murray - Lions Club which
included 10 pages of information on the club's history
such as a list of the charter
members, current members,
listing of the past presidents of
the club, results of fund raising
projects for the past 12 years,
club expenditures for the past 12
years and various and
numerous other items of interest.
He received a rousing Ovation
at the end of his talk ancrit was
suggested by one member that
the copy of the speech and the
additional 1() pages -orin--formation be kept as a souvenir
by the members. All readily
agreed that it should be ept
(Continued on Page Twelvel

Turkey Shoot Will
Be Held At Alma

The annual 'turkey shoot tiv011
Citations issued Tuesday
included
seventeen
for be held at the Almo School on
speeding, one for no operator's Saturday, October 14, starting
license, one for impotper' 'at 8:30
Shells and refreshments will
driving, one for public drunk,
resisting arrest and disorderly be on sale at the shoot.
Mrs. Howard Bucy, PTC
conduct, one for public drunk,
one for speeding and improper president, urges the public to
regislIttion, and one: for attend this special fund raising
speeefing zaid expired in,spection event held by the Parentsticker. •
Teacher Club.

Local Persons Are
Injured, Accident
George H. Ligon

Carter PTA Group
Attends District
MeetintrAt Ballard
Three members of the barter
School., Parent-Teacher
Association attended the fall
conference of the First District
PTA.held Tuesday evening at
Ballard MemorialHigh School.
They were .Mrs. Gerry
Requarth, president, Mrs. John
Resig, vice-president, and Mrs.
John Lyon, treasurer.
Mrs. Malvin Earles, district
president, presided with Mrs.
Henry Anderson giving the
devotion. Special guest speaker
was Mrs. George, White of
Covington, state PTS president.
..The Carter
unit
was
presented With a record by the
Lexington Philharmonica
Orchestra for being one of the
first units in the district to send
their registration for' the
.meeting. The record will be
placed in the school library.
Workshops were conducted
following the program.
Other PTA units are Kirksey,
Murray High, Murray Middle,
Robertson, and University
School.

Carmon M. Graham of
Murray was dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, on Tuesday after
having been hospitalized on
Sunday due to injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident.
He is reported to be doing well
by his wifeOpal, who along
with two ether 'passengers,
Hugh Gingles and his wife.
Bess, of Kirksey, were also
treated and released at the
Paducah hospital.
The local persona were injured in a two vehicle• collision
at the intersection of Kentucky
286 and MeKendree Church
Road, ten miles west of
Paducah, Sunday about 2:30
p.m.
Vehicles involved were driven
by Cirahain and Wondell Calvin
Myers of Owensboro. Also
hospitalized following the accident was Mrs. Genira Myers,
wife. of Wondell Myers, who
sustained fractured ribs.
GORDON CEMETERY
A work day will be held at
Gordon Cemetery on Saturday:
October 14, at 8130 a.m. The
cemetery is located next to
United
Brooks
Chapel
Methodist Church just off Highway 1346 east of Dexter. All
interested persons are urged to
attend.

These, the plant manager
pointed out, are byproducts of
the various metal treatments in
the plant-treatment with acid
before enameling, a prpcess
Irn'wri among the, 90,0 employees at the plant as
"pickling," and from the
cleaning and phosphating of
metal before painting.
These wastes, Haverstock
said, will .be pumped_ap-__
proximately 2,000 feet from the
main plant to the water control
facility with special, neopremetined putnps designed to pump
solids at a rate of 300 gallons per
minute.
(Continued on Page Twelve

MSU Students
Meet In 1.13L
For Seminars

rourteen Murray Slate
University graduate students
met in the Land Between the
Lakes Friday for the first of a
series of five higher education
instruction seminars dealing
with
curriculum
course
development.
Serving
partial
as
requirement
for
Higher
Education 689; Seminar in
Higher Education, the seminar
was conducted by Dr. Tudor
Westover, president of Three
Rivers Community College in
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
"Course Building" was the.
topic discussed by the group
which met in the Conservation
Education Center of the 1.131.
. Students
enrolled in the
seminar course are preparing
to become community college
teachers. They are:.
• Jean Bennett, Daniel Brady,
David
Hall, Mary Hiner,
Williams Sams, David Sellars,
Kenneth Sinclair, Richard
Snyder, William Threlkeld and
Lanette Thurman, all of
Murray; Donnie Doom, Kuttawa ;
Robert
McCann,
Kirksey; and Terry Lichtenberg and Willie Joe Sigler,
both of Paducah.
Dr. Charles Tolley, director of'
higher education, at ,Mtirray
State, accompanied the group.
-...eininars scheduled for the
remainder are': Oct. 20 at the
Conservation Education Center
in the Land Between the Lakes:
*Oct. 26 at Jackson State
Community College, Jackson,
Tenn..' Nov. 3-4 at Henderson
:Community College; and Nov.
16 on the Murray State campus.

ft
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Automobile Still Man's Worst
Enemy According To Fact Book
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Consumers and Newspapers
Everything about a newspaper is consumeroriented.. That's why both men and women consumers read newspapers more regularly and
carefully than anything else.
That's because newspapers are the FULL information medium.
More information on consumer matters is being
published in newspapers today than at any time in
our nation's history.
Editorial writers, reporters, columnists and
special feature pages and articles comment
'regularly on consumer issues.
Advertisements provide facts and information to
help them shop better, save money, use time wisely;
and live better year after year.
Classified advertising helps consumers many
StR.Et4 SONG
important ways, assisting in such major events in an
average person's lifetime as helping find a job, a
home, and a car.
.•
Our economy and standard of living are dependent
in great degree on good productive advertising, as
carried by this and thousands of other newspapers.
Perhaps it is time to applaud the many good
_
merchants and advertisers who have been helping
FRANKFORT, Ky.—If you background," stated Pasco.
consumers in this area live better year after year
are one of the approximately
Kentucky was one of the first
with their informative newspaper advertising.
non-agricultural states to adopt an occupational
950,000

Health Program Protecb
Employees In Kentucky

Ten Years Ago Today
LiDGIER h T111:15 FILL

The Murray-Calloway County Mental Health
Center has been open since June of this year and a
good program is underway to fill the need here.
Joe Winchester, age 86, died yesterday at the
Murray Hospital.
"A new sidewalk has been poured on North 4th
Street across from Perry Hendon's Service Station,"
from the column, "Seen dr Heard Around Murray."
Rev. Henry McKenzie and Mrs. James Garland
will speak at the meeting of the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council on October 18 at the Kentucky Dam
Village recreational hall, Gilbertsville.

20 Years Ago Today
ILICDGER•TIME8 VIII

Offices for the H.C. Price Company, contractor in
charge of laying pipelines for the Texas Gas
Transmission, will be located in Murray until at
least January 1, according to Paul Gholson,
secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
The Murray High School Tigers won over Bowling
Green 26 to 7.-Joe Dyeir-was attributed with good ball
carrying after latching onto several of—Joe'lPat
Phillips' passes.
Officers of the senior class at Lynn Grove High
School are Max Rogers, Bobby Kemp, Kelvin
Morris, and Joette Lassiter.
Mrs. Ernest Underwood was hostess for the
meeting of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club.
Mrs. Bill Wrather and Mrs. Marvin Parks gave the
lesson on "Room Combinations."

workers in Kentucky, chances
are John 0. Pasco is looking out
for you.
Never heard of him"! Well,
don't worry. But be glad he's
doing his job.
Pasco is director of the Occupational Health Program in
the State Health Department's
Division of Occupational Environment. That means he and
his staff make sure you areworking in an atmosphere
which is not hatardous to your
health.
The Occupational Health
Program. regulates conditions
for employes in all Kentucky
industries and businesses except where a federal agency,
other than the U.S. Labor
Department, has jurisdiction.
"We are responsible for
anything in the workroom area
that might be detrimental to
health," said Pasco. In particular, the office checks for
passible occupational diseases
and injuries.
Common points checked by
one of the office's industrial
hygienists might include the
working area's noise level, air
velocity, extremes of temperature, both heat and cold,
and adequate ventilation.

However, technical data also
is compiled to insure an employe's health will not be
toed by various vapors, dusts,
gases, and substances.
According
to
Health
Department statistics, the
number one health hazard is
carbon monoxide. However, if
the categories of continuous and
intermittent noise are combined, noise becomes the state's
Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of
top hazard.
the earth?—Job 38:4.
Pasco noted a change of atWho is mere man to doubt God's wisdom, power, titude by employers since the
federal Occupational Safety and
judgments, or love'
Health Act(OSHA) was passed
in 1970.
"Most employers have been
cooperative, but now are even
more so since OSHA," said
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Pasco. "In-house health people
now can tell their management
Politicians get by with murder, figuratively that certain regulations must be
speaking, of course. If you or I accept payment for met or else."
The state Departments of
publishing as our own something that somebody
Health and Labor currently are
else wrote, we are guilty of crime of plagiarism. determining
the most effective
When a politician delivers a speech, word for word way to administer the new
written for him by others, he not only expects ap- health regulations under
plause and pay, but for the publicity value to his Kentucky's OSHA program.
"With OSBA- we wiP have
candiacy he will egg on his speech writers to argue
in public print about which of them wrote what best better enforcement of the
programs, but not nlessarily
part of it.
more stringerit standards," said
"Thou shalt not steal." Pasco, wholias been director
—Exodus XX, 15
for seven years.
Now, employers ape required
to follow state Board of Health
regulations with continual
violators facing prosecution by
the Attorney General's Office.
The program employs a
professional staff of ap-proximately 20 industrial
hygienists and laboratory
techhiclans.
''We compare,very favorably
nationally both in the size of our
staff and in their professional

Bible Thoughtfor today

Isn't It The Truth!
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infit
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health program. Established in
1941, the office has attained
national recognition during,its
31 years of operation.
Recently, the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health evaluated the
stateprogram and recommended Kentucky be one of
seven states selected for a
federal pilot program focusing
. on five target health hazards.

Boyle County
Community-ToHold Festival

NEW YORK—If,as some say,
the auto is man's second-best
friend, it continues to be his
And
enemy.
first-worst
woman's,too. The forces of fire,
nature and crime are close
behind.
How people fared in 1971 in
this ongoing struggle for survival is described in a compilation of data, statistics,
charts and graphs in the 12th
annual, edition of "Insurance
Facts," released today by the
Insurance Information Institute.
For those among America's
army of 114 million motorists
who wonder about auto insurance costs, the answer can
be found in these chilling highway accident statistics: 5 ,700
killed, 5 million injured, a
record number, and 22.6 million
accidents at an economic cost of
$16.9 billion, also a new high.
Helping to swell auto accident
costs were increases in charges
for medical, hospital and auto
repair services. In the last
decade, the average payment
for bodily injury claims rose
about 75 per cent, from $1,099 to
$1,923. In the same period, the
average paid property damage
1 .14iNe.4.prri
liability claim climbed approximately 104 per cent—from
$169 to $345.
Insurance Costs
In Perspective
Other auto statistics serve to
place in proper persective the
cost of insurance in the overall
cost of operating a car. For
example, the book points out ,
that the cost of insurance is the
second lowest of six major
expense factors involved in
owning and operating an auto.
Also, the number of hours the
FRANKFORT, Ky-.—If you average wage earner must
are one of Kentucky's half- work to purchase a new
high school and college moderate-priced car increased
age citizens and have a problem 9.3 per cent from 1968 to 1972,
but do not know where to go for while at the same time the work
information, you can now hours needed to purchase auto
telephone a toll-free number insurance increased only 3.1 per
and receive help.
cent.
On the other end of 1-800-372The fact book also contains
2973 is the Office of Youth Al- data on a special series of crash
fairs(OYA),a new state agency tests by the Insurance Institute
created last -.Tilly by an for Highway Safety that
Executive Order of Gov. compare auto manufacturers'
Wendell Ford.
claims of improved bumper
The OYA was established to effectiveness for selected 1972
serve Kentucky's young ,people
and their needs, a broad

Free Help
Available
For Youth

low Income Tax
Payers May Get
Help In Filing

office's co-directors, Ken Foree
and Bob Arnold.
The office primarily acts as
an informational clearning
house regarding the many
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
opportunities federal; state, and
Forkland Community Center,
local governments offer Kenlocated in southwest Boyle
tucky's youth.
County, will sponsor the first
"Young people who need
Forkland Heritage Festival and
Revue, Saturday, Oct. 21, from information but do not know
where to receive it can now call
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
us toll-free, and we will put
Forkland citizens organized them in contact with the proper
the center after the community agency or program," explained
lost both its high school and Arnold.
grade school through conmany young people-are
solidation. They purchased the not aware of the opportunities
old school facilities from the and services available to them.
Boyle County Board of We hope to reduce this numEducation and converted them' ber," said Foree.
into an all-purpose center --for-- --_OYA also hopes to make
entire area. --govex .rtmerrt, business, and
industry more aware of the
Dr. Roy Ellis, president of the
overbundance of young talent
center, said everyone in the
available within the comcommunity is involved in
monwealth.
planning the festival.
The office also is revisingrowl
The purpose of the festival,
updating a state speakers list in
which may become an annual
conjunction with the Departaffair, is to create, cultivate and
ment of Public Information.
promote an interest in the
Although the primary emphasis
heritage of the area and its
of OYA is on matters pertaining
people.
to youth, the speakers list will
Exhibits at the celebration be available to groups and inwill include antiques, arts and dividuals of all ages and incrafts, family portraits and terests.
historic documents. There also
Arnold and an administrative
will be demonstrations of assistant, John Schlich, are
sorghum making, lye soap planning to visit all 44 Kentucky
making, knitting and quilting, universities and colleges"and
coffee grinding, chair seating, many of the 356 high schools
whittling and broom making. scattered across the state to
During the day, tours will be publicize the serViCes OYA
taken to Curtis Falls, the "big offers youth.
sycamore" that is known as one.. Questions can also be mailed
of the largest in the nation,faan to the office's Frankfort adold swinging bridge over the dress: Room 2220, Capital Plaza
North Rolling Fork,and to other Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky
attractions in the immediate 40601.
area.

the

•

The highlight of the cay will
be the Heritage Revue, a
supper-theatre offering which
will feature homemade bean
soup for supper, and a narrated
drama of the- history of the
community center.
The old school buildings will
be used for some of the displays
and the supper-theatre and
other displays will be featured
on the shady grounds of. the
property.
Festival planners are op-.
tirnistic about the celebration
and hope visitors from across
Kentucky will attend.

models with the actual damages
sustained by those cars in low
speed impacts.
Estimated damage to six 1972
models driven forward at 5
miles an hour into a standard
test barrier averaged $230.78—
despite the fact that all but one
of the models met U.S.
Department of Transportation
bumper standards specified for
1973 models.
Other Highlights
Among other Insurance Facts
highlights:
—Faulty wiring and electrical
equipment displaced heating
and cooking related causes as
the leading causes of fires in the
1971.
United States during
Meanwhile, the percentage of
such fires attributed to smoking
and matches, long the leading
causes of fires, dropped to a
new low of 12.9 per cent. But
fires continued to exact a
terrible toll: 12,200 persons
killed and property damage
estimated at more than $2.2
billion.
—The nation's concern with
the spread of crime was supported by F.B.I. statistics inagainst
crimes
volving
property; with increases of 6.1
percent in losses from robberies, 10 per cent from
burglaries, and 11.3 per cent
from larcenies I $50 and over).
The dollar cost of crime to
business alone was estimated at
billion—including
nearly $16
some $1.5 billion
in cargo
thefts and upwards of $2 billion
in embezzlement losses.
—During
36
1971,
catastrophes caused insured
damage of more than $1 million
or more—resulting in a total
insured loss of some $168 million
to fixed properties and their
contents. The biggest single loss
was recorded by the Los
Angeles County, California,
earthquake
9--an
Feb.
estimated 132 million.
FAIR (Fair Access to Insurance Requirements) Plans,
established by the federal
government and private insurers to make difficult-to-get
insurance available to property
owners in high risk areas, were

Quids were an early
U.S. political faction

Louisville, Ky.—Lower
income taxpayers may be able
to receive free assistance with
their returns during the corning
filing season if the Internal
Revenue Service enlists enough
civic-minded volunteers for a
unique public service program,
according to Robert J. Dath,
District Director for Kentucky.
The program, officially
known as VITA (Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance),
provides an excellent opportunity for concerned individuals and groups to assist
taxpayers who have fairly
simple filing requirements.
These taxpayers who are
generally the poor, the elderly,
the illiterate or persons with
language problems, often have
to pay for professional
assistance, although they can
- least afford it, Dath said.
The key to the VITA program
is the training of volunteer
assistors who help taxpayers in
their own neighborhoods to
prepare returns fully and accurately, without charge.
Mr. Dath stated that assistors
'ore invited from many areas,
such as colleges and universities, community action and
welfare groups, religious and
governmental
organizations,
fraternal societies, retired
citizens associations, ele7 The IRS provides free
training materials for this
program, enabling the volunteers to train themselves before
they go out to help others. The
IRS may offer training sessions
for prospective assistors when
requested by organizations and
the number of volunteers is
sufficient to make up a
reasonable size --class.
A committment to VITA
means donating as many hours
per week as the assistor wishes.
Details Of the VITA program
can be obtained by writing the
Chief, Training Branch, P.O.
Box 1735, Louisville, Ky. 40201
or calling 1502) 582-5377.

One of the earliest and least
successf ul party factions; the
Quids were a group of Republicans during Jefferson's second
term.
- opposed to the administradon'ts alleged backstairs influences over Congress, they got
their name during a House debate in 1801 when a scornful
critic called their leader, John -- The Arabian
is the oldest
- Randolph of' Virginia, "tertiurn thoroughbred
horse in the
quid.- riatin for nonentity
41/Plid

expanded in 1971 to provide
coverage for vandalism and
malicious mischief, and in some
states, crime insurance. At the
end of the year, companies
taking part in the plans had
issued well in excess of $1
million policies and were
providing more than $23 billion
of insurance coverage.
—Boating accidents, a new
section in this year's book, also
took a heavy toll during the past
year: 1,582 killed, 900 injured,
and property damage in excess
of $9 million.*
Business Insurance
The fact book also notes that
buyers of business insurance
accounted for approximately
55.1 per cent of the $35 billion in
property and liability insurance
premiums written in the United
States during 1971. Direct
commercial
insurance
premiums amounted to an
estimated $19.3 billion with the
heaviest concentrations in
compensation,
workmen's
automotive fleet coverages,
general liability and commultiple
mercial
peril
"package" policies.
Taking note of some of the
major developments during
1971, the fact book states that
most state legislatures, as well
Congress, evidenced
as
mounting interest in proposals
to change from, the traditional
third-party lawsuit system of
auto insurance to one based at
least to some degree on the firtparty system under which a
person who suffers a loss is
compensated by his own insurance company.
The reported success of a "nofault" auto insurance law which
became
effective
in
Massachusetts Jan. 1, 1971, was
seen as one of the factors that in
1971 led the legislatures of
Delaware, Florida, Illinois and
Oregon to adopt laws embodying, to some extent, the
first-party concept.
While the Illinois statute was
eventually
declared
unconstitutional, forms of such
laws were enacted in Connecticut and New Jersey,effective Jan. 1, 1973.
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Reynolds-Lamb Engagement

Dean_ -1461)*
Ups and downs on the
scales of justice

DEAR ABBY: When I was serving on a jury in New
Mexico the foreman suggested that we give the "poor woman" who was suing in a personal injuries case everything
she wanted because the insurance company had plenty of
money. I had the feeling the "poor woman" was lying on
the stand, but everyone else was for letting her sock it to
them, and I'm ashamed to admit they talked me into it.
STILL ASHAMED
DEAR ABBY: I served on a jury with 10 honest sincere
people who all agreed on a verdict of "Not Guilty." But a
romance had developed between a married woman and a
very stubborn, prejudiced, closed-minded man. We needed 11
"not guilty" votes, but the man held out and the woman
refused to go against him, so the trial had to be rescheduled four months later.
WASTE OF TIME IN GEORGIA
DEAR ABBY: I 'erred on a jury. One of the women
jurors refused to believe the accused could be guilty of
rape because he had such a nice-looking mother. Another
juror fa man] said, ''But his chin is so weak, he can't
possibly have any character." Another one said, "Let's not
come to a hasty decision. The county is paying for all the
meals, and the food is sure good here"
LEARNED A LOT IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR ABBY: Re jury duty. Having recently served a
month's jury duty (criminal cases, Detroit] I wish to praise
the organization of the court, the consideration accorded
the accused, and the common sense and courage of my'
fellow jurors. We thoroly discussed each case and arrived
at what we felt were fair and sound verdicts. My jury •
experience has strengthened my faith in our courts.
PROUD IN DETROIT
DEAR ABBY: I. served on a jury once and was appalled by the ignorance of some so-called intelligent people.
One woman fa professor's wife] voted "guilty" because of
the way the defendant's jaw muscles moved when he
talked. Another juror suggested we wrap it up as soon as
possible because he had tickets to a football game and
wanted to get there early. Imagine! One half hour of "deliberation" sent a man to prison from 8 to 12 years. I
couldn't sleep for a week because I felt the accused wasn't
given half a chance
DISHEARTENED IN MASS.
DEAR ABBY: I served in E. A. Superior Court. Every
day one of the Male jurors brought a small bottle of bourbon. He and the other male jurors, plus a couple of ladies,
would nip all day long. I could never understand how the
bailiff never noticed or bow he tailed to smell it.
I shudder when, I think that such people are deciding
the "guilt" or "innocence" of others.
DISILLUSIONED IN CALIFORNIA

The department chairman,
Mrs.
Purdom
Outland,
presided. Members of the
Program committee are Mrs.
Roger Blackwood, Mrs. John T.
lrvan, Mrs. Jack Bailey, and
Mrs. Marshall Jones.
Other conunittee chairman
are Mrs. Felix Dunn, publicity;
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
finance; Mrs. Robert Hahs,
mental health; Mrs. L.D.
Miller, civic; Mrs. Elsie Kivett,
contest; Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs.
Bernard Bell, Mrs.
Coolie
Caldwell, and Miss Louise
,
Lamb, telephone.

Wilson Woolley photo
MISS

Susan Reynolds

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Reynolds of Vienna, Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Susan,
to Pat Lamb,son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lamb of Murray.
Miss Reynolds is a graduate of Vienna High School and is now
attending Murray State University where she is a member of
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority. —
Mr. Lamb is a graduate of Murray High School and is now attending Murray State University where he is a member of Sigma
Chi social fraternity.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, December 30.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Of. Beta Sigma
Phi Congratulated On Three Star Rating
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met for their
regular meeting on October 5 at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive. The opening ritual was
led by the president, Mrs. John
Emerson,
Mrs. Larry Contri,in charge
of the program, the “Golden
Years," introduced Mrs. Bobby
Gorgan, Director for the Senior
Citizens in Murray. who told the
group of the many activities
now taking place, which included health, education,
recreation, and arts and crafts
She pointed out that Murray is
under the 1968 Older American

Grant. With this. aide and the
help of many interested groups
and individuals, the Senior
Citizens now meet twice a week.
At the present time the
members are preparing for a
Bazaar to be held on December
9, at the Federal Savings and
Loan Building. Items, handmade by Senior Citizens, will be
sold at this time. The conclusion of Mrs. Grogan's
program was in the form of
group discussion.
In the business meeting which
followed, minutes were read
and approved as well s thetreasures report.
The service committee
reported that a birthday party
was being planned for the
Senior Citizens on November 16.
members
voted
The Murray-Calloway County Chapter
unanimously
tobe
in
charge
of
Shrine Club held its monthly
and
enfellowship breakfast at the refreshments
Holiday Inn on Sunday mor- tertainment.
Mrs. Bruce Thomas, social
ning, October 8.
Members and guests at- chairman, reported that plans
tending were Carl Stout, Jack were being finalized for the
Persall, David Cooper, Mr. and October 19th rush party. The
Mrs. Wallace Ford and. theme for the party will be
daughters, Kellie and Kim, Mr. —Queen's Mystery Banquet"and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and will be in the form, of a
and Mrs. Bruce Wilson and dinner party.
Mrs. John Emerson read a
children, Betty and Randy, Mr.
sletter
from International
and Mrs. Don Robinson and son,
Larry, and their guest, his. congratulating Xi Alpha Delta
brother, Frank Robinson of for having a three star rating.
Oakland, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. This is the highest rating any
Jackie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi can
Jones and son, William, and obtain. Members of the Chapter
their guests, their daughter and accepted the news-with a great
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Allan deal of pride in their accomplishment, an officer said.
Camp.
Following the closing ritual
and the joining of hands for the
Mizpah, refreshments were
served by the hostesses, Mr&
Ray Sims and Mrs. Franklin
Robinson. '
During the social hour Secret
Sisters were revealed by each
girl receiving some small gift
Mrs. Mary Ray of Murray from -her Seeret Sister of the
Route One was honored with a past - year. New Secret Sister
surprise party held at her home' were drawn for the coming
at Stella in celebration of her year.
74th birthday on Wednesday,
Members present for the
October 4, at six-thirty o'clock meeting were Mesdames:
Charles Chilcutt, Larry Contri,
in the evening.
The honoree opened her many John,Emerson, Wallace Ford,
lovely gifts wipe the guests Richard Ford,' Fred Gardner,
were served homemade ice Joe Ginn, Jackie Jones: Mike
cream made by her grand- Morgan, John Paulk, Gerry
daughter, Mrs. Peggy Ray, and Requarth, Franklin Robinson,
a special birthday Cake baked Ray Sims, Tony Taylor and
by her granddaughter, Mrs. Bruce Thomas.
„..
Gloria Thomas.
Guests were Mrs. Irene Rey,
Mrs. Larry Ray and sons,
Michael and Mitchell, Mrs. Dan
Harrell and sons, Doug and
Mrs. 'airline Littleton Pierce
Barry, Mrs. Ken Thomas and
children, James Ray, Tammy, has recently moved to her
and Jay, Mr. and Mrs. Gary newly purchased home, the Bill
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. George Fandrich house at 1115 CirRllea, Mrs. Hasten Wright, Mrs. carama, Murray. She has been
Rheamond Wright, Mrs. Mary residing in Somerville, Tenn.,
Outland and granddaughter, and is the sistersif Miss Lela Jo
Amy Outland, Mrs. Addie Littleton,- Mrs. Aggie Lee
Jones, and Mrs. Ray Rhoades Paschall, and J.E. Littleton, all
of Murray.
and daughter, Diane.

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

Mrs. Mary Ray Is
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Wednesday, October 11

.

Evening circles of the Wilted
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Ronnie Foster, 814 North 19th
Street, Ruth Wilson with
Maurice Humphrey,
Hazel
Road, and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Milton Jones, Camelot Subdivision.
•
The Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Owch Women' wjL
sneer 7:300W.tn. Thursday, October 12
The Community Center on
Ellis Drive, will be open for
senior citizens to make bead.
quilt, patch work, and articles
for a bazaar.

AID WYIER •GfOCGISANDIRS

.1•P

The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have its general meeting at the
home of Mrs. George Cossey at
1:30 p.m.
Friday. October 13
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charlie
Humphreys at L-30 p.m.
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a.m.
with the lesson on "Kitchen
Organization."

The - district meeting of the
Retired Teachers Association
will meet in Room 208, Faculty
Hall, North 16th and Hamilton,
Mrs. Helen Hodges will Murray State, at ten a.m.
present a revitm of the book, Michael Audi of Atlanta, Ga.,
"The Hiding Place," at the will be Speaker.
Calloway
County
Public
A rummage and bake sale
Library at ten a.m. The public
will be held in the old
is invited.
Cablevision building. 105 North
The
Contemporary 5th Street, from eight a.m, to
itafrittnakers-Club will meet at two
sponsored by the
the home_ .of Mrs. —Lynn Alpha —Omicron Phi--"Altunni
chapter.
Robinson at 1:30 p.m.

Honored At Party

Mrs. David Palmer
Hostess At Meet
Of Wadesboro Club

ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Weisenberger of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Mayfield Route Seven on
Bazzell of McMinnville, Tenn., Saturday, October 7, at 11:17
,Mrs. David Palmer was
announce the birth of a baby a.m. at the Murray-Calloway hostess for the September
boy, Joey Shea, weighing eight County Hospital.
meeting of the Wadesboro
They have another son,
pounds, two ounces, born on
Homemakers Club at the
Saturday, September 23, at a David, age 15, and a daughter, meeting held at the Triangle Inn
Geralyn, age 12. The father is
hospital there.
at one o'clock in the afternoon.
They have one daughter, Julie an attorney with Hubbard, We
The lesson on "Pattern
Null at Alteration"
Lea, age two. The father is senberger, and
was presented by
Mayfield.
supervisor of materials for the
Mrs. Baron palmer who used
Grandfathers are Andy
Carrier Corporation at Mcherself as a model for each
Weisenberger of Georgetown
Minnville.
member to examine the dress
W.
Lampley
and
E.
of
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
she was wearing and crticize at
'Mrs. Howard Bazzell and Mrs.
points where necessary.
RENFROE TWINS Dewey Pace, all of Murray
Mrs. Gary Key presided and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Renfroe
Route Two. A great grandsaid the craft tessonS will be
mother is Mrs. Peachie Berkley of Murray Route Five are the
parents of twins born at the given each month. Members
of Murray Route Two.
Murray-Calloway County were selected to get the lessons.
The recreational period was
WINDSOR BOY
Hospital on Sunday, October 8.
conducted
by Mrs. Max Hurt
Eric Baker is the name
A girl, Cindy Marie, weighing
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Buddy five pounds ten ounces, was with Mrs. Dennis Cobb winning
Windsor of Benton Route Eight born at 5:07 p.m. and a boy, the prize.
Refreshments of pie and
for their baby goy, weighing Tracy Lee, weighing six pounds
seven pounds four ounces, born six ounces, was born at 5:15 coffee were served by Mrs.
Palmer.
on Friday, October 6, at 4:13 p.m.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The father is employed by the
Other members present, not
County Hospital.
Calloway
County
Road
previously mentioned, wereThe new baby has two half Department.
sisters, Regina Windsor, age 14,
Grandparents are Mr. and Mesdames Gusta gamer, Jim
and Tina Windsor, age 11. The Mrs. Ike Renfroe of Tucker- Washer, Ernest Futrell, Lowell
father is employed at the man, Ark., and Hubert Witty of Palmer, Clete Young, Wayne
Hardie, Clarence Culver, and
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Decatur, Ala.
Clinton Burchett. One guest was
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. Charles Archer who
Grandparents are Mr. and
Cosmetics can spoil. Bacteria
became a new member.
Mrs. R. B. Windsor of Murray can cause deterioration in
the
The October 18th meeting will
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs. blends of synthetic and natural
be Mrs. Jim Washer at one p.m.
J. W. Baker of Benton Route ingredients. Take
these
precautions; clean cosmetic
Seven.
applicators, brushes, puffs, and
In the absence of lintless
pads regularly; replace caps
cloth's, nse newspaper to dry
WEISENBERGER BOY
and closures carefully and legSp
glass—winiows, tumblers,
A baby boy, Christopher Clay, the tops clean. Follow usage
crystal chandeliers.
weighing seven pounds seven directions.
BAZZELL BOY

Mrs. Roy Farmer presented a
most entertaining program.
She played twenty-five selections on the piano with Mrs. Bill
Barker being the winner for
giving the titles to the most
songs.

DEAR ABBY: "COOLVILLE, OHIO" was disgusted
with jury duty and wanted to know if her experience was
unique:
I had the same disgusting experience in San Diego. One
juror said, "If we don't find this man guilty we will never
be asked to serve on jury duty again, and that's the way I
make a little extra money, so let's make it unanimous and
go home"
My husband served on a jury in Tuscaloosa, Ala. He
said a cafe owner was being tried for arson. Another juror,
a salesman in one of the stores, said they should find the
accused guilty because he had voted to keep the stores
open on Thursday afternoons instead of closing them as
-gas the custom during the summer months.
TWO FORMER JURORS

DEAR ABBY: After passing judgments on several cases, one of the women jurors told us she made all her
decisions by following the horoscope'
I pray God I am never tried by a jury of my peers.
APPALLED IN L.A.

FB1RTHSj

Mrs. Roy Farmer
Presents Program
At Zeta Meeting
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club opened
the new club year with a
meeting at
club house on
Thursday, September 25, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.

By Abigail Van Burion

DEAR ABBY: I served on a jury in Columbus, Ohio,
and I received the most valuable lesson on being an American in all my 52 years of life.
I used to sneer about the rich getting away with murder while the poor languished in prisons, but when we
heard the case of a convict accused during the prison riots
in Ohio you wouldn't have believed the way the judge,
lawyers and jurors bent over backwards to weigh all the
evidence and come to a fair conclusion. The accused was
already a convict, he was black and uneducated, but we
jurors tried to put ourselves in his place. We knew in our
hearts that man was not guilty! And we judged him
innocent!
FORMER CYNIC IN COLUMBUS

WEDNESDAY--0("TOBER II. I97Z.

Refreshments were served at
a beautifully appointed tea
table by the hostesses,
Mesdarngs Jack Bailey, Roger
Blackwood, John T. Irvan,
Purdom Outland, and Marshall
Jones.
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Junior Misses
3 DAYS ONLY

Fall Coats
ALL PURPOSE

RAIN COATS

PANT SUITS
a

Trims & Wools

1 Group Fire Islander Camel, Grey

1 Rack
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Days
Only
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sess05

NEW FALL
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15°
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,s
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more

LONG DRESSES
Junior

1/3 OFF

1 SHOE AREA

Boots
1 Group

Reg. 120.00-136.00

,

Suede - Calf - Vinyl - Zipper - Lace • Granny

SRO

's Heels FlatsVA-LUMEiSd TO 121.00 -

SALE 1.333

SIZE 6B SAMPLES —
9.99
Many More Items That Have Not Been Mentioned!!

Sale Starts Thursday
Friday, Open till 6:00

9:00

Open till 5:30

Saturday Open Till 5:30

On Her Birthday

PLEASE NO LAY-A-WAYS or APPROVALS

Use Your "Happy Yellow" Charge

iknAdoilati\

The Happy Yellow St re
Court Square

Murray, Ky.
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Kirksey Defeated By
Tall Brewers Cagers
By MIKE BRANDON
IP Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Kirksey's . hopes for an undefeated season were shattered
last night as the Eagles dropped
ahorne court 45-42 tilt to a tall
Brewers team.
The Eagles managed to pull
o to within one point, 4.3-42 with 18
seconds left in the game, when
Teddy Alexander stole the ball
and fed to Tommy Futrell who
hit on a driving layin.
An international foul by
Futrell with only eight seconds
left sent 6-0 center Mark Mason
to the line for two pressure
packed charity tosses. Mason
calmly hit both gratis throws
and spoiled the season opener
for Kirksey.
Brewers jumped in front
early in the first quarter and led
by as much as six points before
Futrell scored near the end of
the quarter to make it 12-8 at the
quarter stop.
Using a strong press in the
second period, the Eagles
managed to force Brewers into
floor mistakes. After Futrell hit
a V foot jump shot to knot the
count at 14 apiece, buckets by
Kevin • Lovett and Futrell
carried Kirk-§ey to a four point
lead.
Brewers fought back and
ltat-ta within one pismt at the
intermission, 22-21. Futrell led
all scorers in the half with 14
points. Mason tossed in eight
for the Redrnen of Brewers.
The visitors scored the first
two buckets of the third period
and moved to a three point lead
before Kirksey fought back to
tie the score at 29 apiece near
the end of the frame. Mason hit
a 15 footer from the right side
just before the time expired to
give Brewers a 31-29 lead at the

end of the third quarter.
Kirksey regained the lead for
the final time midway through
the final stanza when Futrell
burned the cords from 15 feet
out on the right side for a 37-36
lead. But 6-1 forward James
Parker hit on both ends of a
bonus situation to put Brewers
back on top for the remainder of
the game.
• Futrell, who played an olltstanding floor game for
Kirksey, took individual honors
for the game by scoring 31
points. Mason had 17 for the
winners while Parker hit double
figures by tossing in 10.
The preliminary game found
Kirksey outclassing Brewers
for a lopsided 25-12 win.
Alexander led the Kirksey
scoring with 10 points while
Randy McCallon tossed in eight.
Kirksey will begin conference
play Thursday evening at
Hazel. The preliminary game
will begin at 7 p.m. and admission will be 50 cents for
adults and 25 cents for students.
Other games in the county
will find New Concord visiting
Almo while Lynn Grove entertains Hazel.
Varsity Scoring
Brewers
12
9 10 14-45
Kirksey - 8 14
7 13-42
_Brewerm145.1=-Parker 10,
Mason 17, Cathey 5, Rudolph 5
and Duncan 8.
Kirksey(42)—Futrell
31,
Lovett 5, Rogers 2, Beach 4 and
Alexander.
Preliminary Scoring
Brewers
.0 4
2 6-12
Kirksey
4 6 13 2-25
Brewers(n)—Howell 2, York
2, Haley 6- and Clayton 2.
Kirkseyi 25)—McCallon 8,
Futrell 2, Clark, 3, Watson 2 and
Alexander 10.

Almo Looking For
Better Season In
1972 Basketball
By MIKE-BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
One thing is for certain this
season in county basketball
play. Almo will definitely have
a better season than last year.
The Warriors, who were 0-10
last season, will open their 1972
basketball trail Thursday night
by visiting New Concord. Almo
will be playing this season
under new coach Bill Outland,
who coached at Faxon last year.
Almo is picked for second
place in the county, according
to a pre-season coaches' poll.
One of the reasons for the
predicted high finish is the
improvement of Mike Welli,
brother of Calloway County star
James "Tony" Wells.
Fans at Almo will have a new
feature this season, Jimmy
Rudd will be dressed as a
Warrior,the team name and the'
mascot for Almo. Managers for

the Warriors are Dan Dillon and
Larry Frankhouse.
Members of the team this
season are Phillip Peeler, Ricky
Miller, Mike Wells, Mike
Hailey, Mike Murphy, Jinu-ny
Stubblefield, Barry Futrell,
Rodney Scott, Eddie Dillon,
Bobby Fike, Ronnie Ahart,
Ronnie Orten and Ricky Conner.
Cheerleaders this season are
Renee Thompson, Candy
Hargis, Donna Penney, Janet
Thweatt, La Donna
Roberts
and Regina Hopkins.
M2,Schedule
Oct. 13
New Concord Away
Oct. 17 —Linn Grove Home
Oct. 20
Kirksey Home
Oct. 27
Hazel Away
Nov.3
Faxon Home
Nov. 7
New Concord Home
Nov. 14
Lynn Grove Away
Dec.1
Kirksey Away
Dec.5
Hazel Home
Dec. 12
Faxon Away

Mike Fulk Voted Lineman
Of Week By Press Ballot
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. t API
— Indiana University senior
Mike Fulk really doesn't, mind
which defense the Hoosiers use,
but he'd like a little better weather for the Wisconsin game
this Saturday.
The defense Indiana used
against Syracuse last Saturday
was Mike Fulk. and for his 18
unassisted tackles, helpon four
others, and a few other gems
he was The voted Associated
Press College Lineman of ,,the
Week.
In his spare time Saturday,
the 6-foot-3, /35-pound senior
deflected one pass and intercepted it as he was falling to

Blazers'Veep
•

••••......*

PHILADELPHIA I AP ) - Hal
Freeman, 46, has been named
executive vice president of the
World Hockey Association
Philadelphia Blazers.
•
Freeman served as chief operating officer at the Philadelphia Spectrurn„from its construction in- 1966 until his resignation last week. lie will
coordinate all front office activities for the new team.
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the muddy, rain-soaked turf to
set up a field goal and tipped
another pass that was picked
off by a teammate.
Fulk acknowledges the field
was a bit sloppy, but he felt the
weather was,pretty much balanced out for both teams.
"If there was any benefit at
all, it would go to the Syracuse
offense because they are a power offense," Fulk said.
"Hopefully, we'll have some
weather on our side this weekend I for the Wisconsin game ),
Fulk said.
He said the Hoosiers played a
five-man defensive line against
Syracuse 50 per cent of the
game lie plays middle linebacker on the four-man line but
moves up on the line in the
five.
. "Their ayeacuse ) center was
a very good blocker and that's
the guyi was over most of the
time," Fulk said. "They were a
good physical ballclub
"The defense was prepared
to play a good game. Everybody evaluated his own position.
"We weren't playing up to
potential ( earlier in the season). Saturday was just the day
to do it."

Bowling
Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES
Bowling League
Team
Red Birds
15
5
Night Owls
15
5
Roc)ets
15
5
Ups & Downs
/4
6
B's & C's
12
8
Road Runners
11' 2 8I
Misfits' '11'? 8' 2
Demons
I 1'
8'1
Strikes
912
10I 2
Whiz Kids
10
10
Fighting Four
9
II
Super Bowlers
81 2 )1 1,
Strikers
82 11'
Gene's Body Shop
8
12
Ten Pens
7
13
"Alley Cats
5
15
Pacers
4
16
Lynn Grove Four
4
16
High Team Game (SC)
Ups & Downs
689
Red Birds
682
Red Birds
652
High Team Game (HC)
Ups & Downs
832
Rockets
8013
Super Bowlers
787
High Team Series (SC)
Red Birds
1920
Ups & Down&
1899
Night Owls
1823
High Team Series (HC)
Ups & Downs
2328
Red Birds
2280
Alley Cats
2280
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
Dan Jones
212
Delmar Brewer
205
Cliff Campbell
200
Women
Hilde Burket
188
LaVaughn Latimer
183
Judy Parker
172
High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
Carry Campbell
232
Delmar -Brewer
229
Cliff campbell
227
Women
Hilde Burket
227
Betty Johnson
726
LaVaughn Latimer
215
High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Delmar-Brewer - .
58.1
Dan Jones
5711
Jirn Neale
519
• Women
LavVaughn Latmer
522
Patsy Neale
474
Betty Dixon
459
High Ind. Series (MC)
•
Men
Delmar Brewer
653
612
Fred Butterworth
599
John Hill
Women
LaVaughn Latimer
618
Betty Johnson
589
Glynda Black
566
High Averages
Allen
194
Dan Jones
J,rn Neale
186
181
T C Hargrove
Ronald Pace
176
Charlie Hargrove
17
171
Delmar Brewer
Women
LaVaughn Latimer
159
Patsy Neale
• '157
150
Betty Dixon
Hilde Burket
142
Judy Parker
Burlene Brewer
142
OILLAR OR DOLLAR
Team
The Flubbers
15
The Friendly Four
12 8
Pin Drops
1-1 -9
Strike Outs
11 9
Go Getters
10 10
Gamma Gamma
8 12
Goo Dooda's
7 13
The Daisies
$ .44
High Tearn-Game (SC)
Pin Drops
616
Go Getters
594
-Goo Dooda's
586
Gamma Gamma
586
High Team Game (MC)
Go Getters
804
Pin Drops
803
Gamma Gamma
796
High Team Series (SC)
The Flubbers
1673
Pin Drops
1671
Goo Dooda's
1626
High Team Series (HC)
The Flubbers
2234
Pin Drops
2232
The Daisies
2229
High lad. Game (SC)___
Candy Jenkins
204
Bobbie Garrison
201Glenda Hill
194
High nut Game (NC)
Candy Jenkins
246
Bobbie Garrison
232
Glenda Hill
229
High Ind. Series (SC)
, aouttie Garrison
549
Glenda Hill
538
Jane Knight
527
High Ind. Series (HC)
Glenda Hill
643
Bobbie Garrison
642
Gayle Egnor
630
High Averages
Bobbie Garrison
161
Jane Knight
160
Glenda Hill
156
Mary Smith
(Si.
Margaret Morton
148
Martha Alls
146
Candy Jenkins
143
Irene Chitwood
142
Hilda Bennett
140
Norma Robertson
140

BRM Contract
MODENA, Italy (AP) —
Swiss automobile driver Clay
Regazzoni said Tuesday he has
signed a contract to race for
BRM in the Formula One
World Championship series
next year, after he leaves Ferrari.

Lyle Match
DENVER AP — Unbeaten
Ron Lyle is matched against
Brazilian heavyweight champion ;..eiz Pires in the 10-round
main event Oct. 28 at the Denver Coliseum.
Lyle, has taken 17 bouts, finishing his last nine opponents in
a row in less than the distance.
Pires is 18-8-1.
.

Executive Director
KANSAS CITY ( AP) - John
Erickson, former basketball
coach at the University of -Wis-'
consin and general manager. of
the Milwaukee Bucks, will become executive'director of ,he
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
in Mid-November.
Erickson succeeds James Jeffrey, who signed last wring.

Hig
Sta

Cincinnati Forces Series Into
Fifth, Deciding Game With Win
"I look for Gullett to pitch
like he did from the second inning in the first game of the
series," said Anderson.
Gullett lost 5-1 to Blass in the
first game, giving up three
runs in the first inning and two
more in the fifth during his sixinning stint. Anderson figures
that Gullett had playoff jitters
"I've got to like my chances
and will be more in control
with Blass," said Bill Virdon,
manager of the Eastern Divi- toclOy•
Cincinnati forced the best-ofsion champion Pirates.
five series into the fifth and deCincinnati Manager Sparky ciding_game by trouncing the
Anderson spoke more cautious- Pirates 7-1 Tuesday behind the
ly about the 22-year-old qullett, two-hit pitching of young Ross
who spent most of the season Grinisley. The Reds stole three
wracked with hepatitis and bases, hit and ran, and took addidn't make the starting rota- vantage of three Pittsburgh ertion until mid-August.
rors.

CINCINNATI' (API
Pittsburgh Pirates turned coni
fidently toward reliable Steve
Blass, while the Cincinnati
Reds had to go with young and
comparably inexperienced Don
Gullett today in their showdown
game for the 1972 National
League pennant.

Virdon had a right to be
smug about his apparent pitching advantage for the final
game. Blass won two games for
Pittsburgh in last year's World
Series victory over Baltimore,
the Eastern Division pennant'clincher this season, and the
first game of this playoff
series.
The 30-year-old right-hander
was 19-8 this season, while Gullett posted a 9-10 record as the
Reds easily won the National
League West title,0 Gullett
missed at least six weeks of the
season and spent another
month or so working himself
back into shape.
Ironically, Pirates' catcher

Manny Sanguillen and left fielder Rennie Stennett, heroes of
the Pirates' 3-2 third game victory were the goats of
Tuesday's defeat. The Reds ran
wild on the bases on Sanguillen,
while Stennett lost two fly balls
in the sun.
Pittsburgh's problems started
in the first inning when Sanguillen threw into centerfield as
Johnny Bench stole second.
Bobby Tolan scored on the error.
In the fourth, Gene Alley
dropped a pop fly along the foul
line in short left field allowing
Bench to score. Alley then compounded the mistake by
throwing wildly in trying to get

, By BOB COO
Associated Press S
Fort Thomas High
Lynch, each playing
the standings, rega
leaderships of Class
respectively, Tuesd
Associated Press
High School Football
Highlands, used a
58-0 victory over
pounce from third
Class AA, cbanging
Lexington Bayan S
Ashland remained
Lynch pounded
58-0 to make the sa
first jump, changin
Pineville while Rich
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Bench at the plate, allowing the
batter, Cesar Geronimo, to
reach third from where he
scored on a single.
Cincinnati boosted its lead to
5-0 in the sixth on a double by
Denis Menke, an infield out, an
intentional Walk, another stolen
base, Grunsley's run-scoring
single and an RBI bunt by Pete
Rose.
Two more Reds' runs scored
in the seventh on Joe Morgan's
single, a triple by Tolan that
Stennett lost in the sun, and a
single by Menke that also had
Stennett shielding his eyes from
the sun.

Blass Ready For Fifth
Game Of League Playoffs
- CINCINNATI -t-AP-r---Steve "-242.4--two-similax situations,
Blass figures that his clinching Everything is all wrapped up in
World Series victory last year hine innings," said Blass, thinkwill be beneficial today when ing back to his 2-1 triumph over
he pitches the final National Baltimore in the seventh game
League playoff game for Pitts- of the 191 World Series.
burgh.
,. "I'm ready to go. I'm 100 per
"The fact I've been through cent. My arm feels fine," said
it once in the World Series the Pirates' right-hander, who
should help," said the Pirates' beat the Reds 5-1 in the NL
right-hander Tuesday after playoff opener in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh lost the fourth game last Saturday.
of the league championship
Bill Virdon plans no lineup
series 7-1 to Cincinnati, tying changes and likes his club's
the series at two victories chances for a second straight
-apiece.
NI, pennant, despite the most-

1

lopsided loss of the series in the
fourth game.-"I liked our chances when we
started. I haven't changed my
mind," he said.
Virdon will stick with young
Rennie Stennett, even though
the Pittsburgh left fielder misplayed two Reds' fly balls in
the sun.into two of Cincinnati's
11 hits off four Pittsburgh hurlers.
"It could happen to aft ybody," said the Pittsburgh
manager.
He also will stay with catcher

Manny Sanguillen, the victim of
three stolen bases- and a throwing error that led to the first
Cincinnati run,
A shaken Sanguillen said: "I
was embarrassed. I just lost
my confidence. I have to get it
back by tomorrow for us to win
the game."
Sanguillen avoided putting
the blame on starter Dock EWA'
for not holding Cincinnati runners closer to the base by saying, "You guys saw the game.
You saw how those guys were
getting big leads."

Virdon said that Ellis' stuff
was .the. bea of the ,series so
far, but the right-hander left
with a 3-0 deficit, built on three
unearned Cincinnati runs.
"Dock was excellent," said
Virdon. "No one has thrown
that well in the series."
Ellis accepted his manager's
-praise, but added: "but look
how we came out. I was strong,
real strong, while I was in
there."
Ellis, who had not pitched for
10 days, gave up five hits, but
was the victim of three errors

Calvin
Back

Coleman Sets Playoff Record
As Detroit Keeps Hopes Alive

DALLAS I AP
Calvin Hill
for the Super
Dallas Cowboys
does the enem
better beware.
The Yale gra
a_anarterback
has pasSed 10 ti
year National
career. He has
three for touch
Hill's ability
halfback pass
The Associate
Back of the W
Sunday. He te
Sellers on a
run touch dow
tory.
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By LARRY PALADIN° .
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT (API — Although
they still were only one game
front-elimination, the Detroit
Tigers weren't ready to back
away from the challenge provided by the Oakland Athletics
heading into today's fourth
American League playoff
game.
Trailing two games to none in
the best-of-five series, the
Tigers got a two-run • single
from - surprise-- starter Ike
Brown and a playoff-record setting 14-strikeout performance
from Joe Coleman in beating
the A's 3-0 Tuesday.
Since the playoff system was
adopted in 1969 when the
leagues were divided into two

divisions, no team has come
from a 2-4 deficit and won
three games and the pennant.
"We don't have the edge, but
if we win tomorrow we'll have
the edge going into the final
game," Detroit Manager Billy
Martin said.
He was to send southpaw ace
Mickey Lolich against Oakland's Jim "Catfish- Hunter in
aliay's game. Lolich was the
loser in the 11-inning, 3-2 opening playoff game.
-No manager has an excuse
for losing when he has a Mickey Lolich and Woodie Fryman
in that order at home," said
Martin, who will send Fryman
to the mound on Thursday
should the Tigers win today.
Before Tuesday's game, Mar-

Strock, Ferguson
Share Back Honors

tin held a short team meeting.
"It was no rah, re118 job," he
explained, "I just said we
should have won the first
game, we didn't play well in
the second, and now we need to
reach back for that little extra."
Brown reached back for that
little extra in the fourth inning,
cracking a low, inside fast ball
by Ken Holtzman through the
box for a bases-loaded, two-run
single. Detroit had loaded the
bases on a walk to Al Kaline, a
double by Bill Freehan, and a
walk to Willie Horton.
"No, it wasn't a bold move,"
Martin said of the insertion of
Brown into the starting lineup
at first base. "Ike is used to
playing in and out."

"It was beautiful," Brown
said of the hit. "I think it was
the biggest hit of my career because it might- have turned
things around for us.
"I think it's pretty tough to
be in the play like that because
I didn't get to play much the
last three weeks of the season,"
Brown said. "I think I only
pinch hit three times."
Coleman was another Tiger
who reached back for a little
extra, establishing his rhythm
with a good fast ball, then coming in with his favorite pitch—
the fork ball.
The previous playoff strikeout
record was 12, set by Baltimore's Jim Palmer in 1970
against Minnesota.
"It wasn't one of my best

out .2L _
trouble when I had to," the 25year-old right-hander said.
"I quite often pitch better
with men on base. You just
bear down. You're a little lax
when you don't have them on."
The A's strande4 10 runners,
with Coleman in setious trouble
several times. In the first inning, he gave up a double to
Matty Alou and walked Dal
Maxvill before striking out the
side.
."We're still in good shape,"
Oakland Manager Dick Williams said. "We're still ahead,
two games to one.
"We had more opportunities
but we didn't get the hit. It
wasn't for lack of trying. Give
Coleman credit for that. He
was tough when he had to be."

Hay
WI

Louisiana To Take To The Air
Against Auburn This Saturday

Considering that neither
Strock also-ran three yards
came out a *inner last Satur- for the Gobbler's first
day, Coaches Bill Yeoman of touchdown and wound up the By THE ii.S0tIATED PRESS
Coach Charlie McClendon
Houston and Billy Tohill of weekend No. 1 nationally in
says he's going to throw flying
Texas Christian found con- total offense and passing.
solation in the little things.
Ferguson had completed 43 of Tigers at Auburn Saturday
"I • can't say I'm sorry that 89 passes for 488 yards as Ar- night, figuring it's better to go
Don Strock won't be corning to kansas was getting trounced by over a brick wall than try to
Houston next season," Yeoman Southern California and strug- ram through if.
said after Virginia Tech's sen- .gling to one-point victories over
ior quarterback riddled the Oklahoma State and Tulsa.
Pro Basketball At A Glance
Cougars for 527 yards on 34
"He was off more or less far By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
completions in 53 attempts in a 444 games," said Tohill.
Eastern Conference
27-27 tie.
.4,06flantic Division
wish he had played one more
W L. PO G.B.
"You can rest assured we're quarter like that."
New Von,
1 0 1 000
glad Joe Ferguson's a senior,"
Actually, Ferguson got hot Boston
0 0 000
Buffalo
said Tohill after the Arkansas late in trie-Th-i'rd period with
O
1 000
O 1 000
passing star sparked a second- TCU ahead. He took the Razor- Philadelphia
Central Division
half rally and led the Razor- backs 70 yards in seven plays, Atlanta
1 0 1 000
1 0 1 000
backs to a 27-13 triumph, com- throwing a'34-yard scoring pass Baltimore
Houston
0 0 000
pleting 20 of 32 passes for 304 to Jack Tgginger.
Cleveland
0 1 .000 1
Western Conference
yards and four touchdowns
In the fourth quarter, Ar-Midwest
Division
Those outstanding perform- kansas drove 45 yards in 10 Chicago
1- 0 1 000
ances enabled Strock, of War- plays to take a lead on Fergu- Milwaukee
„
O 0 000
0 0 000
wick, Pa., and Ferguson, from son's eight-yard pass to Mike Detroit
KC Omaha
,
0 0' Q00
ShrevtTiort, La.; to share Na- Reppond.
Pacific Division
pOrtland
tional Back of the Week honorS
0 0 • 000
Phoenix
0 -0 000
[torn The Associated Press. •
Golden State
Tour
0'0 OM
LPGA
Ironically, although Strock!a_.
Lot Angeles
•
'000 Seattle
O 1 .000 '
yardage was 27 short of the
Tuesday's Results
MONTREAL (API — The
record-of 554 set by Cincinnati's
Baltimore 102. Cleveland 90
Atlanta 120, Buffalo 109
Greg Cook in 1968, he didn't Ladies Professional Golf AssoNi'' York 113, Seattle 89
throw a touchdown pass. He ciation Of the United States will
Chi( ago 95, Philadelphia 89'
did, however, set up three make a tour stop in the MonOnly names scheduled
•
wconesaari Games
touchdowns and-two field goals treal area next June for a minBoston
at
purse
Detroit
of
imum
$40,000.
,
with his passing and only a
Seattle, at Ph.iladelphia
.
•pair
J. Louis Levesque of MonCOS Artge
-M1 at KC Omaha at
of fumbles by a running
Omaha
who
will
treal,
sponsor
the
projback inside the -Houston five
Only games scheduled
yard line killgd two more ect, made the announcement
Thursday's Games.
Tuesday.
NogarrleS ç heduled
threats'.

, In his report on Louisiana
State's football practice -session
Tuesday, McClendon said he's
getting quarterbacks Burt
Jones and Paul Lyons ready to
throw.
"Auburn has a tough, real
tough defense,"_ McClendon
said. "so we got Out the oil caq
and we're going to crank up the
arms of Jones and Lyons. The
only way to move the football
on Auburn js by throwing it.
You're. sure not going to run it
on the."
At Auburn, Coach Ralph
"Shug" Jordan said his brand
of Tigers put in a -goOd day's
work" Tuesday in preparation
for the struggle of unbeatens in
Baton Rouge. However, seven
starters just wat6lied the practi('e session becatise of injuries.
Only split end Sandy Cannon is
expected to miss the 1SU game.
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant
issuqd lavish' for him) praise
on his Crimson Tide after
practice session in preparation
for Florida.
"I think we accomplished
more than we have lately," he
said.
Coach Doug Dickec, said his
Florida Gatori worked Tuesday
on stopping Alabama's Southeastern Conference-leading
ground attack and will do more
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of the same the rest of the
week. ,
•
-We are concentrating on
play- reaction to the wislolene,"
Dickeh said. "We'll be'-Storking
all week on trying to stop Alabama's running game."
At Oxford, Miss:, Ole Miss
Coach- Billy Kinard- worked his
Rebels on conditioning and fundamentals for an hour and a
half in preparation for Georiga.
Georgia returned to the practice field for the first time this
week and Coach Vince Dooley
shifted defensive guard Doug
Burnett to offensive right
tackle to plug a gap left by- the
injury of Paul Fersen, expected
to be out a month with a
cracked leg bone.
-Coach John Ray said his Kentucky football team made too
many mistakes on the game
plan and was not sharp mentally or physically in getting
ready for North Carolina.
_Vanderbilt stressed pass defense in preparing for Willihm
di Mary.
Mississippi State worked for
two hours with the defense concentrating on Florida State's
devastating passing attack and
the -offense working on goal line
and short yardage situatidris.
FSU . stressed Mississippi
State's offensive and defensive
plays.
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Highlands, Lynch Regain
Standings in Prep Poll
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By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Fort Thomas Highlands and
Lynch, each playing leapfrog in
the standings, regained their
leaderships of Class AA and A,
respectively, Tuesday in the
Associated Press Kentucky
High School Football Poll.
Highlands, used a convincing
58-0 victory over Newport to
pounce from third to first in
Class AA, changing places with
Lexington Bayan Station while
Ashland remained second.
Lynch pounded Wheelwright
58-0 to make the same third-tofirst jump, changing slots with
Pineville while Richmond Madison remained in second place
in Class A.
Trinitykept its No. 1 ranking
among Louisville area Class
AAA schools with Butler still
No. 2 and St,- Xavier -fifth
again. Manual Rose from
fourth to third, swapping places
with Bishop David.
Bryan Station, a 28-7 winner
over Covington Catholic, actually didn't lose a great deal of
strength in the defenders vote
from the dozen sportswriters
and sportscasters who make up
the AP panel.
The defenders dropped from
49 points last week to 36 in the
current ballah but _ Highland
soared from 32 to 51, with
points awarded on the basis of
five for 'a first place vote, four
for second and s'o on.
Ashland, one of eight unbeaten and untied teams left in
the entire state, lost six points
in the balloting even though the
Tomcats took an important 24-7
victory over Boyle County.

Lynch and Pineville almost
swapped vote counts -- Lynch
rising from 35- to 48 and Pineville falling from 49 to 37 despite the Lions' unblemished
record and a 20-6 victory over
Harlan.
Richmond Madison, also unbeaten after its 24-0 thrashing
of Madison Central, lost three
-points in the balloting.
Union County and Trigg
County remained in the No. 4
slots in Class AA and A, respectively, after Unita) dumped
Caldwell County, 35-6, and
Trigg shut out Murray, 29-0.
Owensb9ro Catholic made its
first appearance of the season
in the Class AA's top five after
the Aces handed Webster County its first loss of the season,
40-0, and kept their own work
sheet unmarked.
Bardstown returned to its
fifth place ranking in Class A
after a week's absence with a
16-14 squeaker over Elizabethtown keeping the Tigers' record
clean after six games.
Dixie Heights and Beechwood
abdicated from the AA and A
p fives, both slipping a notch
to sixth place with Dixie tied
with Campbell County.
.
Still unbeaten and untied in
the state are Ashland, BardsOwensboro
town, _Maclisan
'Catholic, Pineville, Leilnitbii
Tates Creek, Trinity and Union
County.
Unbeaten but tied are fekribp
David, Butler County, Highlands, Lynch and Manual.
Teams with just one loss include Allen County, Beechwood,
Bryan Station; Butler, Camp-

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
If one would compare scores
to make a prediction on the
Murray High and Paducah
Tilghman game Friday, one
might be led to believe that
Tilghman will win by 15 points.
But don't bet any money on it!
Tilghnian defeated Bowling
Green 40-24 last week, the same
team
Murray
defeated
Homecoming night by one
point. And with the loss of tackle
Tim Lassiter in Friday's 29-0
loss at Trigg County, things
might seem to indicate a big wilt
for Tilghrnan.
Let's take a realistic look into
Friday night's game with the.
Blue Tornado. Andre Greer,

Others: Pleasure Ridge Park
5; Waggener 3.
..
CLASS AA
51
1. Highlands ( 5)
38
2. Ashland (2)
36
3. Bryan Station ( 2)
4.. Union Co.( 2)
24
16
5. Owensboro Cath ( 11
Others: Campbell Co. and
Dixie Heights 5; Hopkinsville 4;
Tates Creek 3; Somerset 1.
CLASS A . .
48
I. Lynch 13)
42
2. Madison(5)
37
3. Pineville (2)
4. Trigg Co. ( 2)
29
13
5. Bardstown •
Others: Beechwood 5; -Ft.
Campbell 4; Pikeville 2.

Oklahoma Picked Over
Texans For Saturday
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) think you've got troubles? We
present for your perusal some
of the schedules currently confronting some of the nation's
major college football teams.
For instance, Oklahoma and
Texas, both ranked in the Top
-ThI.--have their annual 51141.111ish Saturday in Dallas. Next
week,Oklahoma faces Colorado
and Texas plays Arkansas.
"We haven't had to get down
on our bellies and crawl yet,"
says Coach Chuck Fairbanks,
noting Oklahoma's romps over
Clemson, Utah' State and Oregon that have the Sooners leading the nation in total offense
and rushing.
"The real strength of the
Texas defense is against 'a running attack. And they've got as
fine an offensive line as I've
seen in some time. It's going to
be difficult to get the ball away
from them," he said. •
Hearing that Fairbanks was
concerned about the Texas defense, Darrell Royal, coach of
the Longhorns, quipped:
"That's two of us. We're getting the ball moved on us quite
we're'probably playing one of the great offensive
teams in the history of college
football. I just can't tell you
how much speed and depth
they've got."
'Nuff said ... Oklahoma.
Last_ week's score was 47
right, nine wrong and four ties,
for .839, bringing the season's
mark lb 198-66-8-.7,50

sissippi, Auburn and Georgia.
Not much Gator-aid there. Alabama.
Penn State at Army-John
Hufnagel became Penn State's
quarterback two- years ago at
Army and the Nittany Lions
haven't lost to anyone but
Tennessee since..jantil now,
that is, Upset Special of the
Week ... Army.

off the team with the nation's
longest winning streak. First
Tennessee bit the- dust, then it
was Mississippi. Now, it's ...
Louisiana State.
Illinois at Ohio State-Winless
Illini have lost to Michigan
State', Southern Cal, Washington and Penn State. Now it's
Ohio State. Ohio State.

Michigan State at MichiganSouthern Cal, Notre Dame and
now Michigan for the harried
Spartans, who have had trouble
scoring. On the other hand,
Michigan has only allowed 23
points in four games. Michigan.
Missouri at Nebraska-Tigers
start a three-week stretch
against Nebraska, Notre Dame
and Colorado, with Oklahoma
two weeks later. Nebraska.
Washington at Stanford-The
next two games against Stanford and Southern Cal will decide the Huskies' Rose Bowl
vision.
fate. Washington still has Sown
The last time Hill earned the
Sixkiller, a real Indian. Stantaek of the Week. award was
---ford's Indians are_ now_the Caras a rookie in 1969 when he
dinals. Stanford.
threw a touchdown pass.
California at Southern Cali"I still say the National Footfornia-One Pacific-8 Conferball League needs a good black
ence coach says Cal's Steve
quarterback," Hill_ joked, "Of
Bartowski "is in the same mold
course, 414e-pass, to-Shllehs was
as Jim Plunkett ... as a soph;
the only spiral I threw all
omore, I think he may be betweek. I never could get one to
ter than Plunkett was." Mayspiral in practice."
ever, Bartowski may not even
Hill also plunged one-yard for
start. No matter who starts ...
a touchdown and gained 108
Southern Cal.
yards in 23 carries as he
Iowa State at Colorado-Buffs
flashed the form that made him
were ambushed once already
a sensation as a rookie.
and the Cyclones could catch
"If he stays healthy, he'll
them looking ahead to Oklahave a tremendous season,"
homa. But likely not in Boulder
said Cowboy Coach Torn Lan... Colorado.
bent
over
more
runs
dry. "He
Auburn at Louisiana StateFlorida at Alabama-Gators
now. When he runs straight up, For the third week in a
row, chewed up Florida State last
he's a pretty big target."
Auburn gets a chance to knock week, now, come 'Barna, Mis-

Calvin Hill N amed NFL
Back Of Week By Press
DALLAS ( AP) - Halfback
Calvin Hill doesn't pass often
for the Super Bowl champion
Dallas Cowboys, but when he
does the enemy safeties had
better beware.
The Yale graduate, who was
asuarterback in high school,
has pasied-10 tithe-Mills'four-year National Football League
career. He has completed five,
three for touchdowns.
Hill's ability to throw the
halfback pass helped earn him
The Associated Press NEI,
Back of the Week honors last
Sunday. He teamed with Ron
Sellers on a 55-yard pass-andrun touch down in a 17-13 vie-,
tory.
The victory kept Dallas tied
for the lead in the National
Football Conference's East Di-

bell County, Carroll County,
Dixie Heights, Fairdale, Ft.
Knox, Hopkinsville, Louisa,
Middlesboro, Oldham County,
Paris, Pikeville, Russell, Shelby County, Somerset, Soutbern,
Trigg County and Webster
County.
This week's vote, with first
place votes in parentheses and
point totals on the basis of five
for a first place vote, four for
second andso on:
CLASS AAA
se
1. Trinity ( 10)
41
2. Butler
29
3. Manual (2)
ze
4. Bishop David
16
5. St. Xavier

Defense May Be Key To
Murray Victory Friday

1.

Hayes Leads Bullets To Easy
Win Over Cleveland Tuesday
Hayes, playing center, chipped in with 20.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It can hardly be called con- dominated the backboards. - The Knicks\'used a balanced
clusive yet, but so far the Big Although he hit only five of 18 scoring attack-topped by Bill
_Experiment is working just fine shots from the field, he moved Bradley's 26 points-and a tight
well, prayed -solid defense and zone press defense to whip
for,the Baltimore Bullets,
Elvin Hayes, acquired by blended in smoothly With the Seattle and spoil Tom NisBaltimore in the off-season, Bullets' play.
salke's debut as head coach of
Unseld, meanwhile, did a the Sonics.
poured in 18 points, grabbed 23
reounds and blocked six shots, strong job at forward, scoring
New York broke the game
leading the Bullets to a 102-90 15 points and pulling down 15 open with a 14-2 spurt that
victory over the Cleveland'Cav- rebounds.
.started late in the first quarter,
The scoring punch for the and Seattle never came back.
aliers as. the National Basketball Association opened its 27th Bullets came from the backBob Weiss hnd Kennedy
court. Rich Rinildi, starting in Motatosh game off the bench to
season Tuesday night.'
In other openers, the New place of holdout Archie Clark, score 21 points apiece and lead
York Knicks coasted past the tossed in a career-high 26 Chicago to victory. The Bulls
Seattle SuperSonics 113-89, the point.., while Phil Chenier trailed 65-63 after three periods,Chicago Bulls nipped the Philadelphia 76ers 95-89 and the Atlanta Hawks topped the Buffalo
Braves 120-109.
In the major NBA trade of
the off-season, the Bullets shipped steady forward Jack Mann
to Houston for Hayes, the
moody, mercurial pivotman By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS tionals will host the Alberta Oilwho was the mainstay of the
Gary L. Davidson, who sur- ers in a game which will be naRockets franchise.
prisingly announced just 11 tionally televised , in Canada.
But Baltimore already had a months ago that his fledgling Sellout crowds of about 10,000
center, a very good one by the World Hockey Association are expected for each opener.
name of Wes Unseld. Thus the would be ready ,to open play
In an effort to compete with
gamble in the trade: could this fall will make good on his the long-etablished National
Hayes and Unseld play well- promise tonight..
Hockey League, the WHA has
together? Would one CgrnHe will drop the first puck in signed more than 60 Nill. playplement the other, or would Cleveland, where the Crusaders ers, including a number of
will take oh the Quebec Nor- stars.
their talents conflict?
Judging from their perform- diques in the opener of the
The new league will have a
ance against Cleveland, the WHA's first season.
10-minute oVertime period, to
Also tonight, the Ottawa Na- i resolve ties, and play under a
gamble looks to be a success.

but 'Weiss and McIntosh
sparked a 17-8 surge midway
through the final period that
stopped the :76ers.
In a clash of two 'veteran
coaches who moved to different
teams since last season, Atlanta's Cotton Fitzimtnons
came out ahead of Buffalo's
Jack Ramsay, thanks to 34
ijoints from the Hawks' Lou
Hudson and 32 from Pete Maravich.
Hudson broke open the game
with 16 points in the third period, while Maravich kept it open
Jalth 16 in the final quarter.

WHA To Open Play. Tonight
With Crusaders Nordiques
number of rules v,-hich Nave
been modified in an attempt to
aid the offenses. .
Among the hail, stars who
have been elected to jump to
-the new league are Hobby Hull,
J.(7. Tremblay, Derek Sanderson, Johnny McKenzie,Teddy
Green and goalies 13eriiie Parent and Gerry Cheevers...._
The remaining members of
the 12-team -league begin their
schedules Thursday and Fri44y. -

Tilghnian's outstanding
tailback who scored three
touchdowns against Bowling
Green, had a little better field
condition to run on than when
George Landolt picked up 159
yards against, the Purples on a
wet Homecoming night. •
There is also reason to believe
that if the Tigers had played
Bowling Green on a dry field,
the victory margin might have
been as much as 15 points.

With Lassiter apparently out good chance that Dibble may
for the season with a knee in- not play against Tilghman.
jury, sophomore Craig Suiter Jones,a man with sure hands on
will step into the starting spot at the center snap, is a 182-pound tackle. Suiter has been per- senior.
forming well in practice and his
Looking back at last week's
presence could be a lift for the loss at Trigg County, one ought
offensive blocking.
be led to believe that the Tiger
defense
was not sharp. But
Backup., center Eddie Jones
may get an opportunity to play Selby Grubbs and the Wildcat:,
Friday night. Tiger center have made alot of good
Ralph Dibble has a bad bruise defensive teams back up.
Steve Porter once again led
on his left knee and there is a
the Tigers in tackles and assists
with a total of 11. Ton) .
Thompson, Dori„,,,,,Scott, Mike
Cathey and Jeff Dowdy all had
seven.
Trigg County had an equally
tough defense to go with the
potent offense. George Landoll,
tional Football League
Thorns overshadowed show- the Tigers' leading ground
ings by Buffalo middle line- gainer for the season, still
backer Ken Lee, Kansas City managed to net 63 yards in a
safety Mike Sensibaugh and St. fine showing on a bad ankle.
If the Tigers are to win Friday
Louis defensive back Roger
night, Murray is going to have
Wehrli.
to get good games from the
Thorns made six unassisted halfbacks. Glenn Jackson has
tackles and helped out on at not been running at top speed
least eight others. He also the past three games. Dale
blocked two Skip Butler field McCuiston picked up 30 net
goal attempts and deflected a ,yards against the Wildcats last
pair of Dan Pastorint passes, Weak and-seemed-to be playing
both of which wound up as in- much better.
terceptions.
The key for Friday's game
"It's the best game I've had
will again lie with the defense.
for thing like that," said the If Greer can be held to less than
fourth-year pro from Syracuse, 100 yards, then look for Murray
the Raiders' No. 1 choice in the to take a three point win over
1969 collegiate draft:
Tilghman.

Thorns Elected NFL Defensive
Back Of Week By AP Balloting'
NEW YORK (AP)- "It was
a great time to do it-on national television," Art Thorns of
Oakland observed. "My mom
and dad must have been going
nuts at home."
The Raiders' defensive tackle
had Houston 1, nuts Monday
e obvious disnight, to the
pleasure of the ilers' fans who
had to sit through a 34-0 beating. Thorns was instrumental
both in enabling the Raiders to
roll up the score and in keeping
Houston off the Astrodome
scoreboard.
For his outstanding individual
performance, the 6-foot-5, 250
perunder was selected today as
The Associated Press Defensive
Player of the Week in the Na-

Swanns-:Market
208 South 4th Street

*

Geisha

PINEAPPLE

TAMALES

No. 2 can

29

Leon, Meaty

-41
/
2-oz. can '

ove.

spAm SPREAD

35t

• with Pickles and Pimentos
46-oz. can .
fr,-...,

Nabisco

VANILLA
WAFERS

COOKIES

TARTS
CHOPPED

3Pfkgrs'S
° 1°°

Oatmeal

Blueberry or Cherry

Frosty Acres

k ONIONS

12-oz.

BUTTER
20-oz.

PEAS

19`

Bush's'Mexican Style

303 can

2for 29t

Ct.
200 •.
boxes

Showboat

SPAGHETTI
for

29t

59;

Longhorn

Cheese

lb. $ 1 19

., Great for Pizzo!

4-oz. pkg.

.
ilefti '
Clean-up
•
Bags

75;--

. MOSTACCIOLI

.4:1100-

-

1111F

16.0z. box 35$

"Pkg'
$1

1,),Iis

Aunt kmima

PANCAXE MIX

29'

Nkte SWEET
POTATOES
14-oz.
pkg.

COCONUT
Del Monte

PUMPKIN
303 can

29t

2 lbs.

Angel Flake

59;

if sINGLEsoi'

19'

16 c1-4

1NIIBID

Indian Summer

"b.

A Macaroni Product

IgrairT,2s'

29' i.;,."2: -,4-2, 4- - . -

11147%",blueberrY

3 99c ,

12:w.Pkg=

Smoked Jowl ib.49c

Economy Pack

CORN Chili Hot Beans

i

69;

Chunk

29 vir,v,,
,.
. ... ,.
.,. .,.,..,..
69
47 1 6-oz. pkg. 15'

303 can

lb.

Spare Ribs

Pepperoni

FROZEN FOODS *

*

Pepperidge Farm

-; ---

79'

Fig Bars

Flavor-Kist

PRIMO

GIANT

09

$100

12-oz. 42
box 4

85t

,----

98;

Armour's

Hi-C (Ili. I Peanut Butter
28-oz.

lb.

.

1 Franks -

Shedd's

37 , .

M EA TS *

Round Steak

3f%slw

'

Downtown
...._ Shopping Center
*

Hormel All Beef

,

CIDER
.

SYRUPirtt2orth's

1,2 gal

69' 69'
,

, 12-oz.

•

Pkg.

39c

PA(.I SIX
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RitAY, KENTUCKY

New Shipment Of Books Received by Library

Qanurtions

A new shipment of books has
been received by the Calloway
County Library, according to
librarian Margaret Trevathan.
Books received are:
THE BRONZE CLAWS, by
Paul Kruger. Murder blends
with an intricate plot and
believable characters in this
exciting mystery.
• FLEER'S COVE, by Ethel
Gordon. A rembling old mansion on the rockbround coast of
Maine is the scene of a
desperate struggle as a young
girl fights for her life and the
life of her child.
GOTHIC
TALES
OF
TERROR, by Peter Haining. A
collection of classic horror
stories collected from the
literature of Great Britain,

Answers

request to the Price Commission for a price increase if 1)
the increased costs will actually
be incurred within 30 days of the
request, 2) both the amount of
the cost increases and their
direct effect on the production
costs are accurately forseeable,
and 3) after the effective date,
the requested price increase
will only be relected, if
necessary, in an insignificant
L.A.W., a local recording group, recently cut a record with
quantity of the product, whose Betty Lou Recording Co.., in Memphis. Members of the group are,
production was not subject to left to right. David Ivye, Mike Garland, Tom Pope, Mike Smith,
increased costs.
and Gary Page.
Q. Can a hospital inerease its
charges because it has purchased some new medical
equipment?
A. Yes. An allowable cost
increase justifying a price increase for a hospital may include aggregate expenditures
for new technology, such as new
equipment and services, to the
extent these expenditures are
not charged directly to the
individuals benefiting from the
equipment and services. In
Seventy-six women whose
addition, to be an allowable cost
husbands were veterans of
item, the excess of expenses for
World War I were among some
By SFC JERRY WORK
new technology over revenues
10,000 wives and widows of
must not be higher than 1.7
veterans who trained last fiscal
percent of total annual expenses
year under the Veterans AdSome
Questions
of the institution.
even rave about the ministrati
on Dependents'
On MVA
For more information, see
chow,! Cooks get intensified
Educational Assistance
There's been a lot of talk training
at all stages of their program.
IRS Publications S-3014, "Price- lately
in the Mayfield, area career
and are experienced in
Controls and Health Care
Nearly' a third of the trainees
about the
MVA—Modern everything from, meat-cuttin
Services." It's available free by
g were wives or widows of World
Volunteer Army. We've been to
pastry' baking.
dropping a postcard to your
War II veterans, VA reported.
doing a lot of talking and have
should be taken into account in Internal Revenue district office.
The larvPst block-3,857—were
made a few speeches around
What
Q.
about
pay?
the
Do
calculating all price increases,
Q. I know that longevity intown. We still get calls and, for soldiers really get over $300 a dependents or survivors of
not just those based on in- creases are excluded from the
Vietnam Era servicemen. Twothe benefit of our readers, we month?
creased labor costs.
Pay Board's 5.5 per cent will
thirds of thetrainees enrolled in
try to answer some of the
They
A.
sure
do.
And
Q. Can a manufacturing firm standard. But where I work
most frequently asked.
remember in Today's Army college, and the balance were in
increase prices on the basis of periodic wage increases also
none of that is spent by the vocational or technical courses.
anticipated cost increases?
require a supervisor's rating. Is
VA's
Dependents'
Q. What is MVA?
soldier
on himself. The housing'
A. No. In general, a this still considered a longevity
A. MVA stands for Modern and the food we just discussed is Educational Assistance
manufacturer can raise the increase?
Volunteer Army, a goal which free, No rent, no grocery kills, program extends to children,
price of an item over the base
the President plans to achieve ndelectric and heat bills. If he's wives and widows of veterans
price level only to reflect
A. If the increase is related on July
1, 1973. After that date, ever sick, the soldier knows who died of a service connected
allowable cost increases in- solely to your length of service
new members of the Army will that he gets free medical and cause or who were totally' and
curred since the last price in- and operates without significant
be all volunteers. Unless dental care in some of the best permanently disabled
in
crease on the item or since Jan. exercise of your employer's
Congress reinstates the draft or facilities available. No doctor or military service. Also, eligible
1, 1971, whichever was later. In discretion or. his subjective
changes the draft's status, the hospital bills. Today's soldier are wives and children of
addition, the firm must continue evaluation of your work perArmed Forces will have to rely also gets 30 days paid vacation servicemen who are prisoners
to incur those costs, reduce formance, it is considered a
100 per cent on volunteers.
each year. In industry, it's of war and those who have been
them to reflect productivity longevity increase. Thus, if the
Q. I've heard the slogan, "An usually two weeks vacation missing in action for more than
-- -gains and must -not increase its supervisor's rating serves only
_ People Want" recently. after the first year. Nine times 90 days. During fiscal year 1972,
Army
profit margin over that which as a review of whether you-have-1
'What's that supposedlotrieOn't
out Of ten, when the young -job a total of 64,600 women and
prevailed during the base performed
your
work
A. Like most slogans, this one seeker compares civilian children took adeantage Cif-the
period. However, increased satisfactorily and no conprobably means different things openings with Army op- program; an 8.5 percent incosts which a price category I sideration is given for superior
to different people. The Modern portueities, the Army has got to crease over the previous year.
firm expects to incur in the performance, the increase
Persons
Volunteer Army will be the win. Today's Army has a lot
who
consider
future may form the basis of a would be a longevity increase.
themselves eligible for the
finest professional Army this more going for it.
country has ever known. People
We could go on answering the assistance should contact, the
want that. It will also be a _question for columns and nearest VA office or a service
motivated,
disciplined columns, but would not be able representative of a veterans
organization totally comprised to answer everyone's. If you organization.
of professional men and women have questions we still haven't
who have chosen the Army as answered, give us a buzz at 247their profession. People want 4525 or stop by our office. We're
October 31 will be the children at
that, too.
located at the,
crossings
Mayfield_
Halloween festival for millions
Q. Why do people keep talking Shopping Plaza.
Remember, you are the
of young children. It will be a adult; watch
The aftermath of fire too
about
professional
a
Army?
out for the overly
frivolous time for "trick or
often leaves the elderly as a
Haven't we always had one?
enthusiastic child
tragic statistic. This can be pretreat" with treats dominating.
A. The Army of the United
Rules For Pedestrians On
vented, however, if they are
Old Mr. Jack-0'-Lantern will be
States
has
always
been
a
first
Halloween:
made aware of a_ few brief rules
gayly watching while little ones
class defense organization. A
to follow.
snicker and laugh behind clever
Do not walk alone Obey all large portion of the Army's
• First of all, the aged should
masks and costumes.
traffic signs and regulations
membership, however, has
be familiar with all exits and
Halloween can be and usually
know two plans of escape. If
been made up of draftees, The
Walk
on
the
left
side of _the
is a happy time for everyone.
possible, they should sleep on
-Modern Volunteer Army will be
the first floor or near an easy
But, as the cold October wind street, facing the traffic and off one of career men and women.
way
blows remember, no one's of the pavement
People who select the service as
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov. • out.
Wear reflector tags on shoes
All stairway's should be clear
Halloween will be fun if the
a career or those who elect to Wendell Ford has invited some of objects to
to
prevent falling.
reflect
car
lights
failure
to
heed
safety'
join the Army to learn a job or 400 Kentucky bankers and • They should be instrtictie
Wear white or carry a white
precautions leads to tragedy.
skill. People who really care businessmen to attend the never to smoke while in bed.
Traditionally this . is a busy bag or hankerchief
about the work they do and the Governor's Presidential Con- • The elderly should wear fireDo not obstruct traffic by
time for motorists and
quality of their performances. ference on Exporting and safe clothing when around an
open flame.
pedestrians. If you are out with placing objects in the roadway People who are also well paid Export Financing.
Do not hitchhike
• They should have easy access
the goblins October 31, please
for work done well.
conference
The
will to a telephone, with
remember the following safety General Rules For Trick-OrThe -.soldier in the Modern be held in Louisville Oct. 26 numberu arhand. emergency
rules.
Volunteer
Army will be conIn issuing the invitations, the • Appropriate fire extinguish'Treaters:
cerned with his job. Every governor said: "We are vitally. ers, Listed by Undenvriters'
Rules For Motorists On
Do not stay out too late
soldier, every single soldier, interested in this program, Laboratories, should be within
Halloween:
Do not go to unfamiliar homes will be trained to know his job which we believe will
help to reach, and the aged should be
shown how to use them.
Do not stop and talk to well. He will be proud of his accelerate the growth of
our
'Drive with extra special care strangers on the streets
work. He will be expected to do businesses and of our state's . They can also help themselves
Obey all traffic signs and
by planning ahead; others can
Do not eat anything that is not it professionally and ef- economy. We believe
that help by developing emergency
regulations
properly wrapped and sealed fectively. He will also have the Kentucky firms can
benefit p1IWfor them.
Slow down in residential
opportunity to receive ad- greatly from investigation and
Don't participate in pranks ditional
areas
training. It's perofr- awareness of opportunities for
Be aware of pranksters ob- that are dangerous and mance
that counts. That's expanded markets and instructing the roadway
damaging rather than funny
briefly what the Modern creased production through
Watch for children darting
Volunteer Army is all about.
export rade,"
between parked cars
Q. What about the talk of
Officials of the U.S. ExportFor a sponge bath, fill a &ink
Watch for children in dark
or basin with warm water. Use improving the barracks and the Import.. Bank . and the U.S.
clothing on road shoulders and
a washcloth to soap and scrub general environment of the Department of Commerce
will
medians
all over, starting with face and
man and woman soldier?
attend the conference to explain
working down.
Pay particular attention to
. A. There have been im- current financial problems,
pressive strides forward in the polities and , operational
area of personal comfort. procedures- relating to exHousing is one of them. You've porting. The state Department
probably read about differenf of Commerce is in charge of
housing
experiments organizing the program.
throughout the country at
The Export-Import Bank is an
different Army installations. No independent U.S. Government
matter what the set-up ,The new agency which works directly
barracks idea emphasizes in- with American supplies and
dividual privacy. It's not being private financial institutions to
permissive or soft; it's just the finance U.S. sales abroad. simple fact of providing Army
Its programs include direct
men and women with good, loans and grlarantees, corncomfortable housing. —
prehensive bank discounts,
Q. Have they changed Army leasing guarantees, overseas
For Any Gift Giving Occasion
chow?
studies, agricultural export
Give The
A. Yes! Food service is neck financing and other short and
CAPE MAY, N.J.(FHTNC
and neck with housing in the medium term
, financing Coas t Guard Seaman Apimprovements
category. facilitrim:
prentice Marcus S. Tuttle, son
Today's Army serves better
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles L.
103 No 4th St. Phone 753-1916
food than it did even two years _ • CANYON
Tuttle of 307 S. 13th St.. Murray,
CHRONOLOGY.
ago. Not only is the menu more
The first automobile arrived
graduated from basic training
An Appropriate Card Will
diversified than ever and the 'at the _GrandCanyon's South
at the Coast Guard Training
quality superior, but some
rn in UWE 7
-Center in Cape May, N.J.
4

This column of questions and
Answers on the President's
Economic Stabilization
Programis provided by the
local office of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service and is
published as a public service.
The column answers questions
most frequently asked about
wages and prices.
Q. Are movie ticket prices
exempt from controls?
A. No. Although producers
and distributors of motion
pictures are exempt under the
Economic Stabilization
program, exhibitors or theatres
not exempt under the small
business exemption are subject
to controls.
Q. My landlord announced a
rent increase to take effect
when my lease expires next
month. 1 want to move out, but I
didn't give him 30 days notice as
required by. the lease. Have I
entered into a new lease under
the Stabilization regulations?
A. No. The failure of a tenant
to give timely notice of intent to
• vacate in the face of- an announced rent increas does not,
in itself, constitute entering into
a lease.
Q. Does a manufacturer take
productivity gains into account
only in cases where a price
•
increase is based on increased
labor costs?
•

Wives Of
Veterans
Trained

OPP.'

Halloween Safety Measures
Should Be Observed Carefully

Fire Rules for
the Aged

Conference On
Exporting To
Be Conducted
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Europe, and the United States. Muhammad Ali's wizardry in
THE
HEADSTRONG the ring and his place as a
HOUSEBOAT, by William C. symbol of American life in the
Anderson. The story of a twentieth century.
headstrong, restless family,
MAO TS&TUNG, by Jules
bent . on adventure and ex- Archer. A biography of one of
ploration, as they cross the most controversial and
America by houseboat. .
powerful figures in today's
HOW TO GET ALONG WITH world.
BLACK PEOPLE, by Chris
A MARRIAGE OF CONClark. An unusual volume that
reveals unique insight into the VENIENCE, by Elizabeth
problems that arise from inter- Rossiter. A marriage made for
convenience proves to be the
racial social contact.
INSIDE AUSTRALIA, by greatest testing ground of
John Gunther. A vivid picture of ' Janey's life.
THE MURDER BOOK, by
Australia and New Zealand,
countries full of energy and Tage la Cour. A brilliant
change, moving forward to new cavalcade of the mostepopular
detective stories and thrillers of
identities.
THE KID WHO CAME HOME the ages.
THE NEW YORK TIMES
WITH A CORPSE, by Hampton
Stone. This mystery is REPORT FROM CHINA. A
characterized by a cleverly revealing report on that
worked out puzzle featuring mysterious, long=forbidden
ingenuity humor and un- country of eight hundred million
people.
predictability.
PREGNANCY: THE BEST
LEAVE IT TO AMANDA, by
Helen K. Maxwell. As a STATE OF THF. UNION, by
mystery unfolds, Amanda Waldo 'L. 'Fielding, M.D. A
realizes that the man she loves lively, up-to-date guide to a
could either be the murderer on relaxed, happy pregnancy in
modern society.
the next victim.
ROOKIES THE WORLD OF
THE LEDGE, by' Gertrude THE NBA, by David Klein. A
Schweitzer. Personal fears and look at the careers of eight
doubts plague Catherine as she major basketball players in an
attempts to succeed at a new effort to determine what circumstances make a sure-fire
job and a new life.
LOSER
AND
STILL star.
Remkats_G scmtp,,by-_Tex
CHAMPION,
byBudd
Schulberg. A record of MauJe. The odyssey of a hearf-

attack victim's program of
jogging back to health.
SACAJAWEA, by Harold P.
Howard. The story of a young
girl whose fame as a guide and
interpretee of the Lewis and
Clark expedition earned her a
place in the history of early
western exploration.
THE SILENCE OF THE
NORTH, by
Olive
A.
Fredrickson. A gripping,
suspense-filled tale of a
woman's triumph over the
dangers of Canada's North
Country,
SPIRO
AGNEW'S
AMERICA, by Theo Lippman,
Jr, An interesting study of
Agnew and his development as
it
parallels the growth of
America in the last fifty years.
WALK IN THE PARADISE
GARDEN, by Anne May•bury.
An engrossing and rather
frightening plot characterizes
Anne Maybury's latest book.
WE THE CHINESE, by
Deirdre and Neale Hunter. A
collection
from
Chinese
magazines, newspapers,
speeches,
poetry,
radio
broadcasts, and
official
statements that reflects the
attitude of China today.
WHAT'S RIGHT WITH
PARENTS, by Grace Nies
Fletcher. A hopeful volume that
unflinchingly sets forth the
problems of young people and
parents in America.

LUCKY
FRIDAY

207 Broadway
Phone 442-6314
Open Friday Night Till 8:30

J.GORDON LTD.
MEN'S WEAR
e
Y

Shirts
By
Enro
Gant
Van Heusen

Suits
Sportscoats
By
Clubman
Rat ner
Griffon
Cricketeer

13th

OPEN T11.1. 8:30

Register For These
Prizes To Be Given Away
Saturday, Oct. 28. You Feral
Even Have To Be Present To Win!!

1st Prize—Suit. Tie, Belt. Shoes,
and 3 pr. Socks
2nd Prize—Suit,Shirt. Tie, Shoes, and 3 pr.
Socks

Ties
By
Don Loper
Oleg Cassini
Bronzini
Principe

3rd Prize—Suit, Tie, Shoes, and 2 pr.
Socks '
4th Prize-- Wirl-roa
‘
— --P-ants, Belt,
pr. Socks
5th Prize—Sport Coat
6th Prize—Windbreaker Coat
7th Prize—Knit Shirt, Slacks, Belt. 2 pr.
Socks
8th Prize—Knit Shirt, Slacks, Tie. Belt and
1 pr. Socks
9th Prize—Knit Shirt, Belt, and 1 pr. Socks
10th Prize—McGregor Jacket.
Ilth Pflie:—.11 pr. Socks
12th Prize-4 pr. Socks.
ices of merchandise to be given away
has been pre-determined by
the management.

Sportswear
By
McGregor
Puritan
Europe Craft
Enro

Also Featuring
Sizes For

Outer Wear
By
McGregor
London Fog
Europe Craft
Windbreaker
Wingflite

Slacks
Size 44-60

IC
ME

Shirts
Size 17'z-20 Neck
33-37 Sleeve

Ouler Wear
Rig Sizes 48-60
Tall Sizes 40-54

. • Ties
•
Belts
X-Long Lengths P-"' Sizes 48-60

Suits & Sport Coats
Size 48-60 R, I, XL
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Kyodo
Copley News Service
TOKYO — The Japanese
government is planning the
establishment of a National
Institute of Environmental
Protection at the foot of Mt.
Tsukuba northeast of here.
The main purpose of such
an institute is to conduct research on environmental pollution. The institute will be a
sort of "think tank for environmental protection."
According to plans, the institute will open in January,
1974.
There are at present a number of public institutions and
laboratories conducting research on environmental pollution and environmental protection in Japan.
Most noted are the Health
and Welfare Ministry's Institute of Public Health, National Institute of Hygienic
Sciences; International Trade
and Industry Ministry's
Agency for Industrial Science
and Technology, Environmental Protection and Resources Institute; Labor Ministry's Industrial Health Institute and the Construction
Ministry's Public Works Research Institute.
The Tokyo metropolitan
government has its own research institute for environmental protection and other
local government bodies also
have their antipollution research institutes.
The activities of these research institutes, however,
are carried out independently
of each other and research is
limited to local industrial contamination and water pollution. For this reason, there is
a need for a research institute
engaged in a collective nationwide study on environmental pollution and protection.
Seiji Kaya, former president of the University of
Tokyo who is chairman of the .
founding committee for the
institute, points out the neces7,_
sity of considering the environmental pollution matter
from the point of view of lifelong effects of 4;tollution and
also in terms. if pollution's
connection with heredity.
Since present ecology tends
to attach importance to an
ecosystem — a system made
up ofa community-of animals,...
plants and bacteria and the
physical and • chemical environment with which it is interrelated — an ecology centered on man must be created, says Kaya.
Thus fields of study to be
covered by the proposed National Institute of Environmental Protection will be
quite interdisciplinary. They
will number about 50 under
three general categories:
medical and biological, meteorological and physical and
chemical; and environmental
control.
To carry out its various
projects, the institute will be
equipped with unique facilities for its experiments, such
as biotrons.
Biotron is a general term
for devices that breed animals and plants under artificial environment. It is used
to determine the-effects of environmental disroptions on
creatures.
In biotrons such environmental compositions as water, soil and temperatures are
controlled artificially. Guinea
pigs, fish and other living
creatures will be exposed to
pollutants in the man-made
experimental environment in
an effort to determine the
cause of environmental diseases such as asthma and
mercury poisoning as well as
the poisonous effects of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB).
Other facilities include
buildings in which experiments on air contamination
will be conducted, artificial
rivers and ports and lakes are
created for use in experiments.

A new shipment of children's Three
dramatic
stories
books has been received by the demonstrating the skill of a fine
Calloway County Library. New historical writer. 4-8
books are:
HONOR BOUND, by Mary
ALPHABET, by
Sonia Alice and John Downie. The
Delaunay. A charmingly Avery family is forced to find a
illustrated alphabet in which new home when their Tory
each letter is accompanied by sumpathies cause them to leave
an appropriate nonsense Philadelphia in 1784. 4-7
IT'S A MILE FROM HERE
rhyme.
THE BEST NEW THING, BY TO GLORY by Robert C. Lee.
Isaac Asimov. Johnny and Early MacLoren runs because
Rada are looking forward to the it gives him a kind of
new experience of living on satisfaction until aó' accident
Earth after life on a space ship.
Pre S-2.
THE DAMP AND DAFFY
DOINGS OF A DARING
PIRATE SHIP, by Guillermo
Mordillo. Comic characters nail
a boat together, fling it into the
seas and sail off to adventure.
PresS-2.
DRAFFING, DRIVING AND
BASIC CUSTOMIZING, by Tom
MacPherson.
Basic
and
detailed tips on improving a
racing car. 7-up.
FLINT'S
ISLAND,
by
Leonard Wibberley. A bloody
and piratical tale inspired by
thetradition of Treasure Island.
3-7
GUINEA PIGS, by Alvin and
Virginia Silverstein. A complete manual on how to house,
feed, play with, and breed
guinea pigs. 3HAVE YOU SEEN
A
COMET: An anthology of
children's art and writing from
around the world. 5-up
THE HAWKSTONE, by Jay
Williams. Colin's deiscovery of
the Indian hawkstone gave him
a link with the past that helped
MECHANIC -- Astrid
him save his home. 4-6.
Umpenhour, Dayton, 0.,
HEATHER, OAK, AND
Mother of four, is part of
ALIVE, by Rosemary Sutcliff:
fiatriti-S-rt.crew—

nearly destroys his life. 5-7
THE MANAGING HEN AND
THE FLOPPY HOUND, by
Ruth and Latrobe Carroll. The
humorous tale of an old hen's
attempts to train a young pup to
guard the chicken yard. PreS-2.
MORE POTATOES, - by
Millicent E. Selsam. A factfilled story of youngsters investigating the sources of their
food. PreS-3
OLLIE'S TEAM AND THE
ALLEY CATS, by Celm
Philbrook. The all-girl Alley
Cats accept the challenge of
plahing the boy's team with
surprising results. 3-6
ONLY THE NAME REMAIN,
by Alex B. Beeler. A recounting
of the unusual Cherokee history
and their poignant end as a
united and proud nation. 4-7
•
PAPA'S
SECRET
CHOCOLATE DESSERT, by
Amalie Sharfman. Jean-Pierre
sa es the day when his father is
unable to prepare his famous
dessert for an important guest.
3-5
PHANTOM KILLER OF THE
FLYING M,by David Wood, Jr.
The Colorado Mountains forms
the background of this adventurous tale of outdoor life. 57
THE RUN, JUMP, BUMP
BOOK, by Robert Brooks. The
joys of life in a city are
presented through the eyes of a
small child. PresS-2
SARAH AND KATIE. by Dori
White. Two young friends learn
to appreciate one another in this
sensitive story of friendship. 4-6
TALES OF A FOURTH
GRADE NOTHING, by Judy
eteLje
1114
,
_ 1dt

The report says that the two
most endangered species are
the greater horseshoe bat,
found mostly in caves, and the
mouse-eared bat. The report
blames superstition and prejudice for the decline.
.

Hospital Report
October 7, 1972
ADULTS..105
NURSERY ..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Phyllis Sue Weisenbergher and boy, Route 7,
Mayfield. DISMISSALS
Bobby Gene Brandon, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Wanda Jane
Williams, Route 3, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Geraldine Mariada
Henry, Route 1, Ahno, Mrs.
Betty Dean Purcell, Dogwood
Drive, Murray Mrs. Frances
Wilkerson and Baby Girl, Route
7, Murray, Lod Edward
Clayshire,
Buhler, 1509
Murray, Mrs. Hazel Maye
McKeel, Route 5, Murray,
Master Roger Lynn Scott,
Route 8, Box 8, Murray, Miss
Karen Faye Johnson, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Anne Morris, 1116
College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Beverly Gayle Overcast, Route
1, Murray.
CALLING THE WORLD
Casablanca,
Safi,
Marrakech, Agadir, Rabat,
Tangier, Meknes, Fes and
Oujda can be direct dialed
through the telex network.

•
WINDOW WIZARDRY—Windows of Credit
Foncier building in Toronto reflect
Canada's tallest building, Commerce Court Window
washers make it agpear they've
.created modern decor.

•
•
••

"Your Choice"

SPECIAL

TAILORED CURTAINS

Men's SWEATERS

Dacron-Polyester
Batiste or
Ninon Curtains

SAFARI
JACKET

366
Fashionable Turtleneck
Skinny Rib 453
Pullovers

388

4.99 to 6.99 Values

81' Length

Available in White and Pleasing Colors.

I

Long Sleeve

Popular Suede Cardigans

63- Length

3rd BIG
WEEK
Many New Specials

• ••

DOUBLE NEEDLE
DACRON 5 POLYESTER and COMBED
COTTON STYLISH JACKET BLOUSE

Reg 599

SPECIAL

oat Aztec Heavyweight Woven
EC
Matelasse Type

BLANKET
Forever Rose Design
72 x 90 fits twin or full size
Machine Washable. Needle woven

BEDSPREADS

55

SPECIAL

Polyester Filled

BATH TOWEL ENSEMBLE

Reversible Jacquards by
CANNON or MOHAWK Tastemaker
BEAUTIFUL
22 x 44 Bath Towel
161
TERRY
Matching Hand Towel
1"
VELORS.

Matching Wash Cloth

59'

PILLOW

Candy Stripe Ticking

1•••

_Box of 12 to 20

.c*rsvii

44c

...Also all occassion cards.

SIDEWALK BICYCLES

Training Wheels
Air Tires
Chrome fenders

34"

16"

Seven

Polished
Aluminum

Piece

753

Set

COOKWARE SET
Decorator Colors. Red, Green, Gold

Teflon Coateo

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN

-LEDA Top Value

Long Sleeve

PANTY HOSE

BLOUSES

$5

Reg. 8.99

Sheer to Waist

All Wool Lined
Washable, 2 Pockets
Long Tail, S, M, I

and Regular

10"

36 inch

27C

yd.

33c yd.

Mirro Aluminum

Iona Po-table

3 Speed Control

39 inch

Double Knit

753 I

COOKER
Cooks in
1/3 the time

753

3,r1
6% pr

CELEBRITY

SPORT COATS

They
Last

pr

Homestead
Pendant

Gicts Stretch

$2

POLYESTER

Boy's Wrangler Flared

a Heavy Weight Denim

Light Fiberfill

1 plr

MINI SLIP
3

Movie

4'3

553

Star
Reg. 2.99
to 3.50
$2 for

WOMEN & TEENS

EVER POPULAR

MENS HANDSOME

DRESS SHOES

PENNY LOAFER

Our Own COED Brand

Our Own COED'S

MOCS. SLIPONS
BOOTS LACE UPS

40

8

Reg. 9.99

44°

124° 144°
Regularly to 16.99

Various Styles and
Fabrics Finger Length

or 1.69 ea

zen.,,"PAPER TOWEL"

ROLLS 08c
FOR g

Girls

2 pr. for S5

LERMANS

Reg. 2.99
7 to 14

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

master charge
TINE INMEMILr CAA°

18 99

lkY

A
WAY

BANKAMERICAPD
•Is.•

J.... eel
•90 ,2 •••
WI sal ••• 1••

•

8 to 18

COATS
SPECIAL $29

Junior

COFFEE COATS
01

2. pr. for $7

Permanent Press
So Comfortable and Pretty

Reg. 3.99 pr

c
L ad
inl
y yn

2 pr. for $9

'1'4

12"

Beautiful Smart

PANTS
3 to 6x

SHOES for the FAMILY

$10

CAR COAT SPECIAL

853

Nylon Reinforced for Use & Reuse

SPECIAL

DRESSES and PANT
SUITS VALUES TO

Guaranteed
Washable
No Ironing

TIGHTS

Snug fitting Nylon
Sizes 1 to 14

Reg 249

JEANS

4.99 VALUE

12 to 20 an d 18.: (0 241.

273

TABLEWEAR
by
Oneida

Reg. '2.59

2'9

4 Button

by Lovable

BRA 2 for $353

$3499

SPORT SHIRT

While

for easy care

DOUBLE KNIT

Boys Long Sleeve

24 Pc. Stainless -

PRESSURE

Polyester Cotton Blend

Reg 99d pr.

Polyester Double Knit

ELECTRIC
SCISSORS

Purple

PAX by makers of Edwards
and Norman Quality Shirts

Wrinkle free
comfortable

953

Berry

Beige

Styles in the
by CHILTON

Brown

Men's DRESS SHIRTS

Latest Popular

APPLIANCE SPECIALS

Navy

Men's Long Sleeve Perma-Press '2.99
SPORT SHIRTS 2 for $5
Value

CPO JACKETS

Boys or diris Convertible

CHRISTMAS CARDS

$9

Men's LINED

Big Fluffy
21" x 27"

Reg. 691

SLACKS

SPECIAL

1 53

7-••••,

Reg. 1.99
Reg. 1.29

Men's Famous Name
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

Mfg. Suggested Retail $16 and $17

10.99 Value
$999

100% Cotton Beauties
Full Bed Size

•

Two of the 14 species of British bat occurring in Britain are
in danger of extinction, and
others are declining in numbers, according le a report by
the Nature Conservancy.

was plagued by his two-year-old
brother and one day he finally
has enough and decides to act.
4-6
WINSTON CHURCHILL by
Dam and Beryl Epstein. The
"Lion of Britain" is the subject
of this informative biography. 513

ANNIVERSARY SALE

Superstition blamed
for British bat decline

.ar
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Japanese New Children's Books Received By Library
ecology
unit set up

MIXER

Slacks
By
Reston
Ratner
Higgins

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Reg.-4.99 pr.
, All Perma Press

Reg.

lia53 3 99

AGILON HOSE

Short, Average,
Tall Xrall
,

2 $i
Pm

4

1T25144f
perfect
s

A
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Meaning Of 'Nashville Sound'
Now Widely Known By Nation
By ALAN WILSON
people already in the business abillies" - Elvis Presley, ConAssociated Press Writer
way Twitty, Jerry Lee Lewis,
here."
NASHVILLE, Tenn. I AP ) - Then, in the early l940s, the Johnny Cash and Marty RobThe Nashville Sound?
first publishing house was es- bins.
Ten years ago, maybe even tablished in Nashville, 'AcuBut it wasn't until the early
five, only a handful of people ffRose. Roy Acuff, then only a 60s that the Nashville Sound
knew what it meant. Today, it's country music star in Ten- bloomed into full popularity.
widely known.
"It developed its reputation
nessee, teamed with Fred Rose,
Simply. it's country music. a Nashville jazz-type pianist.
because of its relaxed atmosNo, more than that, its country
Soon, more publishers began phere," said Ivie, "and because
music at its best.
locating in Nashville after ob- of the quality of its studios and
But why Nashville? At one serving the success of Acu- sidemen ( background musitime, in the late 1940s. several ffRose Enterprise. In the late cians).
cities in the eastern United 40s, northern talent agencies
"It was a relaxed musical
States competed vigorously for and recording companies con- style, as was the atmosphere itthe country music market - verged on Nashville.
self," which did much to lure
among them were Chicago. At-At that time it was nip and popular entertainers to Nashlanta and Cincinnati.
tuck among several cities in ville - from Bob Dylan to
The events which gave birth terms of where country music Dean Martin.
to the Nashville Sound are bur- recording would be done -It was the kind of atmosied in the hills of Apalachia Nashville, 'Chicago, Cincinnati phere where the stars could get
with old-time fiddlers and banjo and Atlanta," said !vie, point- up in the morning at 10, drink
pickers
with a small ra- ing out that Chicago and At- some coffee, chat for a while
dio show known in its infant lanta had country music radio and then go cut records. It
stages as the "WSM Barn shows prior to WSM. Neither of wasn't at all like the atmosDance."
them,however, met the success phere in New York," said Ivie.
It all began in November 1928 that WSM did.
More than 400 performers
when the first country music
"But it was the local people live in Nashville today. There
show came to Nashville. Now, who made the big decision," he are another 1,400 songwriters;
its literally an industry of mu- said. 'They'd go out and start 600 publishing houses are represic shows, recording studios independent studios, which at sented in thescity; the
nation's
and publishing houses. Im- that time was a risky business. three major licensing and permeasurable in its worth.
"And, there were several key forming rights organizations
-When it all started, it had raaio people in Nashville who are here - as are 40 recording
been what some people call felt Nashville was the place to studios and 1,900 members
of
kitchen music, something just be and were willing to put their the American Federation
of
to relax to. It wasn't profes- success on the line for it."
Music.
sional music. Rather, it was
In the 50s, country music reWhat's it all worth? A huge
part of the hill people's euk ceived another shot in the arm. tourist center and a multi-miltura,''. said Bill Ivie, a historiair Popular singers began picking lion dollar music
industry.
on country music at age 28.
up country tunes to fit their
"But to try and actually
Those hill people were "re- own style - like Rosemary measure it all, you'd
be guesscruited" by local talent bent on Clooney and Dinah Shore. Later ing from the word
go," said
making country music a mar- in the decade came the "rock- Ivie.
ketable item, said Ivie, executive director of the Country Music Foundation.
But no one really knows why
Nashville became country music's home, he said. "It's a
combination of things that no
one's been able to sort out."
In 1929, one year after the
barn dance show, a Chicago raBY
dioman named George D. Hay
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
was hired by WSM to run the
show. After liWning to a host
of classical music on one parFRANKFORT,Ky.-How are reached, but who had not been
ticular night. Hay said- these aliens affected by the draft?
issued Orders to Report for
words on the air:
Lawfully-admitted,
non- Induction."
-For the past hour we have immigrants have no military
The Extended Priority
been listening to music taken obligation to the United States, Selection Group is
intended to
largely from grand opera. But and do not have to register with maximize equity for
and
from now on, we will present a local draft board of the among all registrants. A man is
grand-414-opry
_
Aased'in this group because he
vice
The words are today etcW 1-Inunigrahts-entering the united is- not availabre
-rzi-indtiefilar
in country music history. The States who have not yet reached. when his number
is called.
Grand Ole Opry House, enter- the age of 26 are required to
For example, the ceiling
tainment home for country mu- register until they reach their number for
inductions for 1971
sic's stardom, has become a 35th birthday.
was random sequence number
legend.
An immigrant who has been 125. All men who were classified
"At that time," said Ivie, in the U.S. for more than six 1-A, were 20
years of age or
"Nashville was a center for months while under age 18 must older, had a
number of 125 or
country music, but only in register within 30 days before or below on
Dec. 31, 1971, and who
terms of the Opry. Most of the after his birthday.
were not available for induction
recording was being done in
Several categories of im- when their numbers were
New York."
migrants do have to register but called, entered the Extended
But it was in that pre-war are not liable for military Priority Selection
Group. There
era that its popularity began a service. These immigrants were approximately
115,000
maturing process in Nashville. include, for example, those who men in this
group.
Two things - ambitious local have served 12 months or more
Current Selective Service
talent and northern record in the army of a country with policy requires
that registrants
company promoters - got the which the United States is in this group
stand vulnerable to
original Nashville sound off the associated in mutual defense induction
for 90 days. Because
ground.
activities.
. there were no draft calls for
Immigrants who do not January, February or March,
The promoters discovered the
merits_ of country music while qualify for, an 'alien exemption all men who entered the group
working in field units which are liable for induction into the on January 1, 1972 were placed
traveled throughout the eastern U.S. military after having in the Second Priority Selection
United States trying to dig up resided in the country for one Group-meaning that they will
year. Provided they do not not be drafted unless there is a
good musicians.
Many of them would go qualify for:a deferment or any national emergency.
through Nashville while on other exemption, they will be
their way to the Mississippi part of the pool or draft-eligible
Delts region to make master men during the calendar year of
recording cuts of black gospel their 20th birthday.
What is the Extended Priority
music.- While in Tennessee they
The mixture in the New York
would make cuts of the hill Selection Group and how does it
melting pot is changing accord. people's music - hillbilly tunes work?
study published by the
7- to take back to New York
This gr4oup was established by ing to a
Census Bureau.
and Chicago.
Executive Order in September
Whereas in 1960, 49 per cent
It was at this point that coun- '1970. "Extended Priority
population was of
try music's kindling began to Selection Group consists or of the city's
foreign stock ( defined as forglow.
registrants who on Dec. 31 were eign-born or American-born
-But it was not so much a members of the First Priority with a foreign-born parent I by
move," said 'Ivies "The in-. Selection Group atabose random 1970 this had dropped to 42 per
dustry was built largely by sequence numbers had been cent.

"
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SBA To Provide
Counseling For
Paducah Area
The Small Business Administration provides counseling for persons in the
Paducah area on the 1st and 3rd
Thursday of each nibrith. A
SCORE Counselor will be
available for interviewing and
counseling from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. on the 1st Thursday,
and on the 3rd Thursday from
12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m., a Loan
Officer from the Louisville
District Office of SBA will be in
Paducah.

-. and

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

N.Y.C. foreign
makeup is changing

* SPECIAL *
ALL DA* THURSDAY (Murray Only)

Reg. Box $109
$ 1 09 $1.35 Value
•

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekicken,
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

Judge Given Hardhat
From Working 'Gang'

..NEWSPAPER ROYALTY-Miss Myra Sachieben, a 21-yearold journalism major from Louisville, has been selected
Newspaper Week Queen at Murray State University by the staff
of The Murray State News and Alpha Phi Gamma, national
journalism honorary fraternity. She will reign over various activities during the observance of National Newspaper Week iOct.
8-141. Miss Sachleben is National Advertising Manager of The
Murray State News, campus newspaper.

The office is located in the
City Hall on the first floor. The
phone number is ( 502) 444-6381.
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the businessman
bring with him a recent
financial statement or balance
sheet of the business and a
profit and loss statement for the
previous full year. This information
pertains
to
established businesses.
However, anyone interested in
establishing a new business is
encouraged to consult with this
representative, as well as other
businessmen who are in need of
financial advice or assistance.

BOSTON (AP) - The con- They're regulars now-true
struction workers came bearing court buffs.
a gift for Judge M. Edward
"You could see their reacViola, who is recovering from a tions from the bench. Say a
broken hip. They gave him a wealthy woman was appearing
hardha t.
because shr4ied no insurance
Printed neatly above the vi- coverage on her automobile
sor were the letters "E, and I'd be lecturing her about
VIOLA." And written on each the offense. You could see the
side were the words "Here grin on their faces. They like to
see important people taken
Come the Judge."
down a peg once in a while."
Viola, 69, the presiding jusSo the workers missed Judge
tice in East Cambridge District Viola
after his injury.
Court, received th* hardhat
Vin Dolan, who led the group,
Monday when 20 construction
said, "He's quite a guy. We've
workers went to his room at
learned a lot just watching
Massachusetts General Hospital
him."
to make the presentation.
"We're big fans of Judge
"This is my gang," the judge
said. "No, perhaps you should Viola," said Vin Toci. "When
call them my students .of law. we heard he was in the hospital
No, just put down that they're we wanted to do something for
him. So we bought him the
good guys, really great guys."
The construction workers hard hat."
Judge Viola, who has been
have been working on the new
courthouse in East Cambridge, hospitalized three weeks, said
and every day at lunch, they he. has pins In his hip bone to
drifted into Judge Viola's court- help the meoding and doesn't
know when he will be back at
room to see justice in action.
Judge Viola said, "It's funny. the court.
But as he sat in bed wearing
At first perhaps just one or two
would come in. Then a week his hard hat, he said, "These
later, there were three or four. are, really great guys-good
And it just kept growing. guy'S. And I'm proud to be one
of them."

Hospital Report
October 8, 1972
_
NURSERY ..10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Mary Renfroe and Baby
Boy and Baby Girl, Route 5,
Murray, Baby Boy Hopkins
)Mrs, Susan Hopkins), Route 1,
Alrno,
DISMISSALS
Master Don McClure, 319 N.
7th, Murray, Mrs. Donna Lee
Hunter, Route 8, Benton, Mrs.
Ruth Murlene Outland, Route 8, I.
Murray, Mrs, Grace Mildred
Turner, Route 1, Hardin,
Master
Jonathan
Alan
Brockoff, 1110 Kirkwood,
Murray, Halford
Bueton
Lassiter, 1003
Fairlane,
Murray, Mrs. Dessie Anna
Shekell, 509 Elm, Murray, Fred
Jones, Route 1, Hardin.

by Laurence M Hursh, M
Consultant. National Dairy Council

CALORIES PER MEAL

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921

NO!

YES!
"The organization of our
press has truly been a suec , Our law concerning
the press is such that divergencies of opinion between
members of the government are no longer an occasion for public exhibit i on s, which are not
the newspapers' business.
We've eliminated that conception that everybody has
the right to say whatever
comes into his head."
—Adolf Hitler

NO!

Nearly 17,000 Vietnam Era
veterans have been hired by the
Veterans Administration to
work in its hospitals, regional
offices, and assistance centers.
In making the report, Administrator of Veterans Affairs
Donald E. Johnson noted that in
the previous year, VA had only
7,800 Vietnam Era veterans on._
its. employment rolls. -Many of the young veterans
are being hired for duty in VA
assistance units where recently
discharged veterans ordinarily
would first contact VA. Johnson
pointed out that as of August 1.
1972, about 25 percent of these
employees were Vietnam Era
veterans, an increase of 15
percent over a year earlier. As
vacancies occur in these units,
emphasis is being given to the
hiring of young ex-servicernen
and women.
VA is also onithe lookout for
young Veterans with special
skills in medical .40r paramedical fields. They are being
hired for duty in hospitals and
clinics. •
Overall, the average percentage of Vietnam Era veteran
hirees by federal, agencies is
19.5 percent, :but VA noted .jts
percentage is 27 percent, .

NO!

— Abraham Lincoln

YES!

ThePress
NO!
"Robust criticism of government by the press and
the consequent skepticism
of the press on the part of
the government are the necessary ingredients
. for
a truly free society."
— Senator Sam Ervin
• • • • • •

\

NO!

"Absolute freedom of the
...press to discuss public questions is a foundation stone
of AmeriFan liberty."
— Herbert Hoover

"Why should freedom of
speech and freedom of the
press be allowed? Why
should a government which
is doing what is believes to
be right allow itself to be
criticized? It would not allow opposition by lethal
weapons. Ideas are much
more fatal things than guns.
Why should any man be allowed to buy a printing
press and disseminate pernicious opinion Calculated
to embarrass the gpvernment?"
4
—Nikotai Lenin

4IV EWSPAPER

LIN'WEEK

r

9

NO!
"A cantankerous press,
an obstinate press, an ubiquitous press must be suffered by those in authority
in order to preserve the
even greater values of freedom of expression and the
right of the people to
know."
— U. S. District Court
Judge Murra:y L. Gurfein

The FULL information medium

The Ledger
8 Times

-1•

•

Flavorit

Fresh

LETT
•

Fresh C

CEL
▪

Fancy

BAN
: Red Jo
APP

VISO
BEST

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

Veterans
Hired For

TASTE

We Want Your
Home Loan

"What proportion of the daily
have a circus job in the offing.
caloric need should be consumed
Don't Stuff At Night
with each meal?"
Most doctors would agree that
'That question appears in a book
edited by a friend of mine, Dr. stuffing yourself at night instead
ot eating three or four lighter
,Philip L. While, Director of the
meals daily is risky. It places too
Department of Foods and Nutrimuch responsibility on the one
tion of the American Medical
meal to give you the nutrients
Association: It is a compilation of
you'need. It is probable that such
material that has appeared in his
a
daily eating pattern would not
Today's Health magazine column,
provide
you with all the nutrients
"Let's Talk About Food." But it
you need and particularly not
contains other material on nutriwhen you need them. The body
tion, too. The book, also titled
has it needs that cannot be met
"Let's Talk About Food," is now
by a feast-or-famine routine.
in its second revised edition,
Dr. White puts it this way
' No General Agreement
-Perhaps the best advice is to
The "Savannah," departing
- Whit dna.
say_AnktApisLtagLishing meals at appro--J•ew—parawy_ calories per meal?
.._pliate Intel-N-7gs so that neither-1—'s Savaruiah Ga Ma 22 1819
"Tht re is no general agreement, -- gnawing -hunger
a ttrovrsy;-- Inegiasteamship to erdls
he says. -on the proportion of
the Atlantic.
overfed feeling results"
calories that should be consumed
at the three -conventional meals.
The usual pattorn,for most people
is a light breakfast, Moderate
_lunch, followed b a hearer-evening meal. Custom, work schedule. and personal preference
"Congress shall make no
seem to dictate meal patterns
law . . . abridging the free''One school of thought suggests
that the evening meal should not
dom of speech or of the
be a heavy, high-fat dinner it it
press."
is to be followed by hours of
— U.S. Constitution
sedentary relocation before sleep
Another
recommendation has
been that frequent small meals
I say, six I are better than three
"Our liberty depends on
larger ones. These latter two rethe freedom of the press,
commendations reflect concern
and that cannot be limited
for elevated blood fat concentrawithout being lost."' .
tions which occur several hours
after eating."
— Thomas Jefferson
We all know of overweight persons who eat little or nothing during the day and then stuff themselves silty in the evening: I can"Let the people know the
not recommend this unless you
facts, and the country will
are striving to be one of the fatbe safe."
test persons in the world and

Should
the Government
control
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TASTE-TEMPTING
.
.
.
SWIFT
.
.
.
.
•
,

Krey Pure

.
•
CHICKEN
•
MILK
ICE
.
.
•
.

PORK
—*SAUSAGE
their rearbench. Say a
was appearing
no insurance
• automobile
ring her about
could see the
es. They like to
people taken
• in a while."

2-lb. bag $

BACON

59; lb.:
49' ib:
49; lb.:
294 lb.:

Breast
Legs
Thighs

WIENERS

Wings

1-lb. pkg.

Necks ft Backs

15'':

Palos
of woos

:CREAM CORN:

'LETTUCE

Lge. 24 Size Head

•
Yellow & White
•
: 17-oz. can5for

19

Or

who has been
ree weeks, said
his hip bone to
mg and doesn't
will be back at

1

•
•

•

89'

GREEN PEAS i

•

. Fancy Ripe Chiquita
t in bed wearing
he said, -These
eat guys—good
proud to be one

39

Krey All Meat

s missed Judge
njury.
o led the group,
e a guy. We've
just watching
fans of Judge
in Toci. When
s in the hospital
o something for
ught him the

PARTS

14-oz. can
7for $ 1 00

•
•

lb 10
1BANANA
S
Red Jonathan Eating or Cooking
4. Bag 49
APPLES

•4,

Lay's

POTATO'
CHIPS
101/2-oz. Twin Bag

59c

.

.

.
. Asstd. Flavors
.

'2 Gal

•
•
•

•
•
•

.
.

BALLARD

.... '-

BISCUITS

8-oz.- 10 Count Can
.
. (Limit: 6 cans)
each
.
.
.
.
HYDE PARK
.
.
"Pure
Cane Granulated"
.
.

..
:

SUGAR

..•
.
.
.

BREAD

5-lb. bag
. (Limit: 1 bag)
.
.
•
SUPER VALUE FRESH
.
20-oz. loaf

.
.

CHASE & SANBORN INSTANT

COFFEE
of

.
.
.

(with coupon
below)

•IVORY"- .
LIQUID

10-oz. jar

.
.

...•
.

•
•
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

...
.
.
.
.
.
•
.

...•
.
.
.
.
.
•
.

.
..
.

.
.
.

Light Crust

32-oz. - 1 qt.
(with coupon below

BUSH'S
,EST

Firt

BUSH CANNED:
: GOODS SALE!!:
one 753-7921

tion of our
been a succoncerning
h that diverion between
the governnger an ocblic exhibih are not
rs' business.
ed that conerybody ha$
ay whatever
head."
Adolf Hitler

GIVEN AWAY

.* Kraut, 10-oz.
:* G.N. Beans, 15-oz.
T*Pinto Beans, 15-oz. --.
:
- *Pot Beans, 16-oz. or— _
:* Showboat Pork & Beans,:
•
14-oz. •
:Mix or
cans $ 1 00 •
:Match

Libby's

* Come In and Register!! You do not have to be present to win. *

30—BAGS _Of GROCERIES 11

REE

To Be Given Away Absolutely Free!!

Come in and Register. 1 bag of groceries will be given every hour, 9:00 a.m.
thru 6 p.m., Thursday, Friday and Saturday!!
* You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win *

SI
d freedom of
eedom of the
owed? Why
rnment which
is believes to
v itself to be
would not alion by lethal
as are much
ngs than guns.
my man be aly a printing
seminate perion calculated
s the gcwern-

Nikoliti Lenin

RESH—TAT N

FROZEN FOODS

__#.,_',—I

Pepperidge Farm - 3 Layer
ri d luat. -Choc1.1 oz
Cvo—acon

LIGHT CRUST
A?.,)
oirpowie

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atlied

FE-OUR

1:
wIIIIl 4311)•
•
•
•
•
:::•
•
•
•

IVORY
LIQUID
ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON

rmatIon medium

dger
mes

PEPSI
COLA

•

79*.
,i•.
.0
cm 39 , •
.
PIE SHELLS 29".
CAKE
JUICE

DONUTS ••
1 doz. pkg. 49c :

Pet Ritz

.

LIMIT I COUPON PER PURCHASE

INSTANT

COFFEE

89;

10-oz. jar with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's

12-oz.

Pkg.

of?

..-.: •
•
_•
=•

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
CHASE & SANBORN

5-

Frosty Acres Orange

Bunny

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers

9-inch

.
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75`37:16S-ell It With
REAL ESTATE FOR St LE

Hospital Report

MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
years old. Two bedrooms,
modern furnishings,central heat.
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00
017C
p.m. 753-8444.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IN
DELIVERED
case. STRAW
YAMAHA GUITAR with
75 cents a bale. Phone
y
Murra
for
sell
will
0,
Cost new $150.0
012C
Can be 489-2352.
$85.00. Three months old.
012C
seen at 1002 Poplar.

NOTIC

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

H&H SEAL COATING
e.
• Protects driveways from Winter freez

Mitelifertruil
* CABLEVISION*

October 9, 1972
BY OWNER
old
home,
• Preserves new driveways and renews
ADULTS..109
1972 NORRIS Mobile
Has
s.
Estate
rbury
Cante
in
ted,
Brick tri-level, on nice lot
NURSERY..10
12'x66', large expando. Carpe
driveways.
formal dining
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
dryer, fireplace, * Before Oct 13 and
four bedrooms, den, study, living room,
r,
washe
air,
2
hed
,
2
,
furnis
,
utility
12'x60
large
,
BY
and
extras
SHEL
the
nd
tor1968
all
Rowla
with
d,
n
Mrs. Valerie
room, kitche
large porch, underpenne
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.
lation for*
automatic
mobile home. Central heat and
up. *Receive Instal
set
etely
compl
Baby Boy, 214 Woodlawn,
baths, all ceramic tiled, 2 car garage with
.
straps
nado
air, washer included, Spanish
016C
Murray, Baby -Girl Tridd Mrs.
, Ky.
opener.
Riviera Courts,753-3966.
Phone
patio.
te
concre
Phone 247-7201 - Mayfield
or,
Main,
1
interi
,
1409
,
Melanie Todd
For Appointment
017C
CALL 753-5005 *
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m.
g *
Murray.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN rockin * or ‘isit the Murray *
Phone 753-3110
DISMISSALS
H&R
chair. If interested phone
TUNING-Repair* Cablevision Office in the * DICK THE stone for your new PIANO
ONE STADIUM chair and one
Miss Aimee Michelle Bailey,
Furniture, 753-4716 after
Used
*
r
Prompt expert serPhone
ding.
Cente
ing
o.
.ebuil
Shopp
panch
Air
Bel
white
ace.
*
tome. Let us build your firepl
016C
Route 4, Murray, Miss Gena
om hand made
5:00 p.m.
01
'BY OWNER; four bedro
12th.
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
.
South
0Qp.m
on
1:
*
ideas.
brick
after
for
86
Almo,
oom
1,
753-58
OOM
showr
Route
r,
BEDR
our
Cleave
e
Visit
Camill
THREE
thome, with large den, large
4b1c***********f! Stone Craft, 904 East Wood pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Carlton Mason Outland, 1809 veneer hollse, located at 507
utility room,
MOBILE HOME 12'x65',
large
1971
patio,
e
privat
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 75380
Street, Paris,Tenn.,901-642College Farm Rd., Murray, Whitnell Avenue. Phone 436-55
electric and
October11C
maple cabinets, dishwasher, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE bedroom, 2 baths, all
•
SOTED POLES and penta 1199.
8911.
CREO
erl1C
20th,
N.
Octob
820
n,
5:00
Pierso
5
after
Paula
after
Mrs.
before 2:00 or
shag carpet. Call 753-5462
Also styrofoam
ge disposal. Close to Carter
r.
garba
lumbe
d
treate
012C
Faye
Joyce
012C'
Murray, Miss
to AT KENIANA Shores tli4 p.m.
p.m.
and Middle Schools. Priced
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Kendall.419N. Cherry, Murray,
ble to ri
lot is 80x200'. Prices
availa
st
smalle
loan
Bank
sell.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Lewis Evin Canup, Route 3,
011C
THREE BEDROOM brick home person. Phone 753-1822 days, or start at $795. Only $10. down and
.
Street
and
Spann
a
Benton, Mrs. Marth
TFC $10 per month. Lake access. All
baths, patio, outside 753-6342 nights.
1'2
with
water.
Baby Boy, Route 1, Sedalia, storage building. All appliances
utilities including central
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
Mrs. Bobbie Lowry and Baby built-in. If interested phone 753TFC
20.
436-53
Phone
room
5
with
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
FARM
Lane,
ACRE
ow
60
About Our
Girl, 607 Mead
017C
October 27th & 28th
5287.
of
south
electric shampooer $1. Big K,
brick house, 8 miles
Murray, Miss Sharon Gale
Reduced, three
014C
Murray, on Highway- 121.. Day BY OWNER;
McKinney,801 N. 18th, Murray,
Aluminum Plates Belaire Shopping Center.
Products sold in the New
at 1106 South 16th
brick
om
GENERAL HOUSE wiring._
bedro
436p.m.
5
5,
Inafter
43,
r
Route
753-14
ne
,
• HELP WANTED
Linzy Boyd Beane
Mexico State Fair's popula tic.
753Phone
0.00.
fresh
$20,00
.
ORY
Installation or rework. No job too
Street
FACT
TFC
ONE
BELT
5489.
Murray, Lenis Edward Fisk, dian Village must be authen
TFC
for
make
all
d
for
each
wante
big or too small.Call for estimate
1668.
hearing aid batteries
MAN OR Boy
804 N. 16th, Murray.
Indian-made goods.
October23P
.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 011C miscellaneous work. Must have 436-2159,
Berto
Apply
e.
driver's licens
The Ledger & Times
1971-350 HONDA. Excellent nard Steen at Lassiter-McKinney
SIGN UP FOR
after
012C
,
condition. Phone 437-4171
103 N. 4th Street
Datsun.
013C
.
ebti
NO,
_
-NOW, IT,RAININEA
I 54401/LD BE BACK 4.4 THE
THAT 5TVP1D 7140.40"5,61!1415
- Murray, Ky.
GETTING ALL WET AND FM
RESTAURANT QUAFFING ROOT
WANTED MAN, 25 years of age
15 JU5T THE SORT OF THING
D
T
Before Oct. 13 and
PROBABLY LOT,..THA 5TUP1
Office
1916
753e
MANUAL
Phon
L
t3EER5 WITH THAT WAITRESS._
ROYA
older to work in vinyl top shop.
or
I KNEW HE'D DO!
!!
P5ON
THOM
ME..
ent
LIKED
calls
HE
OF
Excell
KIND
I THINK
Typewriter for sale.
Receive Installation for
Apply in person, no phone
condition. $85.00. Call 437-4451. please. Roy's Top Shop, 4th &
WOOL RUG, size 12x15'. Phone Benton, Ky.
013C
011C Vine.
1TC
753-1567.
CALL 753-5005
FIVE NICE gilts, to farrow early NEEDED ONE salesman to work
visit the Murray
or
ng,
clothi
boy's
oil
GIRL'S AND
November. Also Durotherm
Murray area. Company car
Cablevision Office in the
5:00
after
60
492-83
sizes 8 through 16. Phone 753Phone
stove.
shed for business and
Bel Air Shopping Center
013C p.m.
012C furni
"
4725.
pleasure. Group hospital and life
on South 12th.
insurance, retirement paid 100
BALDWIN Spinet piano. 1969-12'x52' SAFEWAY trailer,
USED
per cent by company. $8000 to
BLONDIE
Used Baldwin organ, used Spanish furniture, gas heat.
pe
lestenetxial.
r po
yeasa
'FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
vitous
l2v,0e00prfiers
ha
$
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo Phone 489-2221 after 5:00
1.5• -HE K4EvE2 wANTs
riMenuscet 'installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC '
NG
-016C
TO GO OUT OANCI
Piano Company, across from p.m.
or sales aptitude. Interviews will
OR ANYWHERE
013C
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
EVENING
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
,
UPRIGHT PRACTICE piano on Saturday if necessary. Call also bank gravel, fill dirt and
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. antique green, $50.00. Phone 753- Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
• . Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
topsoil
012C
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo 6781.
TFC
TFC
t.
ntmen
for appoi
or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m_
Piano Company, across from
013C SIX MONTH old English Setter,
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
FOR SALE
'CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
with papers. Had all shots.
hauling corn or beans. Phone 753LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Phone 753-2241 after 5:00
October25C
012C 1972 125 HONDA. Will sacrifice 8090.
in Kentucky. No increase in P.m.
chie-io -going 414--M.prisies.-Phnne _ _
prices-. Country Boy Stor.es,
011C
Army Surplus, 9 miles from WARM MORNING coal stove 753-5094.
WILL DO ironing in my home.
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky with jacket. In good condition.
e at 1002 Poplar
Inquir
D
TWOO
0I4NC 12'x64'4971 FLEE
117 and 1647-Operi Sunday until Cheap. Phone 7434785.
012C
.
Street
013C
mobile home, with living room
4:00 p.m.
metal
'
12'x12
EY
Also
BEATLE BAIL
12:00 noon
TWO FORMALS; size 5, $15.00 expando.
stay. -Land- WILL BABY-SIT from
REGULATION BRUNSWICK each. Also mist electric hair utility building to
tranown
Have
ht.
midnig
to
pc,65 1-1A‘ E A WAY
and air,
pool table, slate bed, balls, sticks setter, in excellent condition. soaped. Central heat
tion. Can give references.
sporta
shown
OF TANG CARE
baths,
117
91
rns,
012NC three'bedroo
and rack. $250.00. Phone 435.-51
016C
Phone 753-3570.
Phone 753-3921.
OF THE4A5ELVE 5. LET
013C
by appointment. Phone 753-8560
after 5:00p.m.
HIM ALONE. HE'LL
after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
Protects.
ALLIS CHALMERS combine, 66.
CURL UP QUIETLY
016C liddi SEAL Coating.
as new.
205 Riviera Courts.
same
BED,
ITAL
HOSP
ER
489CORN
from winter freeze.
IN THE
Good condition. Phone
ways
drive
Complete with mattress. See 2473.
012P
AND GET WELL
Preserves new driveways and
Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove
renews old driveways. All work
017P
or phone 345-2525.
CARPORT SALE, Thursday and
guaranteed and free estimate.
023C
Friday, October 12 and 13 from
Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
1971-750 HONDA. Excellent 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Little
condition. Phone 489-2658. 013P girl's clothes, sizes 4-10. Also
HELP WANTED
'lady's and Men's clothes, shoes,
1971 SET OF World Book En- material, chair, pictures, toys,
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES,
cyclopedias with Child Craft. rifle reloader and odds and ends.
time and part time work. .
full
017C
25.
753-23
$250.00. Phone
All bargains. One mile on
be neat and efficient. No
THE PHANTOM
Must
Mayfield Highway, second brick
. NO MORE KILLING. THERE
calls. Colonial House
lea WITI1
phone
..,,c/I
VONTER5
Aff,40,
THESE
THE
OF
BY
E5
,
Oaks
H
raP74
house on left past Shady
4/:\S BEEN ENOUG
TFC
d.
19th
asbor
North
Smorg
823
,
PEOPLE... MISLED BY THIS
SALE
CARPORT
012C
Trailer Court.
I
KING WHO WOULD BE GOD
-••%
13, from
er
Octob
y
Frida
,
Street
TIRANGI
E!
OF THE JUNGL
WANTED PART time or full time
4:00-8:00 p.m. and all day ONE TWIN bed, oak dresser,
Mustang Riding Lawn
Small
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
14.
er
Saturday, Octob
Mowers powered by Big,
medicine cabinet, 5 H.P. motor
,
person to Paglia's Pizza, 510
round top trunk, electric guitar and odds and ends. Phone 753Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
TFC
013C 6909.
Main
clothes, of all sizes.
012C
Stratton Motor. Direct
from factory, Still in
crates, over 3,000 Brand
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
new 1973 Models. With Full
on-e
year
0001 00003 OMB
Factory
on
Walk
5
-ACROSS_
MOO 01181110. GM
First Rate Body Man
Warranty.
6 Own
00G
001Z10013 000
7 Part of to be
'
y,
be
sold
Must
iatel
1' Music: asimmed
00
DOG 000
8 Tidy
for Body Shop
written
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
9 Church
000M 1310 0MM1210
4 Baronet
M
official
BOO
O
bbr)
to
red
OMM
Full price total delive
jul
13100
6 (a
10 Meadow
list
•Top Wages Paid
DO OMM0003 00
your door.
12 General
11 Airplane

*

OP

Only 99' #

South
Hungry Enough
To Eat A Cow 4
Two Can Have I
For A Buck Ant
Open 5 a.m.Anytime

SCISSORS SHARPENED
Murray Home & Auto

CALL

IN

25'

CABLEVISION
Only 99'

1

I FREFO
REVENtle YOU EVIL

PROFESSIONA
carpets, floors,
.,;a11 cleaning.
housewide cle
bimonthly or
collect Service
estimate, 247-73:

PUBLIC SALE

NANCY-

I'M GLAD YOU'RE
CONCERNED
ABOUT YOUR
SCHOOL
\ EXAMS

I WISH I HAD PASSEP
INSTEAD OF RUNNING- ,
WITH THE BALL. IN THE,GAME TODAY

8)
11
.
7
FOOTBALL
FIELD

C:1= CIL
0C1 C=1 C

JJL

IL

Ala
LIL ABNER
HE CALLED '10'
A NATIONAL
HAZARD
MASS e•AP
HAIN'T IT?

••• t tat not oto
vat. rt....
• •Ps

411•1.

47
:
!r
1
0
IMP

117
'
Jr

ut

shelter
13 Egg dish
15 Coniunction
8 H b
16
EntreatiesHebrew
19 Abstract

•

21 Dines
22 Symbol for
tellurium
Oars
6 M• sheep
2231
3
29 Reach across
Egyptian
goddess
33
article
34 Exclamation
Plaything
sheep
5 N•
38
3
39 Cooled lava
40 King of Bashan
41 Kind of cheese
43 Ward off
45 Marry
2sityo2
,vers
Ernitp
de
47
50Teutdnic
5

practitioner
(abbr.)
14 Initials of 26th
President
17 Husband of
Gudrun
20 Resort
24 Poker stake
25 Transgress
27 Wolfhound -28 Fermented
• drink '
29 Presentation
30 By attendant
32 Secure
36 Poem
37 New
Englanders

)PROFESSIONA
experienced in
tenor. Fully r
painting. Free
489-2287.

BARN PAIN]
inercial sprayir
References.
Phone Farming
2299.

Help Wanted

Crossword Puzzle

I WISH I HAD
PASSED --I WISH I. HAD
PASSED

SERVICES I

0000 OBVIM 000
00010M 30 MMOM
0000M
000000 OMMOM0
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040 00009 MUI0

moo
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Resign
Happiness
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American
animal
51 Be borne
54 Simians
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55 Sprint
56 Stolen base
(abbr.)
57 Bitter vetch
59 Spanish
for "yes"
62 lni ials of
1st Prosiden
64 Note of scale

Write for Free
picture brochure.
Mustang Riding
lawn Mowers
4200 Cadieux
Detroit, Mich.48224

I

MUSIC LESSC
struments, al
strings, guitar;
Experienced te
1470.

•All Tools Furnished
Phone 753-8498
For Further Information

WANTED YOUNG man. with
strong interest iii mechanics-to ..•
train overseas for assembly,
installation. arid servicing of
automatic brickmaking equipJob
ment.
assignments
0
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a
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tlirougliont U.S.A. and Canada
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Ring fine Avon
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56 57
products from our irresistible
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1 Footwear
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4 Bundled
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eze.
ews old
timate.
, Ky.

ING-Repairopt expert serperience. Rebuilt
. Ben W. Dyer,
•ky. Phone 753October 11C

*
*
*
*
*

OPENING,THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12th
Hours: 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.

*
*
*
* Southside
*
*
* South 12th Street
Hungry Enough
To Eat A Cow 8 Calf?
Two Can Have Breakfast
For A Buck And A Half
Open 5 a.m.-Breakfast
Anytime

A INN

the Murray
n Office in the
opping Center
12th
ATE on septic tank
hone 753-7850. TFC
WORK, trucking.
avel, fill dirt and
e Hardin, 354-8138,
6:00 p.m.
TFC
OMBINING, plus
or beans. Phone 753October25C
oning in my home.
2 Poplar
012C
-SIT from 12:00 noon
t. Have own tranCan give references.
1.
016C
Coating. Protects,
from winter freeze.
new driveways and
driveways. All work
and free estimate.
field 247-7201.
023C
WANTED 'CED WAITRESSES,
nd part time work.
at and efficient. No
Is. Colonial House
rd.
,
TFC

•ART time or full time
vening shift. Apply in
Paglia's Pizza, 510
TFC
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Rate Body Man
Body Shop
• Wages Paid
Tools Furnished
ne 753-8498
rifler Information
YOUNG loan with
crest it) mechanics-to
4-seas for assernbly,
in, arid servicing of
brickmaking equipJob
assignments
it U.S.A. and Canada
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anessee 38242 - 'Phone
011C
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Karate Center
Is Pleased To Announce .

VISION

753-5005

Murray, Kentucky

a

BUS

I0

•

Sises

Ity U.S.Pit Oft-441

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED TO RENT

apan Internationa *AL*

UP FOR

ly 99'

Shopping Center *

$.

AUCTION SALE

View

-,--9=°
tp-, 1

*
*
*
*
*

J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
charles Aldridge managers
Opening Friday, September 22.
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz
Toyota and Volvo. Also car an
conditioning and road service.
437-9594,Hardin, Ky. October 21C

OUSE wiring.
ework. No job too
I.Call for estimatu
October23P
-

ct 13 and
stallation for

Another

* WANT TO RENT *
HOUSE

1st Open lovitational
Karate Tournament of
Western Kentucky
Oct. 28, 1972

1111--

Young married couple
with ens
permanent
residents of Murray

THE GARDEN Department,
Murray Woman's Club will hold
an auction sale, Saturday, October 14, at 10:00 a.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club, 700 Vine
Street.
This is a sale that has
everything, antiques and brand
new, useful and ornamental
articles! To name a few:
Fine old cutglass vase, large
and lovely. Wagon seat. Antique
dolls, one with china head. Dried
flower arrangements to grace
any home. Depression glass,
several pieces. Another cut glass
vase. Handwork for your
Christmas shopping. Silver
napkin ring from 1893 World's
Fair. Antique seWing machine,
fine condition. A beautiful antique cutglass bowl. Whiskey
bottles, Jim Beam and others. A
rack of clothing, all in good
condition. Bundles of 'remnants.
Collector's old phonograph
records. New and antique china.
Bird cages. Pair of large milk
glass vases, perfect and lovely.
Home canned
fruits and
vegetables. Miniature oil lamp.
Several pieces of art glass,
Pressed glass. Planters. The
are only a few of the many a
varied articles to be sold.
Come and see! Come and stay
to the end! Food and drinks
available on grounds. Douglas
Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
1TC

AUCTION SALE

Call
753-1916

AUCTION SALE

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW
TO ATTEND!!
FARMING EQUIPMENT
and HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

SALE ii

Saturday, Oct.14th-10:00 a.m.
Como, Tennessee
Sale will be located on the farm 1.3 miles south of Como.
Follow blacktop south of Como 8 miles to first gravel to
right. Proceed on gravel th mile to farm. Watch for Sale
arrows.
Have Sold My Farm

Household Furniture
Kitchen cabinet, china cabinet, old ice chest, oak library
table, chifferobe, coffee table, wood heater, Ashley wood
heater ( console tpe like new), dishes and miscellaneous.
T. V. Antenna and Rotary ( 1 year old)

Farming Equipment
2-Tractors
60 John Deere - Power Steering-Three Pt. Hitch
B John Deere (Three Pt. Hitch)
John Deere 2-Row Planter
John Deere KBA Disc ( Drag)
John Deere KBA 10' Wheel Disc
John Deere 3x14 Plow
2-Sets John Deere Cultivators
a.
John Deere Mower No. 5-7' Blade
10' Harrow
Cultipacker
Mulkey Elevator 30'
New Idea Corn Picker
2- 4 Wheel Trailers
2-Wheel Trailer I winch Tilt-Bed)
Rotary Hoe
Spray Rig & Booms - Barrel Racks
Gandy E-Z Flow t Like New
2- J. D. Cylinders

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
October 14, 10:00 a.m. at the late
Enos Burnett home,
miles
Prefer Fireplace,
west of Backusburg on Graves
tots of Storage and Bath with Shower
and Calloway County line and on
the Mayfield-Backusburg Road.
Phone 753-1916 Days
Folks this is a big sale of good
old collector items and useable
TIME: 4:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
* 753-6213 Nights Ask for Mrs. Williams
furniture. I will itemize only part
of it. Old chifferobe, treadle
PLACE: lIKC Headquarters, 641 North,
sewing machine, coffee mill,
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
spool case, spinning wheel, flax
Next to Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Reelfoot Lake Boat 26" Bottom
wheel, old trunks, antique
New 3.5 H.P. Motor-16' long
dressers, picture frames, old
with Paris Trailer-Factory
loom, fancy brass Aladdin lamp,
11KC Schools Participating are:
Built.
spool leg center table with glass
North 16th Extended
.balls and claw feet, old air rifles,
Murray, Hopkinsville, Hopkinsville Community
2 Bedroom Trailer, carpet, air-conditioning, city
nice couch and odd chairs,
McCullough Chain Saw
-water furnished. $65.00
rockers,. pie safes, old piano and
2-New Rolls 47" H.D. Wire
College, Fort Campbell Karate School,Clartsvil
stool, nice old -poster bedroom
Creasoate Posts
ALSO
suite, cedar chest, old books, 12
2-Electric Fencers
Schools, Kempo Cha 3 of Mayfield.
Large trailer spaces. $25.00
gauge shotgun, fancy lamps, toy
2-Hog Feeders 1-Crop
0°°11:41
typewriter, walnut center table,
1-8 Hole
753-1632
Phone
or
753-3043
itcks•" s
lass door safe, stove and
Sacks, water trough
Wrier:awl
The tournament will also feature Karate
- Will Rentto Couples or Singles -----rWrigeratar7-ltandy Man Jack
Lots of good old glass and
Demonstration from IIKC-Clarksville& Kemp
Hand Tools
\pi ofao°
china, preserve stand, cut and
400' of 34" Plastic Pipe (New)
NICE THREE room furnished TWO BEDROOM duplex apartepe•
depression glass, , lots of tea
Other Items Too Numerous To Mention
apartment. Prefer couple or ment, central heat and air,
kettles, irons, wash kettles, bean
single person. Phone 753-4716.No carpet throughout, ceramic tile
Pre Auction Inspection is invited.
pots, jars, jugs and churns. Could
For Further Information Call: Pets.
016C bath, drop in range. Phone 753- not list all
For More Information Contact
the good items.
7850 or 753-1585.
TFC
753-7234 or 753-4490
Mr. H. G. Moore, Owner
Farm
Equipment;
Nice
300
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Rt. 4. Gleason
Massey
Furgerson
combine
wip
FREE DRAWING
house, large utility, garage, TWO BEDROOM furnished or
Phone 642-1948
11 foot grain table and 222 corn
or
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS upstairs, lots of storage space. unfurnished apartment, central header and spike tooth cy
Electric or gas heat. Phone 753- heat and air. Good location.
extra
shape.
good
tori
1964
two
Tickets '2.00 Per Person
8243.
TFC Available October I. Phone 753Chevrolet truck with big grain
4331.
TFC
bed, extra good. 32 foot grain
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
'KELLY'S
of
home
COME TO Canton, Ky.,
TERMITE and Pest
SERVICFS OFFERED
elevator and lots of small tools
wall
carpeting,
heat,
to
Wall
air EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,.
017C Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
the Red Geranium.
and grab boxes.
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING:
13th Street. "Every day you conditioned, utilities furnished. color TV,air conditioned, electric
Come expecting a good sale
One block from University heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
carpets, floors, furniture and TUPPERWARE accidently put delay lets bugs have their
Combine and truck will be sold at
qiall cleaning. Ask about our in white 63 or 64 Buick at Triangle way."
TFC noon.
TFC campus. Couples only, no pets. required. Phone 753-7358.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
housewide cleaning, weekly, Inn, Wednesday, October 4. Will
Sale conducted by: Otto
bimonthly or monthly. Phone party please phone Triangle Inn
FURNISHED APARTMENT, Chester's Auction Service. For
Chinese Egg Roils made with
ONE BEDROOM furnished k living room, kitchen, bathr()Orli
collect Servicemazter for free 753-4953.
0I3C
Ground Beef served at your
information call 435-4042, Lynn
table us' on our "Speed
apartment, den, air conditioned, with shower and bath. One or two
estimate, 247-7333. Octoberl3NC
Grove, Ky. or 345-2385. Otto
Feedin'7- Cafeteria line.
carpeting.
Will
accept
couple
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Chester, Auctioneer. Dan Miller,
Tonight and Thursday, lunch
PROFESSION AI, PAINTING,
with one child. Phone 753-3323 merits, South 16th Street, 753and supper.
Assistant. "It Pays To Sell The
experienced in interior and exafter 5:00p.m.
016C 6609.
• November7C Chester Way." TRIANGLE
INN
Office First Federal Building
terior. Fully equipped for all
Martin, Tenn.
Watch next week's paper for
Phone
587-3801
painting. Free estimates. Phone: Before Oct. 13 and
NICE ONE bedroom furnished MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
another big antique auction sale
489-2287.
.0ctober17C
apartment. Also two bedroom Lake. Two bedrooms, air conWendell Alexander
Terry Oliver
Marvin E. Alexander
near Coldwater.
012P
• Receive Installation for •
_
unfurnished apartment. Phone ditioned, completely furnished.
364-28.55
364-2709
587-4568
BARN PAINTING and com753-5079.
012C Will rent by week or month.
mercial spraying. Local painter.
WANT TO BUY
Phone 436-2284.
TFC
References. Free estimate. •
▪
CALL 753-5005
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
Phone Farmington 382▪ or visit the Murray
•
unfurnished. Two bedrobms, 12' x 60' TWO BEDROOM mobile
2299.
October20C • Cablevision Office in the
living room, kitchen, utility, home, located on Highway 280,
•
Antique Clocks
• Bel Air Shopping Center
bath. Carpeted, air conditioned, one mile off Highway 94 east.
MUSIC LESSONS: all band in- • on South 12th.
o better way to buy or sell dishwasher, refrigerator, stove
buy and sell old clocks,
•
We
Completely furnished, washer
%•
AUTOS FOR SALE
111
AUTOS FOR SALE
struments, all ages. Pi
s,-cases, works and parts.
than at PUBLIC AUCTION
and garbage disposal. Phone 753- and dryer, central heat and
strings, guitar; beginners o Y.
Over
stock.
150
in
We
4974 or 753-3865.
016C carpet. $115.00 month: No pets.
1968 OPEL CADET IS 45,000 LOW MILEAGE 1967 Chrysler
John Randolph
Experienced teacher. 753If You
repair clocks. J & B Music
miles $475.00. See at 1610 College New Yorker. loaded with extras.
Graduate students or married
1470,
'017P
Realty 8 Auction TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple couples *orb-. Call 753-5038. 01W Center. 753-7575.
Farm Road. Call 753-56.08 after Exceptionally nice car. Phone
7534382
preferred. References. See B.B.
753-6781.
4:30.
012C
ATTENTION HOME owners: It
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
Phone.
014C
us completely cover your home
FOR RENT
Murray Drive In Theatre en- 10'x40', all electric, air con- WANT TO BUY good used
1964 INTERNATIONAL-SCOUT:with Reynolds weather tight
TFC ditioned. Water and garbage pick automatic washer. Reasonable. 1969 CHEVELLE TWO door $800.00 or best offer. Top
FOUR ROOM house, bath and trance.
aluminum siding. Also we do
Phone 753-3570.
012NC
up furnished. Phone 753hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine, mechanical condition. Will trade
screened in back porch. Four
Before 5:00 p.m.
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
bucket seats, automatic in floor. for Jeep with cloth top of corn012P
miles south on 641. Adults only. TWO BEDROOM unfurnished 6551.
Sttirtn windows & door, shutters
or
arable quality. Phone 753-4184
Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
Phone 492-8356.
013C apartment, with stove and
and carports. Free estimates.
refrigerator.
1108
Elm
Street.
No
p.m.
after
5:00 p.m.
017P
TFC
Music
Lessons:
Call Garland's Alurhinurn Serchildren. Phone 436-2326.
0I2C TWO BEDROOM houewly
teaChers-(if
HORSE
TRAILERS
Pi'ofessiiinl
for
rent
and
vice, ROute 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Between 5:00 p.m.
decorated, wall to wall carpeting.
1970 DOIX;E DART Swinger 340, 1971 DATSUN 1200, white with
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
HOUSE WITH two bedrooms Ideal _for,couple or couple with
& 6:00 p.m. In The Kentucky. Phone Max at 753accordion, drums and band ' with black vinyl top. Extra nice. black interior, 30,000 actual
$1895.00. Phone 753-0399 between miles. New tires. Built in tape
instruments. 3 & B Music
9131.
_
ITC down and one up. stove and one child. Reference required.
CARPET-LINOLEUM inEvening
refrigerator, carpeted living For further information phone
2:00-4:00 p.m. or after 9:00
753Ky..
Murray,
Center,
player. mag wheels. Take over
stallations arid repairs, all types
If you know your route
013C payments,. 14 payments been
012C
p.m.
7575.
NICE TWO bedroom duplex, room, air conditioned, electric 753-7791.
-Residential or cominercial. For, buy's number, please call
•
made. Contact Randall Pat,
centraLheat and air conditioned. heat, 1 12 baths, full basement and
free estimate phone 436hun first If you get no
garage. Located 410 South 12th REAL NICE two bedroom unterson, Dees Bank of Hazel. or
Located
at
corner
17th
and
,
NovomberIC
2124.
FOR S 1LE OR TRADE
results then call John
firriiiturc,
old
WANT
BUYTO
phone 492-8271. Reoson for
Hamilton. Also three .bedroo Street. Family preferred. Ptrone furnished duplex apartment.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
anything of value.
J.C. Brewer 295-7478, Calvert Stove and refrigerator, fully
selling. Javier in service.
house,
OVC
located
205
South
12th
WILL DO any type of carpenter
number during the hours
017(' ATTRACTIVE BAY quarter
011C carpeted, central heat and air. 1'11.41C,436-'2135.
Strreet. Phone Roberts Realty, City,for appointment.
work, small or large jobs. Free
listed
tame.
Has
horse
very
mare.
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. 016C
753-1651.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle,light_
013C
estimate. Phone 753compettsi in Western Pleasure .
PEST CONTROL
ONE SINGLE ,bedroom spirtblue, black interior,, 4 speed.
November2C
7955.
wearied
Will
sell.
for
or
2
trade
TWO
BEDROOM furnished
ment and one double bedroom
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
heifer milk calves. 753-5291 after Excellent condition. $1500.00.
Phone 489-2471.
'1 ACRE TRAILER lot„ in apartment. Both with priVate duplex apartment, $110.00 per AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
013P
011C
15.00. Six month guarantee. No 5:15 p.m„,
JOHN'S -REPAIR berv„ice FOR
RENT suite of Offices. country, oft Airport Road. Water bath and electric heat. Available month plus „utilities. $50.00
monthly.
,.
elm
tract
.required.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Adequate parking, 711
deposit.
Couple or couple and one
-1965 CHEVROLET van, good
Main furnished, electric pole already immediately. Ronald W. Churcarpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
child only. Call 753-4599 or 753- Superior Exterminating Com- 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- condition. New tires. Phone 753Street. Phone 753-7846, or 753- set up. Only $25.00 per month. chill, phone 753-2736 or 753TFC
7p-7625 nights.
pix pany,Phone 753-7266: October20C 8550.
013C 1351.
ny Phone 753-6598.
TFC ,3572.
013P 8395.
1409.
Ot3C

******************

Boat

GREEN ACRES COURT

Miscellaneous

Alexander
Real Estate
and
Auction Sales

r'uSIGN UP FOR
i CABLEV1SION

•

Only 99'

Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer

"We Sell The
Professionalized Way"

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278
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Plans Differ...

Kentucky Roundup

(Continued from Page 1)
FT. KNOX,Ky.( AP)—The Patton Museum will be closed today
and reopened Nov. 11, The famed World War II general's
souvenirs will be moved into a new building during that time.
The post said a formal opening will be held Nov. 11, Veterans
Day.
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP —FormerCity Commissioner Harry N.
Sykes will be named acting manager this week, the Lexington
Leader said Tuesday.
Sykes is presently assistant to City Manager Edgar Maroney,
who leaves that position Friday to assume a new post in Florida.
The Leader said Sykes will fill the job until another professional
city manager is hired.
CHICAGO 1API—Dewey Botts, a retired Bowling Green, Ky.
grocer, died of an apparent heart attack at O'Hare International
Airport. He was stricken Monday.
Botts, 73, formerly was co-owner and officer manager of the
J.T. Patterson wholesale grocery. He went to work for Beech
Bend Park in Bowling Green after retiring.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP(—Six drivers were winners in the 1972
National Truck Roadeo, sponsored by the American Trucking
Association in Washington.
The winners of the divisions were: Claude A. Pollett, New York,
N.Y.. straight truck; Roy S. Southworth, Richmond, Va., three
axle semi-trailer; Earl H. Hudson, Charlotte, N.C., four axle
semi-trailer; George P. Holik, Chicago, Ill., five axle semitrailer: Elson 0. Tickle, Richmond Va., tanker class.
More than 120 drivers from 27 states took part in the competition at the Kentucky State Fairgrounds.

People In The News
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP1—Tangee Alvarez, the wife of a Navy
flier the Defense Department says has been a prisoner of war
longer than any other man in American military history, has filed
for a divorce.
Mrs. Alvarez'family and attorneys confirmediuesday that she
is seeking to end her marriage to U. Everett Alvarez, 34, who
was shot down over the Gulf of Tonkin on Aug. 15, 1964, and
captured by the North Vietnamese.
Alvarez and his wife, 32, were married just two months before
he was assigned to the Vietnamese war zone.
Court records show Mrs. Alvarez filed for dissolution of the
marriage in July 1970, but the action was not made public.
"We wanted to get the word to my brother in a letter, before he
heard it from the press or someone else," Alvarez's sister Delia.
of Santa Clara, Calif., said Tuesday. She said she and Alvarez'
parents notified him by letter of the divorce action and it took six
months to get his acknowledgement by return mail.
Court hearings on the action have been delayed by cornplicationS about how Alvarez was to be notified of the divorce suit
as required by law, said Mrs. Alvarez' attorney, Myron Tower.
SAN FRANCISCO AP)--Superior Court Judge Morotn Colvin
has delayed until Nov. 27 the start of Ruchell Magee's murderkidnap-conspiracy trial. It had been scheduled to start Tuesday:
Magee is charged with the slaying of a judge in a courthouse
shootout at,San,Rafael in August 1970 in which four persons died.
Black militant Angela Davis was tried separately in connection
with the same shootout, but she was acquitted.
Judge Colvin refused defense attorney Robert C,arrow's
request that the start of the San Quentin prison convict's trial be
delayed til Jan. 10.
JACKSONVILLE,Fla. AP)—Navy U. Mark Oartley becomes
the last of the three American prisoners of war recently released
by the North Vietnamese to leave military hospitals in the United
States when he departs Jacksonville Naval Hospital today.
A spokesman for the Navy said Tuesday that Gartley, of
Dunedin, Fla., has been found in good physical condition. He is
expected to fly to Greenville, Maine, where his father operates a
fishing and hunting camp.
Another of the three U.S. fliers released by Hanot.last month,
Air Force Maj. Edward Elias, was discharged from the hospital
at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., Tuesday and immediately flew
to his home at Valdosta, Ga., on leave.
BALTIMORE ( AP —Arthur H. Bremer, now serving a 53-year
term at the Maryland Penitentiary for wounding Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace and three others, claims another inmate has
made homosexual advances and threatened him.
In what was described by state prison officials Tuesday as a
"quite normal" procedure. Bremer's charge will be aired at an
internal hearing at the facility today and then be considered by a
three-man board of prison staff members.

World News Briefs
SAIGON-(AP)—U.S. planes attacked Hanoi today, and the
French Foreign Ministry said its diplomatic mission's
headquarters in the North Vietnamese capital was partially
destroyed and its delegate general was injured.
French President Georges Pompidou called the bombing a
"deplorable act." The French government made a formal protest
to U.S. Ambassador Arthur K. Watson in Paris.

BOOKS FOR CRIMINOLO(Y—Dr. Harry M.Sparks deft), president of Murray State University,
and Robert L. Whitten, director of criminology, inspect a shipment of about
125 books given to the
university by the Bureau of Prisons in the U.S. Department of Justice. Whitten said
he is expecting
more material to be made available through the Louisville office of Jack
L. Fevurly, community
programs officer. Sparks called the books "a valuable addition to a criminology
curriculum that we
have found to be in grossing demand in the area served by Murray State."
1Photo by Dwain McIntosh I

Ford To Devote Time To
Election Of Huddleston
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP{—
Gov. Wendell Ford says he will
give almost "unlimited time"
in the remaining weeks of the
election to help Walter I. Dee)
Huddleston's campaign for U.S.
Senate.
"I have told his headquarters
I'd be wiping to make a
Speech, travel, do whatever I
could that they wanted me to—
I'm at their disposal," the governor said.
He added there is one condition: That he -do what is necessary in this office—I won't
turn my back on my responsibilities as governor."
Huddleston, the Democratic
majority leader in the State
Senate, was Ford's campaign
manager last year. His major
rival is former Republican Gov.
Louis B. Nunn.
Democratic strategists, worried about an apparent sweep
of the state by President Nixon,
have said Ford's help to Huddleston could be crucial in the
Senate race.
"I won't be able to go from
daylight to midnight for obvious reasons," Ford said in an
interview, "but I will be making well-spaced appointments."
. Ford still is recovering from
a back injury and major surgery months ago. He said his
customary 18-hour daily work
pace has been red( Fred to 10
hours although he will does
with only sirliours sleep. .
The governor., who indicated
recently he would not welcome
a visit by Democratic Presidential nominee George McGovern
to Kentucky, said the question
now "is probably moot because
of lack of time, and we are a
small state with only nine electoral votes."
Ford said he told _ Mrs.
McGovern, who made appearances in Louisville last week,
that her husband's chances in
this state were "uphill."
"She recognized that," he
said. -She said the whole campaign is uphill."
Despite the likelihood of a big
Nixon Actory. in Kentucky, the
gm/Timor predicted all the
state's Democratic congressmen would be re-elected and
said Huddleston's chances at
the moment are "excellent."
He added "they will improve
immeasurably in the next few
weeks."

for any important matter before the 1974 General Assembly
•1
convenes.
Ford noted the U.S. Supreme
court may be ruling in
Months on school financing.
He said he has told the education and finance departments
to stay close to the situation
and be ready to advise him
quickly after a ruling whether
a special session is necessary.

John Simpson's
Mother Expires
Mrs. Blanche Simpson, age
93, passed away 'Wednesday
inorning at the Troyer Clinic
Convalescent
Center
in
Madisonville.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Margaret
Dollar of Madisonville and Mrs.
William H. May of Frankfort,
and one son, John B. Simpson of
Murray.
Mrs. Simpson was preceeded
in death by her husband,
William D. Simpson in 1942. Mr.
Simpson was a 'retired business
man in Madisonville. She was
the last of the immediate family
of Captain and Mrs. T. B. Jones
of one of the oldest and most
prominent families of Hopkins
County.
Funeral services Will be held
at the Barnett-Strother Funeral
Chapel, Madisonville, at two
p.m. Thursday. with burial in
the Oddfellows Cemetery in
Madisonville.

Lions .. .

McGovern...
(Continued from Page 1)
veys that his withdrawal program would not work.
Even before McGovern's
speech went on the air, Nixon's
campaign organization delivered to newsmen statements
criticizing the plan.
Elliot L. Richardson, secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, said: "Either we can
give a proven leader the extra
time he needs to end the war in
a responsible and honorable
way—or we can pass the assignment along to a well-meaning but vacillating and impractical man whose policies foreshadow failure."
Praise for McGovern's stand
came from Howard D. Samuel,
executive director of the National Labor Committee for
McGovern-Shriver. "McGovern
has concisely and logically laid
out a public program that is
noteworthy for its sensible solution to a war that Richard Nixon has been unable to end,"
Samuel said.
These are MeGoVern's seven
points:
—An immediate order upon
taking the presidential oath for
U.S. forces to stop all bombing,
military action and shipment of
supplies, and start an orderly
withdrawal under a 90-day time
schedule.
—Directions for U.S. negotiators in Paris to tell the North
Vietnamese that the United
States expects them to meet
-this initiative with the return of
all U.S. war prisoners and an
accounting of those missing in
action, also within 90 days.
"We would further notify all
parties that the United States
would no longer interfere in the
internal politics of Vietnam and
that we will allow the Vietnamese people to work out their
own settlement."
—Dispatch of the vice president to Hanoi to supervise arrangements for return of prisoners and an accounting of
those missing.
—Owe all U.S. prisoners
were returned and missing men
accounted for, U:S. bases in
.Thailand would be closed and
ships off the Indochinese coast
would be moved.
—A joint effort with other
countries to repair "the wreckage left by this war."
—An expanded aid program
for U.S. 'veterans of the Viet'ham war including a guarantee
of "either a good job or a full
hilded higher education."
—Amnesty for young men
who chose jail or exile to avoid
fighting in the war, combined
with a voluntary program of
public service for those who
wanted to demonstrate their objections were not to serving the
nation but to participating in
the Vietnam war.
At the same time, McGovern
added, "We must oppose any
so-called war-crimes trials to
fix the blame for the past on
any citizen or any group of citi-

"all U.S. nulitary activities in
South Vietnam" and a "rapid
and complete withdrawal of all
U.S. troops, advisers ..."
McGovern indicated he would
halt U.S. arms aid to the regime of South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu.
"Gen. Thieu is not worth one
more American dollar," he
said.
Nixon's terms allow for a
curb on U.S. military assistance to South Vietnam, provided one is imposed on the
outside aid Hanoi receves from
Moscow and Peking.
The Vietnamese communists
want to "completely cease the
Vietnarnization policy," under
which the Nixon administration
has been aiding Saigon's armed
forces.
McGovern would not require
a general cease-fire. A statement accompanying his speech
said a limited, temporary
cease-fire is implied in his plan
because both sides at Paris
have indicated the communist
forces would not attack American troops carrying out an announced complete pullout.
For Nixon, an internationally
supervised
Indochina-wide
cease-fire is a major condition
both for military settlement
and for a broader agreement
including a political solution for
South Vietnam. It is a prerequisite for a complete U.S.
military withdrawal and elections in South Vietnam.
The Vietnamese communists
favor -a general_cease-fice in
South Vietnam when their proposed new government in Saigon is formed.
SAIGON'S FUTURE
McGovern, denouncing what
he calls the U.S. policy of
propping up of a venal Thieu
regime, says the United States
should "no longer interfere in
the internal politics of Vietnam." He says "we will allow
the Vietnamese people to work
out their own settlement ... including a coalition government" if they choose. '
Nixon stresses his goal that
"the political future of South
Vietnam will be left for the
South Vietnamese people to decide for themselves, free from
outside interference." He offers
a "free and democratic presidential election ... run by an
independent
body." Thieu
would step down one month before the election, but could run
to succeed himself.
Hanoi demands Thieu's resignation, with his regime to be
Aucceeded by a three-segment
coalition government which
would organize the new elections. The three components
would include the Viet Cong,
Saigon administration officials
and "representatives of other
political forces in South Vietnam"

PRISONERS
McGovern would dispatch his
running-mate, Sargent Shriver,
to Hanoi "to speed the arrange.ments for the return of our
prisoners." He would "expect"
the enemy to free all U.S. captives in line with the July 1,
1971, Viet Cong offer to release
priSoners upon total withdrawal
of U.S. and other foreign forces
from South Vietnam. He would
keep U.S. forces in Thailand
and off Vietnam's shores until
the prisoners are returned. .
Nixon would not stop U.S.
acts of force throughout Indochina nor would he withdraw
U.S. forces completely from
South Vietnam until there is a
Fease-fire and the prisoners are
released. Until the prisoners
are freed, "Americans in significant numbers will remain in
South Vietnam."
The Vietnamese communists
would release prisoners at the
same time as U.S. forces are
carrying out a complete withdrawal. Their spokesmen, however, from time to time have
linked the military issue with
their terms for a political settlement.

(Continued from Page Ii
and that perhaps no other individual club had such a
complete history of its activities, a club member said.
Ligon lives with his wife,
Lenora. and two sons on Cardinal Drive. He has served as
president of the Murray Lions
Club and was District Governor
WASHINGTON (AP)—Henry Kissinger's talks with the North
of District 43-K in 1968-69. He is
Vietnamese entered their fourth day in Paris today. The surprise
associate professor of general
extension of negotiations raised diplomatic
business at Murray State
eyebrows
brought no official word of progress.
University where he has been
since 1957.
Paul Mansfield, chairman of
' WASHINGTON(AP)—The Senate moved toward another
the light bulb sale reported total
attempt today to cut off debate that has blocked a vote on a bill
sales of $3,700.00 and expressed
restricting school busing. Backers of the bill were armed with a
his gratitude to all who bought
new plea from President Nixon but had little hope of success.
bulbs from the Lions.
A 45-37 roll call Tuesday fell 10 votes short of the two-thirds
Ford also said:
David Lanier, chairman, of
majority needed to force -a vote on the House-passed bill. Opcontinues to wear a
Blind men and women went
poonents quickly seizes) on the roll call as evidence that the bill Is back brace, but hopes to avoid the radio auction committee
"bird watching" recently on an
announced
that
the
event
would
dead.
ingenious woodland trail in
surgery, such as a possible fube held ilecember 13 and 14.
Fairfield, Conn., specially de-,
sion of the spinal disk.
Guests at the meeting were
BELFAST (AP)—Three young IRA bomb makers blew
signed for them.
• —He estimates his physical
themselves up late Tuesday night at the end of a day of violence in ailments have resulted "in a Jim Parks,. Mike Colkott and
The trail was smoothly carNorthern Ireland that took five lives. Another man was seriously lost 60 days of real hard core Jerry Owen.
peted with wood chips and had
smooth cedar rails on each side
wounded.
work for all practical purso that they could walk safely.
Northern Ireland's known death toll from three years of strife
A man changes remarkably
poses.••
rose to 602.
during
his
middle
—He has worked "very closerears.,
Married persons
with
ly" with It. Gov.. Juliao Car- especi•aly p,sychnlogically,
according
to
a
report
children who are church'
in the
WASHINGTON ( AP i—National Lancer Institute scientists
roll, a former rival in thy journal of
the
affiliated are less ;likely to use
Nationaltoday they have beeu able to cause lung cancer in rats by ex-' Dertiocratic gubernatorial priAssociation for Mental Wealth.
marijuana than people who are
posing them to the tar products from five cigarettes.
mary, and "we have no prob•:. At abut
he storm teeing the - zens.
-'
single, childless and of 00
But the scientists also said "the development of lung cancer in Lem as,far as a relationship."
world as something he can
religious faith, according to a
"This is notihe time for recrhumans requires long-term exposure to cigarette-smokereport in the journal of the
' --He hopes a speeial legisla- concitier and contrrl. Instead, iminations," he said,- -9t,
is
views
he
it
something
as
products "
National Association for
which
tive ftession won't-be necessary
time for reconciliation."
enntrnle
Mental Ueulth.
CHICAGO( AP)—Sen. George McGovern,Outlining the steps he
as president would take to end the Vietnam war, says the United
States can have peace "any day that we put the saving of lives
ahead of the saving of face."
The Democratic presidential nominee said Tuesday night he
would suspend U.S. bombing, military action and aid to Vietnam
on inauguration day aand tell the North Vietnamese to reiturn all
U.S. war prisoners as they had promised.

Blind watch birds in Connecticut

she,.
-

Mayfield Band To
Perform Saturday
Mayfield High School's Band
of Cardinal's, selected as the
Murray State University Honor
Band for 1972, will take the field
at Cutchin Stadium here for a
halftime performance Saturday
evening, Oct. 14.
To begin at 7:30 p.m., the
game will send Ohio Valley
Conference rival Middle Tennessee University against the
Racers, with the 80-member
Mayfield band under the
direction of Gearld Sledd
featured at intermission.
An MSU Honor is chosen each
year in accordance with a
university policy of inviting
outstanding bands which have
made an outstanding and
continuing contribution to
musical excellence in the
Jackson Purchase area.
Roger Reichmuth, marching
band director at Murray State,
said members of the Mayfield
band will be the guests of the
"Marching Thoroughbred
Band" at a post-game reception.
Senior Drum Major Kenneth
Jones will handle the field

Young Woman
Dies At Age 26
Mrs. Jan Collie Campbell, age
26, daughter of Di. and Mrs.
James E. Collie of Normal Ill.,
formerly of Murray, and
granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Collie of Murray,
died recently at Normal.
Death on her twenty-sixth
birthday followed an extended
illness due to lymphoma.
She is survived
by her
husband, Sherrill Campbell,one
daughter, Kelly Jo, her parents,
one brother, and three sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie and
Mrs. Jeriy` Ford of Murray,
Leon Collie of Charleston
Heights, S.C., Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Usrey of Mayfield, and
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Collie
and daughter.. Paige, of Xenia,
Ohio, attended the funeral of
their niece and cousin in Normal Ill.

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For "Papa" Dill
Funeral services for John
Daniel ( Papa Dill are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Milligan Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn., with Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating,
Interment will be in the
Hillcrest Cemetery at- Dover.
Mr. Dill, age 94, died Monday
at 1030 p.m. it the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray. He was
-a long time merchant of Stewart
County, Tenti., and more
recentili at Hazel.
Survivors include four sons,
Paul and Brandon of Murray,
Joe and Woodrow of Dover,
Tenn.; two daughters. Mrs.
Zilpha Cook and Mrs. Aubrey
Adam's, both of Murray; sixteen
grandchildren; twenty-four
great grandchildren; one great
great granddaughter.
The family requests that in
lieu of flowers that &nations
be made to the Heart Fund.

Almo School PTC
Has Regular Meet
The. Almo Parent-Teacher
Club met Monday, October 9, at
seven p.m. in the school gym
with the president, Mrs.
Howard Bucy, presiding. Bro.
Terry Walters gave the
devotion.
Plans were completed for the
Turkey Shoot on October 14 and
the Fall Festival on October 28.
Mrs.
Larry
Woodall,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. Kenneth Starks,
treasurer, gave the report.
School Principal Billy Outland
gave a short talk about school
activities and welcomed each
one there.
Mrs. Carglyn Boggess' first
grade room won the room count
for having the most parents
present.
After the business meeting,
parents visited the classrooms
and saw some of their child's
work as shown and discussed by
the teachers. • _
Refreshments were served by
the first and second grade
mothers. •
.

direction of the Cardinal band,
which is one of the oldest high
school units in West Kentucky.
Robert Scribner is the assistant
band director at Mayfield.
Both Sledd and Scribner
earned bachelor's and master's
degrees at Murray State.
Bands which have been
selected as Honor Bands and
appeared in guest perforrhances at Murray State in
recent years include Murray
High, Reidland and Paducah
Tilghman, according to Reichmuth.
The Murray State band
presented a show at Mayfield
Friday evening, Sept. 22, during
the halftime of the football
game between Mayfield and
Christian County High School as
a highlight of Murray State
University Week proclaimed by
Mayfield Mayor E. W. Anderson, Jr., and Graves County
Judge Dick Castleman.
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Tappan ...
(Continued from Page 1)
Once pumped from the plant,
the wastes will Row into the first
of two lagoons used primarily in
the . waste-removal process.
This 'will be the "equalizing"
lagoon, and no trestment will be
given to the waste marerials at
this point other than the
removal of oil with a skimmer.
Front the equalizing- --lagoon, --the wasters then flow into the
treatment plant
where the
chemicals are neutralized and
the solids removed. The solids
then will be pumped into a
second lagoon and left to "settle
out," and it is estimated that it
will take five years before it
reaches capacity.
The clear, clean, odor-free
water remaining, Haverstock
said, will contain less than 25
parts per million of solids,
which is very minute, when it is
then directed into Rosebrry
Creek and eventually into
Clark's River.
A standby equalization lagoon
also will be built as a
precautionary measure against
the main manufacturing plant
having to cease operation
temporarily because of a
Mechanical failure in the water
control facility.
An additional leltrtrig WM)—
also will be built, giving the
facility a 10.year watertreatment life before any addition settling lagoons will
become necessary. The fiveacre section of the tract set
aside for the facility also con- •
tains sufficient space for
enough additional settling
lagoonS to permit operation of
the facility for as long as 50
years.
Designed by The Chester
Engineers, Corapolis, Pa., the
same firm which designed the
City of 1Vitaray's relatively-new
sewage disposal plant, the new
Tappan facility, is expected to
be in operation by April, 1973.
The new plant will be the first
of its type to be constructed by
the Tappan Company, which
headquarters in Mansfield,
Ohio, and operates two other
stove plants, one in Los
Angeles, Calif., and the other in
Mansfield.
Supervising construction of
the new plant, which is being
built by the Quality Construction Company, Benton, is
John Farrell, manager of
manufacturing service at the
Murray plant, arid Starkie
Colson, the plant engineer and a
25-year Tappan employee.
"We feel this additional investment by the Tappan
Company in the Murray area
reflects the company's concern
for greater preservation of the
environment and our natural
resources," Haverstock said,
adding that once the facility is
in operation, state and 'city
officials as well as community
leaders will have an opportunity
to tour the plant and observe the
operation.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Service Oct. II, 1972
Market
Report includes 9
buying stations
Receipts: Act. 726 Est, 600
Barrows and Gilts steady Shs,ys
steady to 50 cents higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 28.00-28.75
US 1-3 200-Z.1U ins., zi.av-ho.u.,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 27.00-27.50
US 3-4260-280 lbs., 26.25-27.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 25.00-26.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 24.00-25.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 23.50-24.00
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Water beds just a soggy fad?
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
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Singer Dionne Warwicke,
recognized around the world as
one of the leading female
vocalists, will present a concert
at Murray State University on
Homecoming Day Saturday,
Oct. 21.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the
university fieldhouse, the
_program is a special feature of
the
50th
Anniversary
Homecoming and the second of
the year sponsored by the
Student Organization.
Miss Vtariiieltetag •
over Europe and in South
America, Mexico, and Japan, in
addition to her appearances in
the United States, and has been
accorded the highest critical
acclaim for her unique
style.Winner of two Grammy
Awards and chosen several
times as the most popular, best
or best-selling female vocalist,
she has made four Gold
Albums—"Here Where There
Is Love," "Golden Hits,"
"Valley of the Dolls," and "A
Decade of Gold."
Miss Warwicke, who comes
from a family of gospel singers
and began studying music at the
age of six, skyrocketed to fame
following her first hit record
entitled "Don't Make Me
Over."
Soon the former church choir
singer with the engaging smile
was much in demand for public
appearances and beginning to
appear regularly on big-name
television shows. Some of her
other best-selling singles include "Anyone Who Had a
Heart," "Walk on By," "Theme
from the Valley of the Dolls,"
"Do You Know the Way to San
Jose," and "I Say A Little
Prayer."
In 1969 she, broke into the
movies with a role in -Slaves,"
co-starring Stephen Boyd and
Ossie Davis.
Tickets for the concert by
Miss Warwicke are $4, $4.50 And
$5. They are art sale at Gatlin
and Cohrs in Paducah, the
Music Center in Mayfield, and
at the Student Organization
office in the Waterfield Student
Union Building on the campus.

Mail orders with a check and
a stamped, self-addressed
envelope may be sent to:
Tickets, Student Organization
Office, Waterfield Student
Union Building, Murray State
University, Murray, Kentucky,
42071.
Keith Steele, a LaCenter
freshman, is chairrnarP of the
concert committee of the
Student Organization.
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FINED
Local persons have been fined
in the Graves County Court,
according to the court report
published in the Mayfield
Mesrknger. They are Charles E.
Tucker of Ktrksey Route One,
Nichola McClure of Murray,
Kenneth Lee Perry of Hazel,
Thomas Edmond Vance of
Murray, Tremon P. Farris, Jr.,
of Farmington Route One, and
1.al Edward Elliott, .Jr. of
yurray, each fined $29.50 for
speeding; James E. elrindley of
Murray, fined $29.50 for
reckless driving.

Did you hear the one about
the fellow who bought a water
,bed and had to bring it back to
the store the following day?
He got seasick.
The water bed, besides being the brunt of hundreds of
funny — and often risque —
jokes, is one of the hottest
items to come along since the
Hula-Hoop.
But unlike the Hula-Hoop,
which faded from the scene in
a few short years, there are
strong indications that the
water bed is here to stay.
Basically, a water bed is a
water-filled plastic bag that
fits into a plastic or wooden
frame. You can purchase a
water bed for as little as $30 or
spend as much as $2,500.
What you get for $30, however, is merely a.plastic bag
filled with water.
For $500, you can have a
good quality seamless, heavygauge vinyl "mattress" that
fits into a handcrafted plastic
_king-size frame, complete
with a heating element to
_ keep _ttte_inattress warm in
winter.
For $2,500 you can have a
custom job.
Water beds are filled with a
garden hose and the amount
of water determines mattress
firmness. To empty the mattress, just dump out the water. The deflated unit will fit
in a shopping bag.
Proponents of the water bed
concept (included are many
k noted physicians) claim that
back pain, tension, headaches
and muscle fatigue can be
greatly diminished or totally
eliminated.

have been several reports of
upper floors collapsing under
the intense squane-foot load
that a water bed can exert.
Many apartment dwellers
are now discovering that written into their lease agreements is a clause forbidding
water beds. And in San Francisco, the Apartment House
Association has gone on
record against them.
Another danger with water
beds is the electrical shock
potential.

pillow under my legs to get
any comfort at all."
Then Berger discovered the
water bed.
-I was staying in a hotel
that offered water beds for
those who wanted to try them
out.
"I tried it, liked it and went
out and bought one the next
day. That was two years ago
and I'll never sleep on anything else again," he said.
Water beds come in standard twin, double, queen and
king sizes. Customers with a
flair for the original can have
mattresses custom ordered in
Just about any shape imaginable. One Hollywood starlet
reportedly had her water bed
built in the shape of a heart.
Perhaps the biggest problem with water beds is their
weight. Water is heavy and a
king-size bed can easily tip
the scales at over.a ton. There

Most beds incorporate some
sort of a heating device — lying down on a cold mattress of
water can be a chilling experience — and a leaky mattress can spell disaster. Now
that water beds are "coming
of age," sophisticated shockproof heating units are hitting
the market.
There are no accurate statistics on how many water

—
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bleifled was the highlight of the
unit study. The children observed the cows being milked
and the milk piped to a 3013gallon holding tank. A cow and
baby calf were tied outside for
the children to pet.
The group continued to Ryan
Pictures of food from the four
food groups brought in by the Milk Co. for a guided tour to•
students were displayed on the watch the milk as it was
processed, and then packaged.
bulletin board.
Chocolate milk was then served
The students had a tasting to each of the 43
students.
party of foods from the food
Home made ice cream was
groups, with Mrs. Held made by the
students in the
Hogancamp, school dietician,. classroom,,ai
sa.„ ,
giving a talk on milk substitutes
The group Ny....ks accompanied
and serving a banana milk by the teachers,
school
beverage.
secretary,. Mrs. Jimmie
A field trip to the dairy barn Stubblefield; and
Mrs. Orlene
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stub- Bucy, bus driver.

20-oz. Bottle

I NSTAMATIC
COLOR OUTFIT

SALE
ctt.s mar StAINS

The second grade classes of
New Concord Elementary
School have completed an instructional unit study on
nutrition, according to teachers
Mrs. Barbara McCuiston and
Mrs. Doll Redick.

Kills Germs By Millions On Contact!

KODAK

Denture Cleanser
Tablets

Concord Classes Complete
Study On Nutrition Values

-LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

AND
SAVE

EFFERDENT
!ASIA

HOMEMADE ICE CREAM—Members of the second grade
classes at New Concord make home made ice cream during
their study on nutrition. Top photo, Mrs. Red1ck's second grade
class, and bottom photo, Mrs. McCuiston's class.

CHICAGOAJP1) — If you
haven't been a hospital patient
within the last seven years
maybe you're beating the
averages.
Under typical conditions,
according to Encyclopaedia
Britanniea. 7 of every 1,000

CAR EHATTER
If you have a typical eightcylinder model, your spark
plugs have fired 15 million
tirnes in the last year, and each
spark plug cable has delivered
a total of 250 billion volts.

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

******
%I
1:11.11U•r Cif •••SI•

Hospital
averages

mrt kwso gprITOSIM—fgighi--W-41--Q

"I never slept well," confided Lt. William Berger, a
Vietnam veteran who had
both knees shattered by an
antipersonnel mine. had to
sleep on my back and put a

EAST SIDE OF THE SOLIAHE

beds have been sold since they
first hit the market, but they
number in the thousands. Today they are found in apartments, homes, hotels and
even hospitals. There are water beds for adults, children
and even pets.
And the water bed market is
just' beginning to blossom.
"Wait around a few years
and see how many 'slosh beds'
are sold," said Alicia Farr, a
dealer who handles luxurious
models that can set you back
$2,500. "As soon as the quickbuck artists die off and we get
some quality back into the
water bed business, I guarantee it will eventually replace
the box spring."

hospital.
- Each year, according to
Britannica, 15 per cent of the
U.S. population is admitted to
a hospital for bed care -a rate
of about 1 of each 7 persons
annually.
There are approximately
7,000 hospitals in the United
States. This is almost the same
number as 40 years ago, but
the total beat capacity has
doubled to more than 1.6
million and admissions have
tripled to approximately 30
million annually.
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THE TRAVELER

Canada 2 'grand canyons' toured by train
eases
loans
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service

ERIC FORESTER
opley News Service
OTTAWA — As part of the
federal election campaign,
the Canadian government has
come up with new regulation
for government-backed mortgages which make credit arrangements easier than ever
before for those buying a low
to medium-priced home.
Under the National Housing
Act, the federal government
backs mortgages which meet
specific conditions, making it
possible for prospective buyers to obtain interest rates 1 to
2 per cent lower than the going rate. The current NHA
rate is 9 per cent
Government boosters are
hailing the new regulations as
a great boon to the mass of
Canadians now living in
rented accommodation because they haven't been able
to save a down payment.
Builders, too, are enthusiastic, because the new rules will
undoubtedly expand their potential market.
Critics, however, after
charging that eased credit restriCtiOnS MT-politically motivated, then proceed to claim
new housing policies are a direct encouragement to inflation.
It's a charge which is difficult to deny.
The new regulations raise
the upper limit of an NHAbooked loan from $25,000 to
$30,000. Previously the recipient of an NHA mortgage had
to be able to carry principle,
interest and taxes with 27 per
cent of monthly income. If
both husband and wife were
working, half the wife's
salary could be counted when
calculating the maximum allowed monthly payment. The
new regulations boost the
maximum monthly payment
allowed to 30 per cent of the
total combined income of husband and wife.
in effect, it makes it easier
for middle income Canadians
r-iss tirke on the massive debt of
owning their own home. It
puts more money into the
economy on a debt basis.
The move has undoubted
political appeal, but it broadens the large base of Canadians who already have a
vested interest in seeing inflation continue.
For example, a couple buying a $32,000 home with a
$30,000 mortgage at 9 per cent
over 25 years would pay more
than $100,000 before the house
was truly theirs — plus about
$13,000 in real estate taxes.
If that same hotise—wore
rented at $300 a month for 25
years, the bill would be
$90.000, provided the rent was
not increased.
There's the catch. The
family which buys a home and
shoulders such a debt load,
does so because of inflation
expectations. It's those same
inflation expectations which
have driven interest rates up
to 9 per cent — 11 and 12 per
cent for private second mortgages.
It's a situation that the government encourages, according to opposition leader
Robert Stanfield, because the
government, too, has a vested
interest in inflation.
So long as inflation continues, the government reaps
a progressively higher share
of the gross national product
in taxes, without increasing
the taxation rate, says Stanfield.
Why" Because as inflation
devalues money, salaries go
up. but deduction rates stay
the same. The buying power
of a $1,000 income tax deduction decreases in flirted proportion to the rate of inflation.
Stanfield promises to correct that tax wrinkle if he's
elected by keying income tax
personal deductioni to the
cost of living
Meanwhile, inflation , in
Canada is picking up stem.
Over the last year, the cost of
Irving has risen 4.7 per cent.
During the last two months,
the price of food has increased
6 per cent. All that, and an unemployment rate of 6.7, seasonally adjusted. That's what
niakes economics the prime
issue in the coming election.
CRImr REPORT
An estimated 385,910 robberies occurred in the United
States during 1971 with an ay-wage-loss-4 $226 per rotobery.
Total property loss approximates $87 million

Train buffs may be interested in a 16-day tour of
Arizona's Grand Canyon and
the Barranca del Cobre, Mexico's "Grand Canyon." The
latter is in the southwestern
part of Chihuahua.
The train leaves San Francisco arid Los Angeles Nov. 3
and crosses the Mexican
border at El Paso. Then it
travels on the Chihuahua al
Pacifico system through the
Sierra Madre Occidental to
Guaymas on the west coast,
and returns through El Paso.

The cost starts at $655 from
San Francisco and $525 from
El Paso, with $95 extra for the
optional Arizona Grand Canyon trip. Write Wampler
Tours, Box 45, Berkeley,
Calif. 94701, for reservations
and inforinalice.
A large number of Amazing
America Vacations are being
offered by Greyhound. Included are a series of Walt
Disney \yprld tours and trips
to every U.S. national
park. ...
Continental Trailways has a
new offer to stimulate offseason travel. It's a nationwide
circle tour ticket called Eagle
pass which permits travel for

MONEY MATTERS

More regulation
due in market
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELES — The over-the-counter market — a sloppy
kind of place throughout most of its history, a place where you
could see your low-price stock climb 100 per cent and still sell it
at a loss — is gaining respectability.
Its image is changing because t 1( a nationwide automated
quotations system leaving specialists out of the picture is very
effective, and 21 a dedicated lineup of overseers representing
the-NationaLAssociation of Securities Dealers is doing a good
job in executive roles.
Gordon S. Macklin, NASD president, said during a West Coast
swing that the OTC market "is paying for its Sins of the past"
but should show strong growth in spite of increasing government regulation.
The NASD, which is responsible for maintaining the market
for issues not listed on the regular stock exchanges, numbered
90,525 registered representatives among its member firms five
years ago. Presently, the count is 197,930, including 25,207 in its
fast-growing Southwest district.
The paperwork crisis of 1967-69, when securities went undelivered for several months at a time and confusion reigned in
the back offices of the nation's brokerage firms, led the-NASD
to professionalize its operation.
Under Macklin, who took over as chief executive in April,
1970, the NASD has performed increasingly well.
Its automated quotations system ( NASDAQ), for example,
flashes bid and asked prices on any. of 3,200 stocks at a moment's notice in boardrooms throughout the country in response to markets being made by OTC dealers in various cities.
Macklin has managed to create a national OTC list of 1,400
OTC stocks carried by most major metropolitan newspapers on
a daily basis.
He said he intends to give serious consideration to a proposal
to increase the list to 2,000 or so to eliminate the need for separate regional quotations.
Macklin. an Ohioan with a background of 20 years in the securities business, credited the Securities Investor Protection
Corp., a nonprofit membership corporation created by the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, with doing a great deal
to reestablish investor confidence in the OTC market after
numerous brokerage house failures during the paper work
crunch.
SIPC is funded by assessrnent of brokerage firms based on
trading volume, but it has standby authority to borrow up to Si
billion from the U.S. Treasury if it ever becomes necessary. In
event of a firm's liquidation, customers are substantially protected against loss of their securities being held in account or in
transit.
Macklin reported NASD members firms have raised $50 million against a planned reserve of $150 million for a customers'
protection fund.
Macklin said Congress has learned a lot about the securities
business in recent years and that it appears to be leaning toward a policy calling for about 50 per cent of stock exchange
( and NASD) directorships corning from outside the securities
industry.
He said a congressional committee recommendation calls for
the Securities di Exchange Commission to double its staff and
pursue possible violations of securities law more vigorously. He
said he expects to see stiffer criminal penalties meted out.
Under study, Macklin said, are such matters as the distribution of so-called hot issues, the area of tax shelters, possible
regulation of municipal bonds and diversification of securities
firms into other financial fields.

Jobless Rate Remains At
5.5 Per Cent Last Month

NEW YORK AP) —The jobless rate remained at 5.5 per
cent in September, a level that
drew praise from the President's advisers and criticism
from labor leaders. Neither is
the best response; understanding is what is needed.
In the context of the past 15
or 20 years. that percentage is
neither high nor low, which
leads to the presumption that
there might be a reason for the
rate sticking in that area. And
there is.
The story of jobs in the
American economy is not an
isolated one, because if you
speak of jobs you automatically
speak also of prices. There is a
delicate nip-and-tuck game between them,and it neve.. ends.
Simplified, there is a
tendency of prices to rise as
the unemployment rate ..is
pushed lower, mainly because
the least productive skills are
called into use, as are the least
desirable units of plant and
equipment.
The loss of efficiency is made
up, therefore, in higher prices.
The seller's unit costs are higher, and so he attempts to recover those extra costs through
higher price tags.
The question of when a jobless rate is satisfactory really
never-can be answered. So long'

as people are forced onto welfare because they cannot sell
their skills, minor as they are,
the situation is unsatisfactory.
No economist has conclusively. deissonstrated to date
how low the rate can be pushed
without starting the inflation
fires again. And so, a rate of 5
or 5.5 per cent is high or low
depending largely upon a point
of view.
There is no disagreement,
however, that the U.S. federal
government is committed to
probing into this unknown area.
It is committed to do so by law,
the Employment Act of 1946,
which calls for maximum use
of the nation's assets.
ft means that the nation is
committed to maximum growth
of its economy—to ever-greater
production, jobs, standards of
living; to a red hot economy, in
other words.
But there is a limitation imposed by that act that prevents
the country from burning the
candle at both ends. If the attempt to push the economy forward results in inflation, then a
cornparomisttinust be called.
It means that full employment is not a specific percentage of the labor force, but
is instead a percentage of the
tabor force in relation_V_Ihe
rate of inflation.

a period of 60 days from date
of sale. ...
Qantas Airways is the 29th
major airline to back a plea
from the World Wildlife Fund
to stop travel programs which
promote the hunting of endangered species of wildlife. ...
The 45,000-ton Canberra will
arrive in New York from
Southampton in January to
begin a program of cruises to
the Caribbean. Between Jan.
31 and Sept. 9 it will make 19
cruises to the Caribbean and a
special voyage to Africa's
northwestern coast to observe
the 1973 eclipse. The Cunard
Line and PM)Lines are cooperating in the maiden cruise
program out of New York.
An eight-day "Dive Tahiti"
tour is offered by the Islands
in the Sun and Air New Zealand. It's designed for diving
parties of eight or more. Cost
of the basic eight-day tour is
$699, including equipment, ac-

-cornmodations and transportation. ...
The new 40-story Mandarin
Hotel in Singapore has the
city's only revolving restaurant. ...
Want to get away in New
York? Trans World Airlines
offers a four-day -Getaway"
trip to the city for a starting
price of $65 plus air fare. You
can select five things to do
from 26 options. You have a
choice of 10 hotels, with the
tour price based on the hotel
chosen. ...
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, a
resort in the Bavarian Alps, is
getting ready for a busy
winter season. Ski jumping
competition, downhill races,
hockey matches, a motor
sleigh race, and an ice show
are scheduled in January. In
February, events include the
World Ski Bob Championships
and a giant slalom race for
women.

GIRL SCOUTS AT ROTARY—These six young ladies symbolized the various phases of the Girl
Scout Program at the Murray Rotary Club meeting Thursday and led the club members in the pledge
of allegiance to the flag. From the left, they are: Rebbie Houston, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Hal
Houston; Liz Hendon, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon; Stacy Overbey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Overbey; Marilyn Howard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard; Emily Byrn, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Jim Byrn,and Gina Starks,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Starks. More than 300 girls
and adult leaders are involved in the movement in Calloway County.
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FREE

$20 To Be Given Away
Every Day!
* Must be 18 or over
* Register any time at Johnson's
* No purchase required

TRAIN LOAD SA

Johnson's Own
Swifts
Plmiun

SAUSAGE.

lb.

roToR
BEEF

lb

•

Gold Medal

Cold ok jok
Tablets

yy;
Contac
Listerine

32.. 7a
49t

coupon
ouon

5/$100

5/s1°&°oz.

Blue Lake Cut

4Rom

Scott

Gerber Strained

lib.

1 2 Open Skillet
7/

10 Skillet
with Cover,

39
9'

4 34 - oz,

FOOD

Fryers

2 at. Sauce Pan
with Cover

Shop Our Complete Discount

25,

Health & Beauty Aid Department

ORANGE JUICER"
CHILI &
PEACHES
DOG FOOD
Liquid
IVORY

White

I

13F
osPS
"

Field

WIENERS

Trail Ration

6rib

2

11
/
2 Qt. Hi-Boy
Sauce Pan with
Cover

2/89'
15" 29'
35'

---HEAVIEST GAUGE COOKWARE
WITH CHINA-LIKE
PERMO-PORCELAIN EXTERIORS.
Fashioned for today with porcelain exterior
finish in beautiful TANGERINE or
AVOCADO colors and featuring;tough.
durable Teflon II scratchproof cooking
sufaces Durable enough for use with metal
spatulas and spoons No'scorching no
sticking perfect for — waterless cooking
No-scour cleanup You II love
Select your cookware in beautiful Avocado
Green or Tangerine!
-r

S ze

50 lbs

$399

Field

Pyramid

BACON

5-PIECE COM!
INCLUDES:

3 oz

Family

Whole

NORDIC CBolt
.
7- PIECE STARTER SET
INCLUDES:

Red & White

U.S. Gov't
Inspected

CLUB PLANI

5 Lbs.

Red & White

32 oz $ 1 29

I

40%

79
59;
MAZOLA - 0- 1-1—
FLOUR
APPLE SAUCE
GREEN BEANS
JELLO
Q-TOILEITISSUE
BABY

Cough Syrup

/10 I\

a -

slikyE

* LAST WEEK'S WINNERS *
* Wed. - Lexie Wilkerson
* Thur. - Mrs. Paul Shahan
* Fri. - W. A. Cunningham
* Sat - Mary F. Paschall
* Mon. - Brent Morris
* Tues. - Mrs. Bill Redden

PORK CHOPS

NyQuil
99;

IIHW
-

'

/
1
4 Loin Sliced

* You do not have to be
present to win
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JOIN THE CLUB!

59'

HERE'S HOW 0
With each and ev
purchase, you m
Plan Coupon for •
collected a total •
Nordic Cookwar
is yours!
PURCHASE CL
COUPONS FOR

25
COUPON

Red & White
r
ue

59 lb.

•
TOWELS
..Johnson's Coupon
spNt

TOWELS
Jumbo

R20

When you buy Giant Size

'Cold Power.59ccoupon
with

Limit 1 per purchase
Expires 10-17-72
Johnson's Coupon
When You Buy Giant Size
•
SP•Ni*.
Niagara

Spray Starch
Limit 1 per purchase

TISSUE
4 Rolls

39;

Red & White Assorted

NAPKINS

R7

39;,:pitohn

Expires 10-17-72

29'

Red & White
TOILET

180 COUNT

29'

KOTEX
Reg. 12's

49;

Purex
Gallon

ER 11, 1972
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Every Red & White pro
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded •

RED&
WHITE

Prices Good thru Tuesday, Oct 17

RIDE A BIKE
for the

RETARDED

RED &
WHITE

RED
WHITE

Richtex

FOOD
STORES

—where friendly people
help you save I

Red & White

4 Sticks

OLEO
19'b
DOG FOOD
101/9."
t
'
'5
2/69
POTATOES
59
COLD— POWER'ant slie
89t
2
TUNA
.2
SALT
at
')
89t
gi( & BEANS
39,
POTATO CHIPS
.SFRAY STARCH-couPt oah
Red & White Cat or

15 oz

Red & White Instant

---UB-PLAN

Rod & Whit.

t with
coupon

GOKWARE

Red & White

5-PIECE COMPLETER SET
INCLUDES:

cans

Red & White

Y2 Open Skillet
12 Cup
Bundt Pan

-oz.
b2o6x
2'I2
can s

10" Skillet
with Cover,

Yellow

Red & White

ONIONS

Twin Pack

ra
Niagas
- ok
toz.

.11"Chef Saute

2 Qt. Sauce Pan
ith Cover

-Skillet

.... 1

1
4

Golden Bake

BREAD

3 Qt. Casserole/
Dutch Oven with
Cover & Bakelite
Base

EXTERIORS.
ith porcelain exterior
NGERINE or
nd featurinatough
tchproof cooking
ugh for use with metal
No scorching -. no
r waterless- cooking
oull love it'

4-RENCH FRIES
COBBLERS
LEMONADE
FRENCH
PIE SHELIS Red&"te

fE'S HOW OUR-PLAN WORKS...
HEOWith each and every $3.00 grocery
purchase, you may purchase ONE Club
Plan Coupon for only 99(C—when you have
collected a total of 25 Club Coupons. the
Nordic Cookware Set of your choice
is yours!
PURCHASE CLUB
COUPONS FOR ONLY

2.1b.

Minute Maid

EACH
With Each $3.00 Grocery Order

cou2p5oNs

21b

POTATOES

39,
79,

Ole South Apple

e in beautiful Avocado

E CLUB!

Idaho

20-oz
Loaves

Crinkle Cut

00KWARE

w.

6 °z

6/79'

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

3/$100

FIt FES Fr" Acresi1
/
2

AND THE SET OF YOUR
CHOICE IS YOURS!

Pkg. of $100
2

LETTUCE
Head

Red & White

Gallon

TOMATO
JUICE
46 oz

39'

25'

ICE CREAM
Gal

54?

Sun Spun

ICE MILK
Gal

2/79

1

cohnson's Coupon

RIO

When You Buy Gold Medal

Flour
"b&
Limit 1 per purchase

49'

Expires .10/17/72
Johnson's Coupon

with,
coupon

When you buy a quart of
Liquid

Ivory

Limit 1 per purchase

R25

.
- ; with
7 coupon

5

Ex sirs 10/1.7/12
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Aare Device
Decoys Viet
Heat Missile--

The
WASHINGTON (AP)
Air Force has countered a worrisome antiaircraft missile in
Vietnam with a parachute flare
device that decoys the heatseeking weapon away from
U.S. jets and helicopters.
The Russian-made Strella
missile caused deep concern
last spring when North Vietnamese soldiers used it to knock
down a number of U.S. and
South Vietnamese planes and
helicopters.
After a couple of the bazookalike Strellas were captured in
South Vietnam, one of them
was flown to the United States
for study.
Nothing was said publicly
about the countermeasure experts devised until Secretary of
the Air Force Robert C._Seamans Jr. mentioned it-briefly
in a speech last week.
Seamans said, "We were
able, in just 18 days, to develop
and deploy to the field an infrared suppression kit to counter the heat-seeking Strella missile .."
Asked for details, Air Force
sources said the technicians
modified an existing flare system for the decoy task.
The device is ejected from an
aircraft. A timer opens the
parachute when it is well clear.
then fires the flare.
The Strella is attracted to the
intensely burning flare instead
of to the plane because the
flare generates more heat than
the plane's engines, sources explained.
There was no explanation
why .officials chose to disclose
the Strella countermeasure
now, but it appears likely they
believe the North Vietnamese
have caught on by this time.
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Delta

Hunt's

Nescafe

lb.

38c

lb.

Can

cans

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Morrell Bulk Econ.

lb. -

Star-Kist

pkeEs,

st

Sirloin

TV_DINNERS CHEERIOS
g
PEARS
01 I CABBAGE

10-oz.
Box

BABY FOOD

9c

12-oz can

CAN DRINKS

GerberStrained

Banquet

39;

CREAM PIES
ft

Bartlett

lb 10C

29c

lb

ea

Hyde Park

Red

10-lb.
Bag

POTATOES

58,
BRE

Limit 2 Ctns

COUPON
Limit one per family

12-oz.
Jar

COFFEE
$129
COUPON
Limit one per family

COUPON
Limit one per famil

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Giant Size

Family Size

Giant Size

COFFEE

COFFEE

COLD POWER

CASCADE

AXION

12-oz.
jar

$129

Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Slorey's

1-lb.

/9C

can
f"
10-17-72
Expires
Good Only At Storey's

49-oz
box.

59C

Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Storey's

69C
Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Storey's

00 BANANAS

lb.

10c

COFFEE
1 Lb
Can
oupon

(with coupon below)

COUPON
,
Lim it one pei famii!

20 oz. $1
Size

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

5 (DpePlous,t

COUPON
Limit one per family

4

AD

16 Ounce

8-Bot
Ctn.

Golden Ripe

39C
Expires 10-17-72
Good Only AtShull s

COUPON
Limit one per family

Giant Size

VEL
22-oz.

LIQUID

3[1,

Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Storey's

79c
COUPON
Limit one per family

COUPON NO. 5433
Limit one per family

Robin Hood

PUFFS

' 5-lb.
bag

29c Expires 10-17-72 .
Good Only At Storey's

COL PON
Limit one-per family

Jeno Pizza

Giant Size

SNACK TRAY

FLOUR

200 ct Box

COUPON
I omit one per famik

49

C

7.oz. 89C
•

Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 10-17-72
Good Only At Storey's

GAIN
49-oz.
box

69C

Expii4s 10-17-72
Good Only At Store v'c
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